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Primers
Why Primers? Because a good drill in
the elements of music is the foundation for
all future musical work. Such study is com¬
pulsory in all European Countries. Why not
here ? Primers are fine for reviewing careless,
poorly trained pupils. Here are two fine ones.
A Primer of Facts About
Music
Question, end Answer, on the Elements
of Music
By M. G. EVANS
Price, 50 Cents
More than a primer: a compact musical
encyclopaedia, beginning with the rudiments
of music and ending with a tabulated sum¬
mary of Musical History.
Gibbon’s Catechism of
Music
GIBBON CHAMBERS KILLOUGH
Price, 50 Cents
Arranged in the style of Questions and
Answers, covering the necessary ground of el¬
ementary instruction in notation, time values,
intervals, scales, keys, chord construction,
abbreviations, and embellishments. It can be
used advantageously by the student who is
educating himself.

First Grade Studies
All these studies are tuneful and very direct.
That is, there is no redundancy or waste in
any of the books. Your pupils will like them.
First Grade Studies for the
Pianoforte
A. BUGBEE
Price, SI.00
They are so nearly like pieces that pupils
take to them instinctively and practice them
with great zest.
Second Grade Book of Melodic
Studies
. A. BUGBEE
Price, $1.00
Too much -cannot be said in favor of this
Students’ Selected Primary
Studies
H. ENGELMANN 2 Books Each, 80 Cents
Taken from the very easiest studies of the
best authors. They are especially suited for
an introduction to Mathews’ Standard Graded
Course.
General Study Book
MATHILDA BILBRO
Price, 50 Cents
A collection of piano studies for the child.

The Standard Graded

Successful First Instruction Books

Course
The Standard Graded Course
Music like a keel to a ship. With this
fully selected “keel” all other material may
be added as needed and the whole musical
training will be well balanced and progressive.
If the student just takes the Standard Graded
Course alone (with pieces, of course), and does
not have any other books of studies the stu¬
dent will have at least the main structure well
built. The course comes in ten grades—one
dollar for each grade. With special work
during the summer the student should be able
to master an entire grade in two months.
These are the indispensable books—no mat¬
ter what you omit from your summer course
you must have these.

Insuring Interest and Thoroughness
The New Beginner’s Book
By THEO. PRESSER

Price, 75 Cents

This is truly a Beginner’s Book, in every sense of the
word. So simple that the youngest child—children just
out of kindergarten—can readily understand it and make
wonderful progress. The following are a few important
new features which make it valuable to teacher and
pupil alike:
ILLUSTRATIONS
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
LARGE NOTES
WRITING EXERCISES
There are many other features. Teachers who have
very young pupils will readily recognize the merits of this
instructor.

Class
The Standard History .of Music, by
James Francis Cooke, has been used with
great success in summer class work by hun¬
dreds of teachers in all parts of the country.
Often Harmony and History are added to a
summer course at very slight expense to
stimulate greater interest.
Price, $1.25

°ur.re«ul;'r *aff of experts make up
“1“ Grade Material so that there will be no delay in receiving just what you need Write IndTilf^' T* °i RrSt' Second- Third
expect in each grade. Theplan .s to use what you need with your pupils and return thebaic ‘Te^y £d ££*£*£?

Any of our publications are sent to responsible persons “On Sale” at any time for examinaii„„
Accounts with responsible persons are
’
lamination

solicited.
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QUICKEST MAIL
ORDER.MUSIC
SUPPLY HOUSE
FOR SCHOOLS,
COLLEGES,
TEACHERS AND
LOVERS OF MUSIC

THEODORE
PRESSER
COMPANY
1710-1712-1714
CHESTNUT ST.

PHILA.,

Write to-day for “On Sale” package

___

_

F.

TNGRAM

COMPANY

1 -'aW.slic ^ ^
T. W. Cotton, Pty. Ltd.,

Detroit, Micb. U. & A.
Melbourne, Australia.

ORDER EARLY PLAN
But the thinking teacher has long realized
the wisdom of ordering next season’s sup¬
plies well in advance, and therefore to most
teachers nothing more than a reminder is
h necessary at this time.

Beginners

Specially Selected Teaching Pieces for Summer Classes

FREDERICK
Windsor, Canada.
Australasian Agents,

Abundant Reasons and Convincing Argu¬
ments can be Advanced in Favor of this

A Fine Book for Adult

First Recital Pieces
Fascinating Collections For Summer Study
Popular Home Album
Price, 75 Cents
These collections for the first four grades are the most economical form of buying
Price, 50 Cents
A continuation of the series begun with the
pieces. Your pupils will appreciate these economies this summer.
Pieces lying in the early or intermediate
First Parlor Pieces," a deservedly popular grades. All admirably adapted for parlor
Popular Parlor Album for the Modern Drawing Room Pieces collection or first and second grade pieces.
playing.
Piano. Price, 50 Cents
Price, $1.00
The Very First Pieces
Pieces in or about Grade III. A wealth of
First Parlor Pieces
Brilliant and attractive compositions of a
Price, 50 Cents
new, pleasing pieces of light and attractive high order, melodious and showy in the hands
Price, 50 Cents
Pieces, such as may be assigned to elemencharacter and only moderate difficulty.
of the average player.
od, easy music of the first and second
tary pupils at the earliest possible stage.

Ingram's Rouge
judc iu
B.„r. ’ use a touch of Ingram's Rouge on the cheeks. A
safe preparation for delicately heightening the natural color. The coloring matter
is not absorbed by the skin. Delicately perfumed. Solid cake. Three shades
Light, Medium and Dark. 50c.
Send a, a dime to cover expense of packing and mailing our Guat Room Package containing Ingmmj
Milkweed Cream, Rouge, Fact Powder. Zodcnta Tooth Powder, and Perfume in Guest Room Sleet.

Order Teaching
Material Early

A Summer History

Suggestive Studies for Music Lovers
By C. L. NORCROSS
All teachers should know about a book
especially prepared for adult beginners, one
that eliminates all appeal to the child mind,
introduces music that adults respect, aiid is
especially rapid so that the adults patience
)t be tried. Price, $1.50.

Buy it in either

A Most Vital Point
in Preparing is to

The Beginner’s Harmony, by Preston
Ware Orem, makes the whole study of the
subject so clear and simply that young pupils
will find it especially enjoyable. Price, $1.00

The Student’s Book

Rub a little Ingram’s Milkweed Cream
into the tips of the fingers twice daily
and the hardness and toughness that
constant practice at the piano brings
will soon disappear. This treatment is
of exceptional value to the pianiste or
violinist who wishes to keep the flesh
of her finger tips in proper condition.
Ingram’s Milkweed Cream is best known
for its ability to tone up the skin tissues
and to keep the complexion colorful,
soft, and free from blemish.
Applied
to the hands it will keep them soft,
white, and attractive in spite of dish¬
water and housework.

SOc or $1.00 Size

Class

First Steps in Pianoforte Study

'there is

TO A SUCCESSFUL and SAT¬
ISFACTORY OPENING of
NEXT TEACHING SEASON

A Summer Harmony

A Concise, Practical and Melodious Introduction to the
Study of Piano Playing
THEO. PRESSER
Price, $1.00
SOME POINTS OF INTEREST:
New Material.
Popular and yet of high grade.
Graded so carefully and
beginning so simply as to be almost a kindergarten method.
It will take a child through the first nine months of in¬
struction in a most pleasing and profitable manner.

By THEO. PRESSER
Price, 75 cents
A logical sequel to the Beginner’s Book. It can be
used by any student who has done the work of the first
grade up to, but not including, the scales. The principal
aim has been to ground the pupil well technically, and at
the same time develop musical taste. A complete treat¬
ment of the scales forms the center of the work. Major
scales receive detailed treatment up to and including four
sharps and four flats. At the end of the book all the scales
are given. Aside from scales, special attention is given to
grace notes, broken chords and arpeggios, syncopation,
hand crossing and wrist motion.

_

Half of the success of Summer Music classes depends upon the selection of
material so interesting that the hot weather is forgotten and so rapid that
fine results show at the end of the eight or nine weeks of study

Keep Your
Finger Tips
in Condition

Preparation
is A
Strong
Support

Material for Summer Holiday Music Classes

Pag$ SSS

PA.

PUBLISHERS
OF AND DEAL¬
ERS IN SHEET
MUSIC AND
MUSIC BOOKS.
MUSICAL MER¬
CHANDISE, TALKING MACHINES
AND RECORDS.

Supreme in tone!

E

BRIEFLY, the plan is to book ‘‘On Sale" orders during the early
LJ summer months subject to delivery on or before a date
specified by the teacher. Orders received up to August First are
combined In one shipment prepaid to central distributing points
and from there forwarded at a small expense to the several
consignees. The saving in transportation charges Is an Im¬
portant Item and means much in these days of high costs, but
of more consequence Is the certainty of having one’s music
supplies on hand and ready for use when the pupils arrive.

XAMINE the Sonora critically.
Observe the
beautiful, curved, design lines of the cabinet
which are exclusive with Sonora, and study the
long-rulining motor, the tone control at the sound
source, the convenient filing system, the universal
tube for playing all makes of disc records perfectly
without extra attachments, the improved sound box,
etc., and you will understand why Sonora is unequalled.

WRITE NOW AND—

Above all, Sonora’s tone quality is what has made
it famous, and for this it received the highest score at
the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

Let ps know the number of pupils expected
next season.

A/complete line of upright and period models
is available. Prices $50 to $1000.
Write today jot catalog No. 4

State the grades and styles of music desired.
Give the date the material should reach you.

Sonora ^l|mtograph $alea (Etmtjiantj, Uttr.

RESULT—

George E. Brighton, President

We will send a selected supply of material
on our On Sale terms, all not used being
returnable at end of next teaching season
when settlement is made.

NEW YORK SALONS:
Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street
279 Broadway 50 Broadway (Standard Arcade)
DEA LERS EVERYWHERE

Material will reach you at time desired.
A prompt start of the season?s work to the ,
profit and satisfaction of both teacher
and pupil.

meSH&fost.mss Vaflijtg\
|5j|§g3 hMfiMne in t/tecVvbrD E&ssssk
I
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NOTICE:—On January 1, 1919, the Subscription Price of The Etude Advanced to $1.75 the Year

A Group of
New s Noteworthy
Music 1 Book Publications
Birthday Jewels

Paul Wachs’ Album

VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
By Geo. L. Spaulding
Price, 50 cents

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price, $1.00
A LL lovers of good drawing-room music will
f\
be delighted with this excellent collection
mL
of the most popular pieces by Paul Wachs.
The collection has been prepared with the great¬
est care, and contains the following gems:
Myrtles,
Balancelle,
Pendant La Masurka,
Ballet Mignon,
Promenade ChampeThe Bee,
Echoes du Tyrol,
Rosy Fingers,
Fairy Fingers,
Shower of Stars,
In a Whirl,
Une Soiree Chez
Italia,
Chqpin,
Les Muscadins,
False Etude,
Madrilena,
Venetian Gondolas,
March of the Flower
With Lofty. Stride.
Girls, ‘
The numbers in this collection are chiefly of
intermediate grade (Grades III-V), Wachs is
one of the foremost French salon composers,
and this collection is, indeed, a notable one in
music publications.

A

N attractive new volume of little piano
pieces with verses which may be sung ad.
‘ lib. The verses are pleasing and of the
type that appeals to the juvenile. The pleasing
number for the month of June has the following
words—
Hurrah for summer’s glory,
The roses are in bloom,
All nature sings a story
About cold winter’s doom;
If you were born in June-time,
Now be you boy or girl,
If you’d enjoy both health and wealth.
Then always wear a pearl.
As the title of the book .indicates, there is a
little piece for each month of the year with
verse for the appropriate birthstone. The num¬
bers are easy to play, very melodious, and similar
in style and grade to those in Mr. Spaulding’s
successful book, Tunes and Rhymes.

Album of Compositions
BY WOMAN COMPOSERS
Price, $1.00

W

OMAN composers have made wonderful
strides in the domain of art. There is
a delicacy, a refinement and a tender¬
ness displayed in the compositions of woman
composers. This album contains some of the best
representative compositions by successful woman
composers, such as Mathilde Bilbrp, E. L. Ash¬
ford, Matilee Loeb-Evans, H. Chretcin, Agatha
Backer-Grondahl, Margaret Ruthven Lang, Lily
Ruegg Button, C. Chaminade, Theodora Dutton,
Lily Strickland, Marie Crosby, Paula Szaln, II. .1.
Andrus, Teresa Carreno, Amy Titus Worthing¬
ton, H. L. Cramm, Sadye Sewell, Mrs. Ord Lohannan.
A novel and interesting program of composi¬
tions by Woman Composers could be arranged
from the numbers in this collection, and would
be ideal for Women’s Clubs, etc. By the use of
biographies and other data an excellent lecture
recital could be developed.

Paris is to have Opera at live
theaters, the Opera, the Theatre des
Champs-Elysees, the Opera Comlque, the
Gaite-Lyrique and the Vaudeville.
Washington is inaugurating a Com¬
munity Opera movement, to follow up
the work done in the course of community
singing. This latter work has been the
means of discovering so much otherwise
latent talent and so many really good voices,
that It was decided it would be a pity to let
it go to waste.
Caruso’s Silver Jubilee has Just
been celebrated in Sew York. He has
sung in America for twenty-fire years, hav¬
ing made 549 appearances at the Metropol¬
itan Opera House, to say nothing of his con¬
cert and opera work In , other place"

y Destinn, the Opera
Garden. While she stood In no danger of
execution by the authorities, she suffered
greatly from lack of food. It •- —,J
An
opera,
embodying
Indian
themes, and called “The Americans,”
was written over a century ago by a Rus¬
sian composer and produced in Moscow. The
music and the national setting proved too
innovation, however, and it had

polltan Opera House 1

Comprehensive Violin Method

Album of Descriptive Pieces
FOR THE PIANOFORTE

Price, $1.00

O

WING to the characteristic style of the pieces, which afford a change
from the conventional forms of composition-, this album will appeal
to every piano player. There are twenty-nine novel numbers in this
album that portray various moods, pictures, scenes and occurrences.
This collection is,.indeed, unique, and the pieces are within the control
of the average player. There is no end to the uses to which these numbers
or parts of these numbers could be put, and the collection should be in the
library of every versatile pianist.

By Mr. and Mrs. Frank T. Benjamin

T

HE one method among all violin Instructors which is really adapted for “selfinstruction.” A complete system of diagrams and pictures shows not only
the position of the violin and the hands in genera] but the exncl position of
each pnger on each string in all scales. Busy teachers will be glad of
a book which does something toward lightening so pleasantly the labor of routine
nstraction. Besides the usual scales and exorcises, the book contains loo ,
uets for violin and pian ' '
.. ..
.
..
_xertises are selected fro
minded appreciation of t

Presser’s Standard

Favorite Compositions
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By Carl Bohm
Price, 75 cents
OHM’S MUSIC supplies the kind of ma¬
terial which is invaluable in teaching pu¬
pils who demand melodies. Many of
Bohm’s compositions contain melodies so near the
folk song type that they necessarily have become
extremely popular. The following is a list of
the contents in this volume:
Polacca Brillante,
Belle Allemande, La,
Seguidilla,
Butterfly, The,
By the Mountain Inn,
Shower of Gold,
By the Mountain
Silver Stars,
Stagcato Etude,
Charge of the Uhlans,
Throwing Kisses,
Dance in the Green,
Valse Mignon,
Fountain, The,
Vivandiere, The,
Give Me Thy Heart,
Wanda,
Golden Rays,
With Song and Mirth,
Love’s Oracle,
Zingara, La.
Mandolin Serenade,

Music Lovers’ Duet Book
FOR THE PIANOFORTE

Orchestra Book

B

A

Price, $1.00

Price of each part, 25 cents
Piano Accompaniment, 50 cents

COLLECTION of fourteen gems that
every average orchestra organization
should possess. The orchestrations are
exceedingly well made and are of easy or in¬
termediate difficulty throughout. There are stir¬
ring marches, pleasing waltzes, and reveries that
will be well accepted wherever used. Each part
is a separately bound book, and the following
parts may be had:
Clarinet I,
Violin I,
Clarinet II,
Violin II,
Viola,
Cornet I,
Cornet II,
Cello,
Bass,
Trombone,
Flute (Piccolo)
Oboe,
Bassoon,
Piano Acc.

A

Price, 50 cents

N album of twenty-six four-hand pieces.
This collection is one of the best obtain¬
able for general use in ensemble practice,
sightreading practice and recreation playing.
The duets iare both original four-hand pieces and
transcriptions from classic, modern and contem¬
porary writers. They are largely of intermedi¬
ate grade and well balanced throughout.
Includes excellent numbers by popular
writers such as Sousa, Holst, Stults,
Morrison, Lindsay and others. A few
classics by Mozart, Schubert, Gluck,
etc., are also included.

The mechanical production of the book is ex¬
cellent, being well bound and well printed on
good paper. When placed on a piano the pages
lay well, and it is not necessary to break the
binding as in so many cases with poor bindings.

All Book Prices Temporarily Advanced Twenty Per Cent.
An Opportunity to Ascertain the Real Worth of the Publications of the Theodore Presser Company
To afford a better opportunity of judging the genuine value of the books listed on this page we will gladly send any of them for examination.
To further assist in the selection of music, we have catalogs covering every classification. We will gladly send any of these gratis.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

and loan speeches were transmitted
to the crowds that thronged the streets, from
the dirigible C4, in the air at Roekaway Point
Naval Station.
The Ti-agedie de Salome, a ballet in
one act, by a Fiench composer, Florent
Sehmitt, was’ performed in Paris lately with
much success. The libretto is based on a
poem by Robert, d’Humieres, a French soldier,
who has been missing since the last great
Allied drive in October.
Rochester’s new Symphony Orches¬
tra will have an American conductor,
Mr. Arthur Alexander. He will be the first
American to lead an orchestra of the first
magnitude in this country.
Camille Erlanger, the French com¬
poser, is dead at Paris. He was bom in
Paris in 1863, studied at the Conservatoire
and won the Prix de Rome in 1888. His
first opera, Le Juif Polonais, was produced
at the Opera Comique in 1897. His bestknown compositions are the operas Barkokeba, Aphrodite La Sorciere, Le Fils de
Norway has a new Opera House in
prospect which will cost five million
dollars. It is to be built in Christiana,
where already they have an Opera Comlque.
A Norwegian-American banker is said to be
financing the venture.
Spanish Opera had a recent hear¬
ing in New York City, the work given
being Haruxa, an opera comique in *—

A trumpet quartet, composed of
women, is a musical novelty which is
meeting with considerable success in New
York and on its tours.
W. W. Andrief, a Russian, who
some years ago introduced the na¬
tional instrument, balalaika, into the
United States, is reported dead, as the result
of deliberate starvation by the Bolshevists.
This conductor was a great friend of the
late Czar.
Horace William Petherick, the
well-known violin connoisseur, vicepresident of the Cremona Society and author
of s
Tnmnki Miura. the Japanese So¬
prano, is touring with her own opera com¬
pany.

The Pnrisinns are mooting th
question of having only musical horns o
___ using
___streets
of Paris.
the automobiles
tu - |j—j| f'
tJ"-'
To make the musical effect harmonious and
to eliminate discord, “■; is
*■ proposed that
the pitch __ standardized so that all the
would be played in one key, some
using the dominant of the chosen key, others
the tonic or the third; still others to use
the common chord or horns tuned in thirds.
sard in the French capital. The abnce of the musicians on the fighting front
is responsible for the silencing of this charteristie music of Paris, and now that they
are coming back they will resume their oldtime occupation of playing in the cafes.
French mnsic for the French is a
new musical movement intended to supplant
the German compositions which have for so
long shouldered the native music out of the
field.
A Berlioz semi-centenary was re¬
cently celebrated in Paris. The pro¬
gram consisted entirely of Berlioz’s compo¬
sitions, excerpts from the Damnation ol
Faust, L’EnJance de Christ and the Requiem,
with its four-fold orchestral effects.
No German Opera in the next sea¬
son of Grand Opera at Covent Garden,
London, is the decision of the managers.

Dr. John Frederick Wolle, conduc¬
tor of the Bach Musical Festival*, has
received the degree of Doctor from the Uni¬
versity of Pennsylvania. He already holds
an honorary degree from Lehigh University.
A University Philharmonic Orches¬
tra is being organized for the Univer¬
sity at Morgantown, W. Va. The only ob¬
stacle is the necessity for Sunday practice,
there being no other free time for tire stu¬
dents to devote to the project. To this there
'
* protest by those who b ” ' jjdf
The season of the Philharmonic So¬
ciety of Philadelphia was concluded by
a concert of chamber music. It is proposed
to push this organization next s

The Russian Symphony Orchestra
has given 10« concerts during its season
from November to April.
Five miles of notes at a single or¬
chestral concert is the computation made
by a statistician upon the subject.
Dr. Cornelias Rybner, for many
years Professor of Music at Columbia
University, has just retired from his post at
that college, and is the recipient of letters
of
regret from the dean and the faculty, as
andreds of war-battered pianos
well as from many of the students.
Aja.vc been salvaged from the trenches and
from ruined houses by an indefatigable band
A special performance for children,
of men who are organized for that purpose.
of “Le.Coq d’Or,” was given by the Metro¬
Some, which seem to be quite past use, are
politan Opera House at the close of its
sent to a piano factory in Paris, and there memorials
season.
made over so that they can be used in the
“The Maid of the Eost,” a new light
Opera by an English composer, Mr.
William Neale, has just been produced at
His Majesty’s Theatre, London. It was
splendidly received, both for musical content '
and manner.
M. Andre Messager, the conductor
of the French Conservatoire OrcliesCONTENTS FOR JUNE, 1919
1 tra. Which recently toured the United States
with snch success, has resigned Ms position
to devote himself to composition.
Secrets
of
Success
of
Great
Musicians
World of Music.
Eugenio di Piran
Emma Frances Riggs Campbell, the
Editorials .
i Behind the Scene
author of the hymn. “Jesus of Naza¬
The Professional Accompanist.
Harold Flammer 350 reth,” died recently in London.
Ten Golden Rules for Piano Study
A Year in the Fundamentals of Musical
Ilans Schnt
The Royal Opera Honse, Covent
Composition.F.
Corder
351
The Pianist and Time Values
The Rarest Thing in Music. 352 Garden, has begun its summer season of
~ ierick ,
The Promotion Recital. .Arthur Schuckat 3 )2 twelve weeks. Puccini’s three one-act operas,
ical Sen...
One More Help.. . .Gertrude H. Trueman 352 11 Tabarro, Suor Angelica, Gianni Schicci.
J. G. Jacobson 338 Teachers’
Among the operas booked for their premiere
Round
Table.N.
J.
Corey
353
Silent Rhythm.C. TV. Fullwood 338 Ensemble Playing.Ina B. Hudson 354 are: Verdi’s Simon Boccanegra, Mascagni’s
How to Teach the Two-Voiced Inventions
Iris and Isadora’s Kail.
Piano Study
,,r T?a*h
jr.mpst. Hutcheson 339 Finger Equalization in W.
Francis Gates 354
The demand for drums during war¬
Getting Off the Track
time has been so great that the factories
William 8. Goldenburg 3!
are unable to supply it, especially since the
skilled labor employed in the construction
Muscular Action in Piano Playing
of these instruments has been drafted and
Arthur J. Purcell 340
MUSIC
scattered.
Make Technic Your Servant
.7. de Waert Loos 340 Souvenir d'Amour.G. Romilli 3i
A Community Sing, without a
Music Teachers’ Convention. 341 Victorious Return.IF. E. 'Haesche 3
lender, without a song-hook or an ac¬
When Nero Studied Singing. 342 Spanish Intermezzo.E. MacLeati 3
companiment, was the odd preface to a po¬
“Out—Back at 2.30”. .Thomas B. Empire 342 Three Favorite Themes from Beethoven. 3
litical meeting which had assembled too early
Letters from Readers. 342 Moonlight Dream Waltz.F. Keats 3:
in a little Western town. Someone started
Cultivating Confidence in the Child
The Coming of the Band (Four Hands)
the national anthem, and the crowd took it
H. Engelmantt 3
Maso Brevoort 342
up, and for a half hour the singing went
Famous Salon Compositions. 343 Forest Revels.G. L. Spaulding 3
from one popular favorite to another, show¬
Making the Summer Months Profitable
ing the progress of the community singing
Then a Giant Chased Him
Ethel A. Moyer 344
Mary Oail Clark 3
and how much it has added to the musical
Ear Imperial. Constantin von Sternberg 345 Romance in A... .Th. Lieuranee 3
repertoire of the people.
Wisdom From a Self-Made Man
Quietude..77. 77. Sheppherd 3
H. T. Burleigh, the composer, has
Dr. Henry Coward 345 With Kind Regards.Joseph Ellis 3
not missed n Sunday daring twentyHow Long Should Scales Be Kept Up
live continuous years as soloist at the
T. L. Rickaby 346 The Swan.C. Soint-Sacns 3
Hungarian
Dance.-V.
Franke
3
Church of St. George, New York City.
The Pianistic Diagnostician
A. L. Manchester 346 Chorus from Judas Maccabeus
The Greek Theatre, in San Fran¬
Handel Mosskotcski 3
Making Good Against All Obstacles.... 346
cisco, makes an annual feature of the per¬
Raymond March.Water Rolfe 3
Hunting Out the Weak Spots
formance of the Stabat Mater, of Rossini, a
J. W. Keator 346 Sortie (Pipe Organ).A. G. Colburn 3
program which it has followed for nine years
Writers of Teaching Pieces. 347 Country Dances (Violin and Piano)
past at this season.
Eminent Musicians Who Have Succeeded
a me Sherry” and “The Geisha”
in Other Pursuits.75. H. Pierce 347
J. F. Cooke 376 haeen recently performed in Ber¬
Musings of a Myopic Musician. 348
the Theatre des Westens and the
A Plea from Senor Jonfis. 348 Aa Pant* the Hart (Vocal)
Lily Strickland 377 Wallner.
Small Child’s Comfort at the Piano- 348
Japanese pianos are being shipped
to this country and to South America,
taking the place of the German product.
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It did not take the music-loving public long to
appreciate the remarkable advance in tone reproduction achieved by The Brunswick.
The sensational reception accorded this masterinstrument became a lasting triumph.
Successive
hearings served only to increase the enthusiasm ot
every listener; and the true, full quality of its tone
continued a source of endless surpnse and delight.

Delightful Remedy

Dr. Weir Mitchell, distinguished American novelist, was
equally famous in the medical world as a specialist in nervous
diseases. In his home town of Philadelphia they tell how he
would occasionally write a prescription for some worn-out per¬
son which read “Go to the-theater and buy two seats for
the new comedy called-•” Dr. Mitchell knew that mental
rest does not come out of a bottle, and that laughter is one of
the finest and cheapest of all medicines for tired nerves. We
hear a great deal about music as a remedy for ills in these days;
who knows but we may in the future see some such prescription
as this:

Thousands of people throughout the country are asking
Brunswick Dealers to demonstrate The Brunswick Method ot
Reproduction. They have heard how it plays all records ot all
makers.

Friends have told them of its matchless tonal beauty.

This Is What They Learn
Two great features of The Brunswick have revolutionized
tone projection and reproduction.
winning millions of ardent friends.

Each has had its share in

Office Hours: Every Day from 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Two tickets for the Saturday Concert of the Cos¬
mopolitan Symphony Orchestra.
Take after a happy meal and repeat the dose every
week.

construction. Its shape conforms to the strict laws of acoustics,
and develops the tone waves without interfering with their
natural rhythm.
(2)
The Ultona—a tone arm which, by a slight turn of the
hand, presents the correct needle and diaphragm to any make
of record.

Dr. V. Erry Wiseman,
133 Goodsense St.

They are—

(1) The Brunswick Amplifier—a tone chamber built en¬
tirely of moulded, resilient holly wood.
It has banished the
objectionable metallic sounds by eliminating metal from its

The Ultona eliminates much of the surface noise

that detracts from the beauty of so many records.

And it per¬

mits unrestricted choice in the selection of a record library,
because it gives access to the lists of every maker.

The Brunswick Costs No More
In spite of its overwhelming advantages the price is com¬
parable with those lacking Brunswick ideas. Model for model
The Brunswick has been kept at the usual prices.
could easily command more.

The Best in You
Dickens begins the nineteenth chapter of Barnaby Rudge
with a sentence two hundred and thirty words long. Dickens
was great in spite of such excesses, and not because of them.
Master that he was, a little better writing technic would have
led him to avoid such brain traps as a two-hundred-and-thirtyword sentence.
,
,
The publishers of The Etude have received thousands and
thousands of manuscripts from would-be composers who have a
few ideas but not the slightest conception of the best possible
way to express them. Professor Frederick Corder, in the not¬
able series upon musical composition now running in The
Etude, will tell many who desire to compose how to get the best
in them through sensible, clear writing according to the artistic
needs of music. We are greatly pleased to learn that so many
are being benefited by these articles.

Yet it

Hear It Yourself
Any Brunswick Dealer will gladly play this great phono¬
graph for you.
Make your tone test yourself.
Choose the
records that you know well and you will have a sound basis
for comparison. Let merit alone decide.
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How Jimmy Was Brought Back
Here is an editorial sent in by the News Service of the
American Red Cross.
The thing that it describes is going
on in all parts of America just now.
If you want to
help and can and will, just see the local representatives of the
Red Cross in your district. The great coming work of recon¬
struction of men and materials is just as important as the work
of destruction through which the world has just past. Music
has proved a great aid with shell-shocked, nerve-wrecked men
who have been through the hell of battle.
“Jimmy, the soldier boy from the mountains, was slowly
dying. lie had slipped into the Slough of Despond. Slowly
but visibly he sank, and no word of encouragement from solici¬
tous nurses in the general army hospital in North Carolina
brought a gleam of hope to his heavy black eyes.
“But one day a representative of the recreational branch

of Red Cross service brought into Jimmy’s ward a trio of
mountain boys armed with banjo and guitar, and made them
sing and play tor the patients. The lilt ola merry folksong
seemed to arouse the languishing Jimmy. It fanned a fading
life-spark that had been beyond the reach of material aids.
“Eventually Jimmy admitted that he ‘useter pick one o
them,’ indicating a guitar, ‘as a kid in the backwoods
Want
ter try yer han’P’ asked one of the three, who proffered a handmarked and scarred guitar to the invalid.
The Red Cross
worker, with the sanction of a nurse, encouraged the boy.
Fumbling with the strings, he produced a few chords, his eyes
brightened and he smiled. ‘It kind o’ conies back to a feller,
he observed.
...
“ ‘How would you like to have a guitar to practice on while
you are getting well?’ asked the Red Cross worker
‘Oh! oh!
I’d sure like it. Mebbe the doc won’t stand for it.
But the
doctor did ‘stand for it’ the next day—and for a little while
each day. And Jimmy got a new grip on himself; his thinking
waff objectified a bit, and he looked forward to the practice hour
impatiently.
,
.
“Now Jimmy is in a convalescent house and is frequently
in demand as a one-man orchestra.
_
_
“There are hundreds of boys like Jimmy in the Base Hos¬
pitals throughout the United States.
The one thing that
seems to reach them is music. It is like the sympathetic friend
who understands every mood and never bores.
“It is to help men like these to ‘come back’ that the Red
Cross is supplying musical instruments of every variety to the
convalescents. It has been helped by several manufacturers who
generously donated many stringed instruments. The need now
is for teachers and professionals who will devote an hour or
more of their time each week to instruct the boys. The ambi¬
tion of every hospital is an orchestra of its own, and for this
organization skilled direction is necessary.”

The June Diploma
Five years ago, when the world was slumbering peacefully
on the brink of the crater of the world war, we were guilty of
a little June editorial upon Commencements.
We felt the
tranquility and the beauty of youth, lacy frocks, smilax and
roses, class songs and the gentle rain of diplomas all over our
United States.
Since then so many things have changed, that it is going
to take us all a long time to regain our pre-war equilibrium.
Music has come through the war to a new height in the minds
of the public. It has a new potency, a new force, a new character.
The girl who receives her diploma this year, does it with the con¬
sciousness that it is a recognition of proficiency in something
which has proved of incalculable material value during the
world’s greatest crisis.
Hundreds of thousands of heroes in all the armies of the
world, here and in the blessed hereafter, know that in music
they found a priceless solace and soul stimulation at some of the
darkest, gravest moments in their lives. Are you not proud
to enter the profession that alone can minister to the needs of
man at such a time ?

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
General Offices: CHICAGO and NEW YORK
in Principal Cities of
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The Professional Accompanist

By Joseph George Jacobson

By Hannah Smith
There is always a field for good accompanists. For
solo pianists—even the best—concert engagements are
few and far between, and in these latter days it seems
at times as if the teaching profession were overstocked.
But for good accompanists the demand is persistent
and increasing.
We can, indeed, hardly wonder that the field is not
overcrowded when we consider what are the require¬
ments for a first-class accompanist. He must have
almost the technic of a concert player (the accompani¬
ments of many modern songs are far more difficult
than most pianoforte pieces in the classical repertoire)
and, in addition, more versatility of attainment—more
real musicianship—than is demanded of either concert
player or specialist teacher.
The technic must be taken for granted; but
whereas the concert performer has almost unlimited
time to work up his pieces in the seclusion of his
studio, the accompanist is expected to play at sight
whatever is placed before him—rehearsals being en¬
tirely for the benefit of the singer. Not only this; he
is expected to transpose at sight into any key that may
be asked for. No infrequently does the soprano or
tenor say, just before the moment of performance—
“My voice is rather out of condition to-day; I shall
have to sing that song a half-tone lower.” And a pro¬
fessional accompanist who would insinuate that this is
an undue tax upon his powers would probably be
regarded by the singer with an incredulous stare. It
is a high tribute to the accomplishments of our best
accompanists that such feats are demanded of them as
a matter of course.
A knowledge of harmony is indispensable. One must
have keyboard familiarity with all possible successions
of chords jn all keys, major and minor, and be able
to modulate with facility from any one into any ether.
One must be able, not only to play any ordinary music
correctly at sight, but in more difficult compositions to
know how so judiciously to leave out what cannot be
grasped or executed at first sight, that the character
of the music is not lost, or even obscured. It is aston¬
ishing how many mere notes may be omitted by a clever
accompanist to be filled in at a second reading, while
still preserving the harmonic basis and melodic out¬
line of the music.
A good accompanist must be able completely to sink,
for the time being, his own individuality; not only in
the way of following and supporting the interpretation
of the singer, contrary as it may be to his own
musical instincts—he must also be prepared to have the
applause for a good performance awarded to and ac¬
cepted by the singer alone, while the blame for a poor
one is frequently shifted altogether onto his shoulders.
By the average singer the accompanist is usually re¬
garded with a tinge of rather supercilious disdain—his
task being thought to consist wholly in “hitting the
keys”; the tone (the preoccupation of the vocalist) be¬
ing fixed for him by the mechanism of the instrument.
But this attitude does not prevent the demanding of
the impossible from the accompanist. A singer has
been known to say at a rehearsal for a concert—“At
this place I may perhaps leave out these few meas¬
ures. If I do, just go right on!”
A good accompanist musl^ not only be able to do
what is legitimately his own part in a performance—
he must also be able to support and carry through an
incompetent singer, or one partially incapacitated by
nervousness; and for this he must expect neither grati¬
tude nor thanks. Indeed, far from being credited with
the achievement, he will be fortunate if he is not
blamed for a partial failure.
A singer—half amateur to be sure—wavered into
a wrong key in the middle of a song, and the player,
while keeping steadily on with the accompaniment,
skilfully incorporated with it the notes of the melody,
so that the singer finally found her bearings and made
a successful ending. Gauging the feelings of the lady
who had come so near disaster, by what would have
been her own in such a case, the accompanist, wishing
to say something to ease the situation, asked if the ac¬
companiment had been played at a satisfactory tempo.
To which the singer, apparently unconscious that any¬
thing had gone wrong, replied: “Oh, yes; it was very
well played, excepting in that place where you hesi¬
tated!”
A violinist of about the same caliber who was at¬
tempting to play the Bach-Gounod Ave Maria, finding,
probably, the whole notes corresponding to two fig¬
ures of the accompaniment too sustained for his bow-
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auick wits are a necessary equipment for the pro
fessional accompanist. He may at any moment have
to rescue a singer who is on the verge of a breaker
carry through a concerted number which
border of collapse; and for this h.s reward must be
merely—the doing of it.
,
«
But for the player who possesses the needed qual
fications, natural and acquired, there is no
able branch of the musical profession than tha
accompanying. True, the financial rewards are not
great as those of the exceptional soloist or Phen°rae
nally successful teacher; but for those of lesser ran
concert engagements are rare, and pupjls ?r
J>,
more or less an uncertain quantity, while the demand
for good accompanists seems to be perennial, with com¬
pensation providing a steady and scarcely fluctuating

Ten Golden Rules for Piano Study
By Hans Schneider
1. Always practice slowly, and the slower
the better.
2. Practicing means repeating what you
wish to learn until you can 4° it correctly
and smoothly, no matter how slowly.
3. As a rule “fast” practicing means do¬
ing something one day that you will have
to undo the next day.
4. Speed cannot be thought of until you
“know” your lesson thoroughly and cor¬
rectly.
5. Speed is the result of familiarity with
your lesson.
6. First consider the notes, then the fin¬
gering, then the time.
7. Get these things into your mind
“right,” and your fingers will play them
on the keyboard “right.”
8. Never practice your whole lesson
through at once. The smaller the sections
you select and the more you repeat them,
the sooner you will master them.
9. One-half hour’s practice with your full
attention on your work is worth more than
two hours’ careless work with your mind
on something else.
10. Never continue practice when your
arms, hands or fingers begin to stiffen up
and feel cramped. You are then practicing
wrongly. Stop and begin over again.

The Pianist and Time Values
By Frederick S. Tandy
As we come into contact with students of the piano
in general we are impressed with the fact that most
students of piano have been negligent in their study of
time values. This is almost entirely due, I believe, to
the assistance which is given, in playing notes as they
should be played, by the left hand part of piano compo¬
sitions. The left hand part keeps the time even and
regular, and unconsciously the players are neglecting
something of great importance in the right-hand part.
They do not realize that, when they play a piano selec¬
tion having syncopated time for the right-hand part,
and an even accompaniment for the left hand, occur¬
ring on each beat of the measure, that the ease with
which they seem to grasp it is because of the uncon¬
scious assistance of the left hand.
Ask the average student to play the right-hand part
alone of a piece of music having a syncopated melody,
and see how he plays it. Then ask a violinist, cornetist
or a student of any other instrument which plays only
one, or possibly two or three notes at a time, and notice
the difference! Having had to keep strict time by
making a thorough study of the valuation of the notes,
they have acquired a proper knowledge of this point in
the theory of music.
Just try this some time and be convinced that the
average pianist does need a special study of theory
to enable the right hand to do its proper share in play¬
ing the notes in exact time. One good remedy is to
practice on the piano with a single line of notes—just
the melody—playing strictly in time.

lu reality there is no such thing as an imperfection
of the musical scale, for our mus.ca scales as per¬
fect as mathematics. Every interval can be demontrated. Let us take the diatonic C major scale Here
we find the first trouble between the second and sixth
Tones, that is, between D and A, because this mterval ,s
not a full fifth in the true scale. It is flat, there being
800 vibrations instead of 810.
You may ask why not make them perfect? The an¬
swer would be because you cannot divide en by three
without a remainder. A tuner flatting each fifth a lit¬
tle—which the majority do without knowing it, about
one vibration in 884-makes this change with all the
fifths on the keyboard through which they can be used
in all keys Through this all intervals, with the ex¬
ception of an octave, become slightly imperfect This
method of tuning, which has been universally adopted,
in which the consonant intervals, mainly the fit tbs and
thirds, are made false or imperfect, is called Tem¬
perament. The opposite would be Intonation.
It is an impossibility to tune an instrument of fixed
tones—for example, the piano or organ—without a slight
imperfection in every key, for if you tune your piano
perfectly in the key of C then your key of D will be
so much more imperfect; therefore, a compronn-e be¬
comes a mechanical necessity. The octaves are always
perfect, while the intervals of a minor sixth, a minor
third and a fifth are flat. A major sixth, a major third $
and a fourth are sharp. A concord and its inverted
concord fills the octave. When the key-note is < then
E, F and A are sharp, and D, E flat and G are fiat.
When the key-note is F, then A, B flat an.I I > are
sharp, and A flat, C and D flat are flat, etc., tlir ugh
all keys. Intervals of the semitones are all flat.
On the violin, ’cello and other stringed instruments
without fixed tones the player can modify the pitch
of each note, his sense of key relation being his guide.
Notwithstanding the imperfection of the tempered
scale in practical art, it approaches as nearly to scien¬
tific accuracy as any applied science approximates ideal

How to Study the Two-Voiced
Inventions of Bach
An Article Written Expressly for THE ETUDE by the Noted Piano Virtuoso
ERNEST

HUTCHESON

A Practical Article With a Wealth of Information and Study Material for Both Student and Teacher

A faulty rhythm is generally the result of th> ughtless or careless practice. To remedy this the student
should think out the rhythm before going to the piano
or any other instrument.
In this silent practice, get a mental gra-p
f Bie
music in its entirety'. Visualize every page. \\ bile the
rhythm should be the dominating idea, note carefully
tempo, phrasing, key control—viz: the major and minor
changes—and in fact, every detail of the music. But
keep in mind the rhythm, as the scarlet thread that is
said to run through the cordage of an English ship.
You will be surprised at the comparatively easy and
enjoyable practice at the piano which will follow the
acquisition of mental control of your music pages. To
repeat an old adage: the head should always direct the
hands.
While in a hospital recovering from an attack of
nervous prostration, I kept up my musical form by
this method of silent practice. When 1 had sufficiently
recovered my nervous poise, I went to a neighboring
building where there was a piano, and found a silver
lining to my cloud, for I had not only kept to the
musical path, but I had improved my taste, thought
and appreciation of my music by this method of silent
practice.
As the strength, symmetry and solidity of a building
depend on a good foundation; this foundation being
out of sight or underground work, so the thoroughness
of a musical education rests largely on the foundation
or preparatory work. As the digging and excavating
work precedes the building of the walls of the founda¬
tion of a house, this silent practice should be thor¬
oughly done before the technical work at the piano is
performed. Arm-chair practice is another name I use
this mental preparatory work. It can be done
while one is resting physically. Silent rhythm will
perfect the audible rhythm.

Probably no single work known to teachers and
students of the piano is more constantly used than
the inventions of Bach. The lapse of time since they
were written has served but to enhance our recogni¬
tion of their musical and technical value; no substi¬
tute for them has been found or even suggested. The
beginner may sometimes, in his haste, deny Bach and
heatedly call them “Inventions of the Devil”; on the
other hand, the teacher is abidingly grateful for a
work which he can hear endlessly and often exe¬
crably repeated without loss of the interest and admira¬
tion it inspires.
Yet few persons thoroughly understand the Inven¬
tions. To do so is to have made a significant step
toward real musicianship, and no student should be
content to rattle through these masterly miniatures
without seriously trying to grasp their meaning and
appreciate the beauty of their workmanship.
I may begin by pointing out that the two-part and
three-part Inventions each consists of fifteen pieces
written in a particular series of keys. These keys are
C major and minor, D major and minor, E flat major,
E major and minor, F major and minor, G major and
minor, A major and minor, B flat major and B minor.
The reason for the omission of the other keys is an
interesting one. At the time the pieces were composed
the method of tuning the piano by what is called
“equal temperament” had not been introduced. By
the older method, not all keys could be equally well
tuned, and naturally those least often used, namely,
those with many sharps and flats, were sacrificed in
favor of the others. Bach, therefore, avoided all keys
having more than four sharps or flats, and also F
sharp minor, C sharp minor and A flat. Later, when
equal temperament was suggested, Bach threw the
weight of his influence solidly behind the innovation.
His propaganda work had an immortal result in the
well-tempered (i. e., the well-tuned) clavier, a double
series of preludes and fugues in all twenty-four keys*
Bach gave to the Inventions a quaint and lengthy
title. As few take the trouble to read it, it is worth
translating:
“An honest guide whereby is shown to lovers
and especially to students of music a clear way not
only of learning to play two parts accurately, but
with further progress to handle three obbligato parts
correctly and well; at the same time not only to
acquire good ideas (“inventions”) but also to de¬
velop them properly; above all, however, to culti¬
vate a cantabile style of playing, besides gaining a
real foretaste of the art of composition.”
We see from these words of Bach that the volume
was intended as a set of studies in two and threepart counterpoint for the benefit alike of players and
composers. It is essential, therefore, that at the out«rt we should understand the main features of poly¬
phonic writing. The following simple definitions and
explanations will suffice for the uninitiated:
I. Counterpoint or polyphony is the art of combin¬
ing melodic parts or “voices” usually of a stated
number.
II. Double counterpoint is the art of writing such
parts so that they can be “inverted” without injury
to the effect. If you compare measures 1-4 of the
sixth Invention with measures 5-8 you will see that

. Learn from the errors of others; O great Lesson!
it costs little and instructs much. Of every one somet mg is to be learned, and the most ignorant is some¬
times the greatest master.—Tosi.

* In equal temperament the fifths of the piano are tuned
not perfectly true, as on a violin, but a trifle flat, and the
octave is divided into twelve equal semitones, ignoring en¬
harmonic differences. It has been very truly said that
modern music would have been impossible without the adop¬
tion of this simple device.

Silent Rhythm
By C. W. Fullwood

either passage is a contrapuntal inversion of the other.
Better still, take the trouble to invert the entire first
Invention, playing the bass an octave higher with the
right hand, and the soprano two octaves lower with
the left hand.f Almost all the Inventions are written
in double counterpoint.
III. The recurrence of a melodic figure or motive
in different parts constitutes “imitation.” See the first
two measures of the first Invention, etc. The Inven¬
tions all abound in imitation.
IV. A. canon is a composition written throughout
in strict imitation between two or more parts. A popu¬
lar example, familiar to every child, is the tune of
Three Blind Mice. Actual canons do not occur in
the Inventions, but we shall find several instances of
canonic structure.
V. A stretto occurs in the imitation of a theme or
motive when a second part enters before the first is
complete. An example will be mentioned in discussing
the fourteenth Invention.
VI. Thematic or melodic inversion, not to be con¬
fused with the contrapuntal inversion already ex¬
plained, is best shown by an example. In Invention
No. 4 the direct form of the theme (a) is varied at
measures 22-23 by the thematic inversion (6).

- 4’s |!2§|pSibVII. In a contrapuntal composition there is usu¬
ally a leading idea called a theme or subject, often
very short, which recurs frequently in the different
voices. The other parts accompanying this subject
are usually referred to as “counterpoints,” and when
a counterpoint persistently attends a theme throughout
the composition it is called a “counter-subject.”
So much for the general features of polyphony.
Let us now examine some of the Inventions in detail,
in order to observe their wide variety of style and
structure.
No. 1, in C major, is based entirely on a short
motive of eight notes, the final note being variable.

Ernest Hutcheson
on the theme occurs almost as often in its inverted as
in its direct form.
Other instances of this general type are Inventions
4, 7, and 15.
No. 2, in C minor, is quite different in plan. The
upper voice begins with a subject (A) of two meas¬
ures in length. When the lower voice repeats this
the upper adds a counterpoint (B.) The lower voice
now proceeds to (B) and the upper voice again pre¬
sents a new counterpoint (C). The process continues
until, in all, five melodies or counterpoints have been
introduced. The whole scheme is then repeated in
contrapuntal inversion. The lower part beginning and
the upper part following. Finally, after an imitative
episode of two measures the counterpoints A and B
are alternated in both parts to form a coda. The
whole plan might be graphically shown as follows,
each vertical line except the last representing a sect¬
ion of two measures :—
r— Coda—
A | B ! C I D | E | (/) I
| C | D i E | Episode
— | A | B | C| D I A |

t*!?UI

At if) a new counterpoint will be found, but this
is merely to preserve the continuity of the upper voice,
and there is no recurrence. This particularly interest¬
ing form has no counterpart in any other Invention.
No. 3, in D major, looks very simple, yet it might
easily puzzle a novice. The theme is:—

Cadences at measures 6, 14 and 20-21 divide the
piece into three sections, and the first two of these
cadences are the only places in which the theme is
absent. This is an unusually closely-knit structure;
more often, in polyphonic composition, the various
entrances of the theme are separated and relieved by
“episodes” kindred in style but not identical in motive
with the subject. In measures 3-4 the theme appears
four times in melodic inversion:—

It is seldom given, however, in its complete form.
Whole passages (e. g. measures 5-10) contain only
the measure I have marked a. Occasionally the longer
fragment, b, occurs alone. Most frequently, however,
we find b with a prefix of three notes, as at the twelfth
measure :—

Here the counterpoint in the left hand should be noted;
it recurs frequently, and consists of an augmentation
of the first four'notes of the theme. From this point

There is also a euphonious little phrase, continued from
a, which is used in all the cadences (see measures 9-12,
21-24, etc.i- Finally, the first notes of the theme are
once or twice subjected to a slight variation.
Bach follows the main plan of the L major Inven¬
tion in many others. That is to say, there is often a
theme which is occasionally or frequently curtailed,
only the chief motive or figure being quoted. See, for

t Let me emphasize this piece of advice. By following it
you will acquire once for all an intelligent comprehension
of the nature of double counterpoint in two parts.
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.riven in the above remarks,
1 do not pretend to have M
>
inventions.

former and commentator.

The Rock Bottom of Pianistic Progress

-XT'
and the motive is again sub-divisible, the figure c play¬
ing a very prominent independent part in the course
of the piece. In the first half of the Invention there is
a counter-subject in eighth notes, which afterward dis¬
appears as the imitations become more closely crowded.
Toward the end Bach uses a clever stretto; I quote the
beginning of it for convenience on a single, staff.

Other examples n which the theme is often quoted
__s, 9, 11 and 12. These three Inven¬
n part only ai
tions are all characterized by distinct counter-subjects.
The whole group (3, 5, 9, 11, 12 and 14) is also con¬
spicuous by the absence of thematic inversion, the figure
c
No. 14 being a solitary exception.
Invention 6, in E major, is an excellent illustration
of double counterpoint. It is constructed of two melo¬
dies or counterpoints of equal importance, used simul¬
taneously. One of these concludes with a strongly
rhythmic figure:—

which is used independently, sometimes in thematic
inversion. This is the only invention divided by Bach
into two repeating sections. The student is strongly
recommended to make a careful comparison of the
first twenty measures with the final twenty; except for
some trifling variations resulting from the change of
tonality, the two passages are written in strict inversion.
No 8 in F major, is probably the most popular of the
Inventions. Harold Bauer has not hesitated to intro¬
duce it on his recital programs. The piece may most
accurately be described as being written in canonic imi¬
tation. It has, in fact, all the effectiveness of a canon
without the stiffness almost inseparable from an ex¬
tended strict adherence to that form. In this connec¬
tion it may well be emphasized that Bach always dis¬
plays the utmost freedom in handling all polyphonic
forms and devices. He treats the medium with consummate mastery and ease, disdaining all rigidity of
rule where musical effects are in question.
It should be observed that the second Invention,
already referred to, might also be regarded as canonic
in structure. To me it seems preferable to consider it
as merely a series of counterpoints, but the difference is
purely technical. There is again a well-defined
semblance of canon in No. 13, in A minor. At a casual
view, this Invention may seem rather loosely put
together, with little relation to its main theme, a.

Two longer phrases (6 and c in the example below)
are used later'; the first of them-is treated in close
imitation (stretto).

These phrases seem new, but their essential identity
with the original theme is disclosed by th^ rhythmical
similarity of the three examples at a and the prevalence
of progression by thirds. They are therefore, simply
variations of a single leading idea. No. 10, in G, dem¬
onstrates the same use of varying figures easily recog¬
nizable as derived from the main subject.

By Clarence Burg
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By Arthur J. Purcell
To the average piano student, the contrary opinions
To the
1 . •
in regard to the use of the
by standard au ^ siightly-raised finger in practice
high-raised
8
same—are a constant source of
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instance, No. 5, in E flat, Here there is a compara¬
tively long theme of four measures, the first of wtnen
announces a striking motive often used alone in the
development. 'This piece also shows a persistent
counter-subject in sixteenth notes. No. 14, in B flat,
is another case in point, and a quite remarkable one.
The thematic announcement is spun out by repetition
t0 three measures, but the subject proper is contained
in one. This subject itself consists of ra motive a, followed by its melodic inversion b :■
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[he,„T.to»U»“"“ The writer has. spent some

vsr'inilt-stWr «»<)

y;
whom uncertainty has laid its hand.
,
TTwc-Finger Exercises. No injury will result if
practiced with high-raised fingers.
Reason. Only two sets of muscles e

and giving the mind less to think about and
Socrates wrote, "Know thyself.” If the pmno stu¬
placing it in a position to detect mistakes in technic
dent really knew himself in
lie would need no teacher; the severest crU “ . ing
mTThrcI-Finger Exercises. No injury will result
not justly find a fault in his playing. After studying
th
otedpnl t
y be observed that a
if nraetked without strain-keeping in mind the relax¬
ation oTthe wrist. If the proper attention ,s given
rule, these masters leave most to be workedl out by the
pupil. As one of them said, when asked why he did
to the matter of the relaxed wrist no injury can result
not go more into detail, “The teacher does the first
-but it is in the complicated exercises in which many
tenth and the pupil must do the other mne-ten h .
different muscles are used in succession that he mind
This is absolutely as it should be, for success must be
fails to note faulty action which is one of the great
earned by the individual; it cannot bebeistowed upon
hindrances to independence-re,nember that faulty
one by a great virtuoso, however celebrated or high
aifion in regard to the stroke of the finger and the
position of the hand is the great drawback to inde¬
priced” he may be.
, . ,
,
bis
Tbe young student who thinks he can slight
pendence and not the height to which the linger is
practice during his studies in his home town and who
believes that, when he goes off to study, a fine technic
3. Five-Finger Exercises. These are a great detri¬
can be purchased from a celebrity, is sadly mistaken.
ment to muscular independence in the hands of a bcHe will be in the same dilemma as a young lady who
ginner-unless practiced with the greatest care and
expected to “finish” under Leschetizky. The great
attention to detail— something of which the young
master kept her on No. 1 of Czerny s Op. 740-for eigh¬
pianist is incapable. These exercises are unnecessary
teen lessons. That particular exercise cost her several
if the student is practicing the two and three linger
hundred dollars, but the life lesson learned was wortn
exercises. Its only practical use is for strengthening
thousands.
the first joint of the fingers, and when used for this
Any student, whether young or old, must be ms ow
purpose the fingers should not be raised to any great
severest critic, and if he will daily test himself with
height, but rather rest upon the keys, at the proper
the following questions, all of which are apparently
time pressing them down with a curling motion to¬
simple, many troublesome problems in his piano studies
wards the palm of the hand. This exercise may he
will disappear:
used with great benefit if practiced in arpeggio form—
1. Do you play the right notes?
its purpose in this case being to increase the flexibility
Play hands separately, very slowly, looking for mis¬
of the hand rather than for independence and Strength
takes, especially accidentals which apply throughout the
of the individual fingers. It is the five-finger exercise
measure.
with high-raised finger (practiced by those who do not
2. Do you use the right fingering?
understand their purpose) that has given rise to the
Standard publishers employ men of great experience
fallacy that- the use of high-raised fingers in all exer¬
and recognised ability to edit their works, and while
cises is a drawback.
in some very rare instances you might improve the hnThe main reason it is recommended not to raise the
gering, it would be the exception rather than the rule.
fingers too high, is to keep the hand well balanced—
Far too many pupils watch the written tingering only
to avoid all unnecessary muscular strain—because they
when strongly urged.
are not as quick and efficient in obtaining the proper
3. Do you play in the right time?
results as the two and three finger exercises and not
This is a subject big enough for an article in itself,
because the high-raised finger in live-finger form would
but it will be sufficientrto quote one of Leopold Godowbe detrimental.
sky’s remarks in a recent interview. He stated that in
Rule. A simple rule to keep in mind is to remember
all of his experiences with advanced students he found
that as the speed is increased—so should the height
no fault to be so common as that of players holding
of the fingers be lowered, and as an increased number
notes longer than their true value. For example, in
of muscles are used in rapid succession, so should the
the scale of F sharp major, how many players would
height pi the fingers be lowered and the speed de¬
release the previous black key the exact moment the
creased.
next one is struck? This may be noticed in any scale,
All the above applies to technical exercises only.
chord progression, or arpeggio.
The above three test questions are the rock bottom
upon which future progress depends. The great Se¬
bastian Bach, when asked by Frederick the Great, how
Make Technic Your Servant—Not
he played so well, replied, “I merely put the right finger
Your Master
on the right note at the right time."
Of course there are many other things to watch in
By John de Waert Loos
playing a piano composition; phrasing, expression
marks, and proper condition and position of the playing
apparatus are all necessary. Realize that, before the
There was a musician, a Mr. Scarborough, an or¬
music was printed, the page was just a plain sheet of
ganist by profession, who bet that he could strike
white paper; so every mark must have been placed on
one million notes on the piano in twelve hours. He
it for a special reason—for you to observe and put
did better than his promise, however, for his record
into practice. If you have conquered carelessness in
was 1,030,392 notes in a little over eight hours.
every thought and action, success MUST follow.
But this had nothing to do with music. There is
a certain class of music students who aim no higher
than to play things at top speed. They have an eye
Talking and Doing
merely to brilliance in execution, and in so doing they
Once when Haydn was conducting a performance in
miss the real spirit of the composition. Music is not
London he happened to hear one of the musicians say: • an apotheosis of mechanics, although, it is true, agility
“If these opening bars don’t suit him, how in the world
is a necessary achievement in playing. Technic, how¬
shall we get on with the rest.” Haydn laughed and
ever perfect, should always be subordinated to the
immediately grasped a violin and played the passage
true art of music.
As a matter of ' fact, the most
as he wanted it. No amount of talking would have
stringent test of real musicianship, so far as the artis¬
sufficed to do what he was able to show with the
tic side is concerned, is the rendering of a slow form.
fiddle. Often teachers talk entirely too much to their
For in this, the phrasing, the artistic concept, the beauty
pupils. Haydn not only quieted the unrest in his or¬
of tone is fully revealed, whereas, in swift playing,
chestra but spoke in the language of music, as he was
the faults may be obscured and hidden, thus deceiv¬
sealcely able to speak English to his English players.
ing the listener into the belief that the player is an
artist.
The teacher should always endeavor to use illustra¬
tion as much as possible.
Let technic be your servant—not your master.

Ef^lj Practical and Helpful Ideas from the National Convention
of the Music Teachers’ National Association

Ifl
.

What Active Teachers Are Thinking and Saying

.If

How the War Helped Music in America
Everyone is now talking and planning^ conce™n5
the by-products of the war in the fields of commerce,
education and religion. In music also there is surely
a priceless opportunity to take a long step forward.
When the thousands of our young soldiers return to
their homes, we must remember that they come from

so many times each week. It is J-- .
relatives and friends to see to it that their emotional
nature is as well nourished at home as in an army camp.
For this purpose community choruses should be devel¬
oped wherever possible, no matter how small the num¬
ber which makes the beginning. Americans as a peo¬
ple during the last few generations have become
very fond of listening to music made for them by
others, but of music in the home and in the community
there has been a deplorable dearth. In this respect we
are far behind the Continental nations. Music in the
army supplies the natural means for remedying this
deficiency, and it will be a great pity if it is neglected.
Victorious wars waged for high ideals have always
been a great stimulus to the social and artistic develop¬
ment of a people. This was true of the Elizabethan
period in English history and of other historic epochs,
and we are justified in looking forward to the same
beneficent results in our own national life. The seed of
music as a great humanizing force has been planted,
and even during our comparatively short participation
in the war has already attained to a sturdy growth. It
only needs to be fostered and encouraged by strong
public enthusiasm.—Prof. Walter L. Spalding, Har¬
vard University.
The Heyday of American Musical Development
The musician who by action, dress or in any dis¬
tinctive way purposely sets himself apart from his
fellow-men is a relic of the past. Let us also hope that
the musician who from reasons of modesty or tradition
hesitates to become one with his fellow-men will soon
become a rarity. We have to deal with a very human
art. If we want to share it with others, and if we want
others, sharing, to enjoy it and profit by it, we cannot
hold aloof from
the community.
Truth
“ ..
”
. to tell, ...
of music teachers are still under the ancient superstition
that a musician is more or less irresponsible. It is high
time to do away with such nonsense, and to prov
action that the musician is a useful member of society.
Never before has music had a better chance to receive
its due. When we read of great business concerns en¬
couraging and maintaining choral and orchestral organi¬
zations among their more musical employees, and pro¬
moting periods of singing among the rank and file, we
feel that our business cannot be so reprehensible after
all. The strides that music teaching is making in the
public schools, and the number of pupils thus concerned
with music, do not indicate general condemnation of
music. The really wonderful recognition of music
among our soldiers and sailors is one of the most
heartening indications of recent years. The community
singing movements, to which later reference will be
made, indicate a widespread popular feeling wh’ch may
lead to great results.—Charles N. Boyd, Pittsburgh
Musical Institute.
The Broader Aspect of Music
1. Music is a necessity, not a luxury.
2. Every child has an inherent right to a musical
education.
3. Unity through music is a means to civic improve¬
ment.
4. Patriotism is developed by music.
5. The spirit of comradeship—regardless of race or
creed—is induced by music.
6. Music is the most useful medium in constructive
work in a community. The saloon and dance hall are

[For thirteen years the Proceedings of the ®“SI'C
ers’ national Association have been collected by the lnde-
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of*the*ass'otiativ^will8 be^Deld at0<PhiladelpMa,
1919. The following excerpts upon various subjects will
make Interesting reading for earnest teuehers.j

their stead places of clean amusement.
7. Music tends to encourage a higher form of citizen\ 8. Music is a powerful curative for mental, moral and
physical ailments.
9 Every city of 25,000 or more should build a memo¬
rial community club house, as the fountain head for
branches of music and social activity for the entertain¬
ment of the peoples of that locality.—Announcement
adopted by the National Council of Women and read
by Mrs. David Allan Campbell.
The Organ Not Originally a Church Instrument
In endeavoring to advance the suggestion that the
organ should be made a vehicle for the expression of
emotional and dramatic feeling, and that the aloofness
and restraint which belong to it in much ecclesiastical
music are not fundamental attributes of the instrument,
it will make the ground a little more solid to remind
you that the instrument did not associate itself with the
church until a considerable period of time after its
general employment as what may be called a domestic
instrument. Instrumental art, indeed, was regarded
with abhorrence by the early Christians because of its
vicious associations with the decadence of ancient Rome.
In putting forward the organ as a candidate for the
honors that have been won by the symphony, the quar¬
tet, and other forms of chamber music—the sonata of
piano and violin literature—a return simply will be made
to first principles.—Felix Borowski.
Characteristics of Indian Music
In examining this music, certain characteristics im¬
press themselves upon the listener. The strongest im¬
pression is undoubtedly the beating of the drum, the
first SOUI1U
sound IlCdlU
heard by
a visitor
a reservation,
nrsi
UV a.
ywuui approaching --the pervading accompaniment of his stay, the last echo
of thg primitive ufe )ie leaves behind at his departure.
The drum is the religious instrument of the Indian,
associated with all his ceremonials and the indispensa¬
ble support of his singing; if a drum is not at hand he
must beat a stick upon the floor or find some similar
means of expressing his instinct for rhythm. A second
impression is of the descending line of melody, the
climax coming at the beginning, directly opposite to
tbe usual procedure in musical art. The Indian begins
to sing under stress of emotion, pitching his voice as
high as is convenient, and in intenser moments rather
higher, so that exhaustion of the vocal organ soon
compeis him to descend and he usually ends at the
extreme lower limit of his voice. This is similar to his
method of making war, beginning with a surprise attack
in an attempt to carry a fort at the first rush, and grad¬
ually desisting in the face of determined opposition.
The’ third impressing is that of the frequent repetition
of .a short motive, forming a rather regular design
quite comparable to ithe pattern of a Navajo blanket,
and often equal in interest and charm to many a civil¬
ized folk song. India!) music contains motives as preg¬
nant as those of artistic compositions, and as susceptible
of development. A fourth impression is that of con¬
flicting meters, the drum sometimes playing in a dif¬
ferent time from the voice, while the song frequently
changes from three timfe to four, two or fi've. And
finally we notice that the primitive singer does not
always employ the internals of our tempered scale.
Whether this arises merely) from the inexperience of an

untrained vocal organ, from an unconscious acceptance
of nature’s flattening of the seventh harmonic over¬
tone, or from the practical use of a smaller interval
than a half step, is not the province of this.paper to
discuss.—Charles S. Skilton.
Earliest American Music Publishing
In the library of the Massachusetts Historical Society
I recently had the pleasure of holding in my hand one
of the few existing copies of the first music printed in
America, a copy of the ninth edition of The Bay Psalm
Book printed in Boston in 1698, in the back of which
are thirteen hymn tunes in two-part harmony. These
few tunes crudely engraved in open diamond-shaped
notes without bar lines mark the very beginning of
music publishing with us. Perhaps I would better say
music printing, or reprinting.
About the first instruction book published in America
was “A very plain and easy Introduction to the Art of
Singing Psalm Tunes: with the Cantus, or Trebles, of
twenty-eight Psalm Tunes contrived in such a manner
as that the Learner may attain the skill of Singing them
with the greatest ease and speed imaginable. By Rev.
Mr. John Tufts, price 6d, or 5s the doz.” This little
book of a few pages was issued in Boston in 1714 or
1715. In spite of its substitution of letters for notes it
reached its eleventh edition in 1744.
A more practical pioneer book was “The Grounds and
Rules of Music Explained, or an introduction to the art
of singing by note,” by the Rev. Thomas Walter, of
Roxbury. This book, issued in 1721, is said to be the
first music printed with bar lines in America. It was
printed in Boston by Benjamin Franklin’s elder brother
John at the time when Benjamin, a lad of fifteen, was
learning the printer’s trade as his brother’s apprentice.—
William Arms Fisher.
When to Start the Employment of the Arm in Playing
The question of whether all technic can be developed
from the arm, or whether the beginner shall be trained
from the standpoint of the fingers or of the arm, is a
debatable one. The writer at one time, when in the full
flush of enthusiasm over the remarkable results ob¬
tained in his own playing through the systematic elimi¬
nation of the use of the finger and wrist muscles and
substitution of the arm muscles, thought an exclusive
arm technic possible. He is now convinced, however,
that certain passages of an irregular character which
would require a rapid and awkward shifting of the arm,
or, for example, trills with stationary fingers in the same
hand, are impossible of execution with the arm alone,
but that even here the arm may be used to supplement
and ease the finger action. The fact that the human
hand is not naturally adapted to the requirements of
piano technic but requires extensive training to adjust
it to the peculiarities of the keyboard, makes an early
training of all the finger and hand muscles imperative.
Arm technic should therefore be reserved for the inter¬
mediate or advanced stage. To the finished pianist it is
indispensable for the attainment of a greater sense of
freedom and abandon, for greater power with a mini¬
mum expenditure of energy, for unlimited depth and
beauty of tone.—Otto L. Fischer.
Shall Vocal Pupils Imitate
Another point upon which the members of tbe pro¬
fession cordially disagree is that of imitation. In
forming the pupil's tone-concept is it wise to give him
an example which he may imitate, or shall the teacher
rely upon whatever other plan he may have in mind
for securing the right tone quality? To my mind this
depends upon what is understood by imitation. It is
urged that to ask the pupil to imitate the tone of an¬
other tends to destroy his individuality. But this point
of view is untenable. What the pupil should be asked to
listen for, to hear, and to imitate, are the elements of
a musical tone, not the tone of a narticular nerson:
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for example, freedom, sympathy, color, resonance etc.
These elements of the pure singing tone arc in evidence
in every rightly produced voice, whether it be high
or low. I would not make imitation the whole of voice
teaching. If the teacher cannot produce a tune in which
the elements mentioned arc clearly noticeable he should
by all means shun imitation, hut if he can, I am con¬
vinced that he is better equipped than one who cannot.
There should be a general clearing up of this point.
D. A. Cuppinger.
A New Impetus for the Church Choir
Our church choirs vary in their make-up and num¬
bers. In the majority of churches up to very recent
years quartets were used exclusively. This is a purely
American institution, as in other countries it is rarely,
if ever, that we come across a quartet only leading tne
musical worship. This confines to a degree the range
of music, because four voices, even though they be stars,
cannot be expected to produce choral effects. True,
many quartets venture upon the domain of choral music
and without hesitation sing choruses from the Elijah,
and even “fear not to tread" upon the majesty of the
Hallelujah Chorus. In recent years, however, many
congregations have organized choruses, often supple¬
mented by a quartet of good solo voices, making a satis¬
factory ensemble and enabling the director to produce
a variety of sacred music, and also to give performances
of the standard works. I readily understand the difficul¬
ties which many choristers meet in the lack of material
for the male sections of their choruses. It is, as a rule,
comparatively easy to secure sopranos and altos. Many
of the fair sex study music as an accomplishment and
are' ready and willing to assist in the choirs. But our
men are too prone to let business cares and social duties
take their whole time, and while willing to help in other
ways, are yet loth to “lift their voices in the choir.”
There should be an awakening, a new impetus given
to the church choir. In many communities the church
is the gathering place for all activities, social and relig¬
ious, and all churches, be they large or small, should be
encouraged to form their young people into choirs. It
would be an educational and spiritual uplift, and the
musical part of the service could be made attractive and
inspiring. This would naturally lead to the demand
for better music.—Daniel Protheroe.
Three Periods in the History of Piano Technic
The history of piano technic divides itself into three
periods, which may be designated as:
(1) The period in which the function of the fingers
only was generally recognized.
(2) The period in which the function of hand and
wrist was recognized and defined. In this period the
earlier technic was retained and amplified.
(3) The period in which the function of the arm
was recognized and stated. In this period the technic
of the two earlier periods was retained and amplified.
In each period there developed spontaneously the
technical principle of the following period. The new
principle was presently defined and exercises devised for
its easier application. Then some pedagogue gave his
name to it and received the credit due a discoverer.—
Wm. L. Calhoun.

When Nero was Studying Singing
We are apt to think of the Roman Emperor, Nero,
as limiting his musical talent to performing on the fid¬
dle when his city was going up in flames. The fact
is that Nero, beside being devoted to the composition
of songs, studied singing with extraordinary zeal. To
preserve his voice, he did many strange and weird
things, with what success deponent saith not. He was
extremely careful with his diet—would eat no meats
that were supposed to injure the vocal organs, no acid
fruits; and he was wont to lie for a stated time every
day with a leaden plate on his stomach, to distract the
circulation to the throat.
He was very chary of speech, giving his soldiers
orders by signs, or deputing an attendant to repeat
his whispered commands. And—lest the very tempera¬
mental artist should forget the dire penalties of lavish
use of his vocal organs, he had a guardian spirit, in
the shape of a voice teacher, who was officially ap¬
pointed to hover around his emperor, and tell hint
when he might, without danger, say a few words. This
mentor also criticised the manner and volume of the
tones, admonishing Nero if he spoke too loudly. And
this admonishment went the astonishing length of the
stuffing of a cloth into the emperor’s mouth if he failed
to obey the warnings!
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Bible Operas

“Out—Back at 2.30”
By Thomas B. Empire
A young girl roamed up and down the ^alh
carried a music bag, and from time to
discontentedly from her watch to the sign on th
door, which read: •

, ■
ctrnrising that the beautiful narrative.
It is not
P
o{ the Bib]c should have afforded
pageantry and p
;nnutnerahle subjects for operas.
When Ms remembered that the very significant part,
i
d L the early dramatic representations in the
chrnch were often accompanied by music, and that from
church wer
many of the oratorios and
onerLPXE pS day may be traced it is interest■ng to note some of the Bible stones that have been
WMr ^^KrehbfeT in his Second Book of Operas,
demotes a whole chapter to the subject. The best-

It was then a quarter past three.
. .
rdiThe co-relatcd facts in the case’ showed extraom
nary optimism on the part of the teacher He ex¬
pected—actually expected—to make a fine livingo
of an art, to which he gave not half of the carnes
attention that a push-cart man gives to his tiny busin<This laxness as to time, and the keeping of appoint¬
ments, would seem to be a common fault among music
teachers. The little serio-comedy of the student the
tardy teacher, and the tell-tale sign on the closed door,
is part of the everyday scenery in any studio building.
If we teachers expect to succeed financially as the
business man succeeds, we must apply sound and unre¬
mitting business methods to our teaching. And o
these, punctuality is the keystone.

Letters from Active Readers
Many successful periodicals have regular Open
Letter columns in which the readers of the publication
take an active and valuable part. Would you like to
have such a department a regular feature of The
Etude? If so, just drop us a postal telling us so.
The Etude is run for the interests of its readers, and
wc want, first of all, to have them have what they
want, not merely what we may think they want. Let¬
ters upon this subject will be appreciated, even if it
is only a postal to the editor saying, “I would like to
have an Open Letter department become a regular
feature of The Etude.”

Strauss, which, having passed through the finely sensiSed but sensuous mind of Oscar Wilde gives little
suggestion of the sacredness of the hook the great par
of® e world reveres. This may in a way, be said of
other Bible operas, such as the Kamgen von Saba of
Goldmark, or even Gounod’s Re tne de Saba, both of
which are spectacular in design.
Rubinstein, whose ambitions as a compos, r were
often far greater than his ability, turned mt a who e
arrav of operatic versions of the beautiful Bible
scenes, such as The Lost Paradise The 1 nicer of
Babel, Moses, The Maccabees. Sulamith. and even
Christas Made bitterly envious by the successes of .
Wagner, he worked desperately to produce operas that
might claim similar public attention; but h.s results,
while often beautiful in parts, arc hopeless as com¬
plete masterpieces.
An examination of a reference hook upon the sub¬
ject reveals that nearly every one of the best-kn, >wn Bible
stories has been made into opera. At one time it was
the custom in Italy to provide operas with Bible plots
to propitiate compunctions of the Italians who looked
askance upon opera during Lent. It was for such a
public that Rossini wrote his Moses, now never given
in large American opera houses, but not entirely extinct
in chorus form. One of the most dramatic of the
Bible narratives, Elijah, is preserved in oratorio form
in Mendelssohn’s Elijah, but so dramatic is the music,
that it has been successfully given in England as an
opera, and also attempted operatically in America.

To The Etude:
While The Etude Is helping the teacher to get higher
(ecs, I should like to make a suggestion.
Make the teacher a business man. Let him sell all the
music to his pupils and make a fair proBt the same as the
dealer makes; teachers send their pupils to the music
stores to buv music, why not let the teacher make the profit.
Music, stores are selling more music now than ever, but they
eater mostly to their trade, selling cheap popular trash: let
tlie teacher sell the better music. The On Hale plan is all
right, it helps the teacher in selecting pieces and pay for
only what he uses, hut where is the profitV The teacher
deserves tile pro lit for all good music sold, as he is working
to elevate the minds of his pupils for better music. Most
oil good music that is printed or published and sold,
toneitem „ re resnonsihle for. as they are the ones

selling trash,

coursedi

though It mag 1>e small^
^teachers, why should not
the'publishers give the teachers
Truly yours,
Paul Arxstien.
Dear Etude:
We appreciate your help through The Etude on raising
music teachers' prices. It put life into me. I called a
meeting of leading music teachers and with The Etude in
mind, told them that if we agreed together to raise our
price, thev would uot have any reason to quit one for the
other. We also agreed to count or charge for lessons
we had not been previously notified for, and it has been a
great success. It happens we all rank very much the same,
nil having spent our life at music, so it proved very satis¬
factory. We charged 50 cents and raised it to 73 cents for
43 minutes' lesson. T)o not mihlish mv name
n-*
If it should help ___ _ .eachers out you could publish
„„„ wording. But the credit is due The Etude.
teachers in music should hold together and make
....
—in
trample
anil
infringe
on
our
their rules;
rights to tile limit of all expectations uiru we i
say. the most devoted to our work and expected
with absolutely no protection. I have spent as
doctor would oil his education, maybe more and
'ly get
the plainest kind of a living.
Thanking The Etude for its generous support
and help.
_i
Mrs. S. 8.
Choose the best companion you can, not only among
living men and women, but among the authors whose
works you read, and the composers whose works you
study and perform.
“Every man is like the company he is wont to keep.”
—Euripides.

Cultivating Confidence in the Child
By Mazo Brevoort
While the “performing” child, hacked by an ador¬
ing mother, is apt to he a nuisance to a gue-t. still,
if kept in the proper limits, the practice of asking a
young student to play for company is a good thing.
Much of the nervousness of the finished artist might
be avoided if taken in time and overcome before it
has a chance to “strike in.” One must, of course,
choose the guest who will “stand for” the little piece
played by the budding artist of the family, but, if the
piece is a short one, and the child is hustled—or. shall
we say, removed, quickly thereafter, there should be
no objection to this on the part of the visitor. Fail¬
ing this source of education, would it not be a good plan
occasionally to ask the youngster to play something
for the family, to see how he is getting along? Let
it be understood from the beginning that there is to
be no pouting, no hesitation, no shyness about the grant¬
ing of this request. He is to go to the piano like a
little man—or woman if of that variety—and get
through with the piece as well and cheerfully as pos¬
sible, and then to acknowledge the applause given him
in the most gracious way he knows.
After a few times he will be so used to this per¬
formance that it will seem nothing unusual to him to
play for people—and the home “folks” are notably hard
to play for, which makes this even better practice than
playing for the guest.
It will be well to omit criticism for this educational
function, lest one defeat the very purpose of it, and
make the child apprehensive. Let it be understood that
the matter is one of goodwill, and that, having done his
best, the artistic task is accomplished—from that stand¬
point. Of course, anything that l e does badly he will
himself criticize, whether openly or overtly, and this in
itself, will be a stimulus to future practice, for he will
grow more and more critical with his playing as he sub¬
mits it to an audience.
And when, at last, he faces the critical ear of the
world, he will be far more able to acquit himself at his
best standard, if he is not handicapped by nervousness
before an audience.

The light, graceful and melodious style of music
known as “salon” music, is so widely favqred, that it
may be interesting to The Etude readers to know
something of some of the writers who specialize in its
composition. It bears the same relation to the larger,
more serious forms, such as the symphony, the over¬
ture, the concerto, and the various orchestral modes of
composition, that the light, summer novel bears to
Thackeray, James, Milton, Shakespeare. Salon music
has its indubitable place in music, and it gives pleasure
to its hearers, if not any very deep intellectual gain.
Not every composer, however great his gifts, has the
“knack” of writing in this style, and steering his
musical boat successfully between the shoals of the
merely “popular” and the stern rocks of the severely
classic.
What makes a salon piece popular? That is a ques¬
tion which very few people can answer. The critics
employed by publishing firms, no matter how greatly
they may admire the art masterpieces of the immortals,
always keep their eyes and ears open for good salon
pieces. It is said that when Nevin’s famous Narcissus
was first played by the composer for a group of friends,
he was advised to. remove it from the group of pieces
in which it was originally published, as it was cotisidered :nferior to the rest. Yet, Narcissus sold by the
hundred thousand while the other pieces are scarcely
known.
The taste in salon music advances slowly, but it is
progressing very certainly despite its glacial speed.
The salon pieces of fifty years ago were often so very
mediocre that they could hardly hold the attention of
the average beginner to-day. On the other hand, some
of the compositions of Schulhoff, Mayer, Jaell and
others were so pyrotechnical that they properly went
out in a blaze of glory now long since forgotten. Like
the over gorgeous embroidery of other days the salon
music of the middle of the last century has become
old fashioned, while the delicate laces, the old Irish
point, the Cluny and the old Italian remain as art
pieces prized highly by the connoisseur to this day.
Just to look at a page of the old fashioned salon
piece with its cascades of runs, trills and palpitating
octaves must have afforded some of our ancestors great
excitement. Herz, who one time was considered a
formidable rival among the great pianists of the world,
turned out variations by the ream, occasionally shap¬
ing some original passage, but for the most part binding
the melody up with scales and arpeggios until its
beauties were very successfully concealed.
The salon music of to-day has undergone a refor¬
mation of a peculiar character. Harmonic and melodic
originality combined with cleverness and an under¬
standing of the possibilities of the instrument have
added very greatly to the charm of modern music.
Indeed, much of the piano music of the salon type is
often more pianistic, that is more idiomatic than many
of the classics written for the instrument.
In some cases the dividing line between what is
salon music and what is not is so uncertain that its
determination depends upon the critical judgment of
the individual. Some, for instance, would consider
the Mendelssohn songs without words classics, while
to others they would be in the class of salon music.
Poldini’s Dancing Doll is representative of music that
has great worth and is likely to be permanent and is

nevertheless salon music, as is much of the music of
Schutt, Moszkowski and others.
In each biography we have given the name of the
pianoforte piece by which the composer is best known.
Gabriel Marie
Gabriel Marie was born in Paris, January 8, 1852.
He studied music at the Conservatoire, later becoming
assistant teacher there. His metier was conducting.
He directed the concerts at the Havre Exposition in
1887, and those of the Societe Nationale de Musique,
as well as Alexandre Guilmant’s grand organ con¬
certs at the Trocadero in Paris and many other con¬
certs and choruses. His work as a composer is limited
to a few orchestral compositions and many songs and
piano pieces of a graceful and pleasing nature. Most
of his compositions achieved popularity, but probably
the best liked is Cinquantaine.
Erik Meyer-Helmund
Meyer-Helmund was born at Petrograd, Russia, April
25, 1861. His father gave him his first lessons in music,
later sending the boy to Berlin to stuffy composition
with Kiel and singing with Stockhausen. Meyer-Hel¬
mund was a successful concert singer, and in composi¬
tion he devoted himself to some of the larger forms,
principally opera. But his reputation rests chiefly upon
his songs. These were graceful and melodious, and in
some cases written to words of his own.
His
operas, Margitta, Der Liebeskampf, and a short, one-act
burlesque, Trischka, were produced with success, as
was also his ballet, Rubesahl. The Daily Question was
probably the first among his songs to achieve popularity,
while of his piano music the Nocturne in Gb is the most
favored.
Cornelius Gurlitt
Cornelius Gurlitt was born at Altona, in the southern
part of Germany, near Hamburg, on February 10, 1820,
where he died June 17, 1901. He studied music with the
father of Carl Reineke, the composer. He also had
lessons of Weyse. He was for some years organist at
Altona and a director at the Hamburg Conservatory.
Gurlitt composed operas and much chamber music, but
his reputation rests chiefly upon his melodic and in¬
structive pianoforte music. He was pre-eminently a
pedagog, and his intimate knowledge'of “the forming
of the hand” made his piano compositions of special
value to the student, while his gifts as a melodist in¬
sured their welcome to the musical audience. The set
of pieces, Op. 101, containing The Sunshiny Morning,
The Fair, etc., is perhaps in the highest favor with the
student.
Carl Bohm
When one hears the name of Carl Bohm, he is very
likely to think at once of the song, “Still as the Night,”
which has been so widely sung by all classes of musi¬
cians. This force ofiassociation is perhaps the best
index of his success as a composer in writing music
that has appealed to so many people. He has written
prolifically for the pianoforte such pieces as Silver
Stars, Polacca Brillante,, Salon Masurka, La Zingara,
The Fountain, Murmuring Spring and many other
favorites. He was born in Berlin, September 11, 1844,
studied music at an early age and later became a pupil'
of Bischoff and of Mme. Reissmann, touring as a con¬
cert pianist.

Arnold Sartorio
Arnold Sartorio is of Italian ancestry, though he was
born at Frankfurt-am-Main, 1853. His musical studies
were carried on entirely in Germany, under August
Buhl and Edward Mertke. He is a very prolific writer
of the light and graceful salon music. In 1912 he com¬
pleted his 1,000th opus. His compositions have gained
a wide audience, the favorites among them being Over¬
ture Comiquc (for four hands) and I Think of Thee;
as well as his many books of melodic studies.
Carl Koelling
Carl Koelling was born in Hamburg, February 28,
1831. He was the son of a well-known flute player, and
began himself to evidence a taste for music while very
young. He studied with J. Schmidt, and at the age of
eleven he appeared in public. The reigning sovereign
of Buckeburg, a blind man, heard the boy play and
took a personal interest in him, offering to pay for his
education in music. This offer his mother was obliged
to decline, since she needed even the small amount the
boy could earn. Later, in spite of the drawback of
poverty, Koelling managed to study with Marksen, the
teacher of Brahms. He became the leader of the band
of the Eighth Battalion of the Army of Hamburg and
founded and directed several choral societies. In 1878
Koelling came to Chicago, where he devoted himself
to teaching and composing. An industrious writer, his
works include many well-known pianoforte pieces, an
opera, Schfnetterlinge, and other compositions which
achieved success. His best known work, however, is
piano pieces of an educational nature. Of these latter,
the favorites are Hungary, Two Flowers, Eight-Meas¬
ure Studies in all Keys, Duets for Teacher and Pupil,
Flying Leaves and From, Norway.
Paul Wachs
Paul Wachs, pianist and composer, was born in Paris
in 1851. He studied music while a small child and later
attended the Conservatoire, where, in 1872, he won first
prize for organ playing. His work as a composer has
been mainly along the line of salon music, for the solo
piano, sacred pieces for the organ, anthems, etc. His
best-known salon pieces are Shower of Stars and Bai.et
Mignon.
Carl W. Kern
Carl W. Kern was born at Schlitz, Hesse-Darmstadt,
1874. His father, an organist, gave him his first lessons
in music, and later sent the boy to Friedrich Lux,
organ virtuoso at Mayence. Kern came to the United
States in 1893, where he took a position (at Elmhurst
College, near Chicago) as teacher. Here he con¬
tinued his musical studies. Later he removed to St.
Louis, where he devoted himself to teaching and to
composition. His works consist of salon music, songs,
anthems and a few compositions for the organ. His
best liked piano pieces are Told at Twilight, Ariel and
False Episode.
Marie Theodore Lack
Marie Theodore Lack, pianist and composer, was born
at Quimper, Finistere, France, on September 3, 1846.
Bazin and Marmontel were his teachers at the Paris
Conservatoire. Since 1863 he has been teaching in
Paris, and is an officer of Public Education, an office
he has held continuously since 1887. His work as a
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composer includes many salon pieces "piaWe for their
charm and individuality. He has also wntengreat
numbers of educational and technical composit ons H s
best-known works are Caprice Elegante and the 1 alse
Arabesque.
Carl Heins

markedmusical talent. At twelve he bejan to .tod,
tlteviolln and tlte »■ .1*'
as a virtuoso of the latter instrument. He studied com
position with Taubert and Radecke at Berhm aiul a^o
took up voice culture with Hemnch Doin. in trank
fort-am-Main, where he went in the summer of 1883,
he studied with Julius Stockhausen. I^turmngto
Berlin he began a successful career as a teacher. Here
also he directed several choral societies and “^’0Sf
songs, piano compositions and works for orchestra,
well as several meritorious choruses.

a musical description that gave thesGodard is
listener, of ponderous weigh^
^ he Was
Godard was a composer
compositions,. and
content with a first reading
which merited
he let much work go out to the public,^ ^ flf its
careful revision, and which in
minute scrutiny
effect, because he did
(notably
which made the works of the g t
V
t 0f his
Beethoven) so perfect, (bee urov
writing-)
1ft 1ROe
He died at Cannes, January 10, 1895. .
^ ^
Of his songs, the best liked are A B
The
Jocelyn, Embarquec Vous and f^ians > ff

By Ethel A. Moyer
,
,
very busy professional season the
At the close o
y
shc has carned a holiday,
teacher naturaHy eeis in
should not pass withWhil!th‘ llishment and much can be done in a
out real aca°^P |thout’any apparent effort when not
few hours dal*L* thtens;on of the teaching season.
^d£r/the"busy winter months there is very little
During the b“sy
„ eat number of new pieces,
arJtSSTS constantly rid to he, tan*,

ing repertoire.
M compositions can be found
*fa”y
^dy for the fall season, and just here let
andTv if the young teacher has not yet done so, she
melodic content.
me say, ”
y diateIy t0 catalog her teaching pieces,
Geza Horvath
should start ltn
.
donc ;n a single season,
This, of course, c
systematic record
GCZM^y ^at186TmHeSest'udi^d'with* 1 * * *Sc^ytte and other
'f afteSn^erial S ^s y ears’go by, until she
of all teaming
which will in the end save
director of the Vienna Music School. He ^r0‘e di 'u
much tlm^especHllywhen she becomes very busy and
about sixty-pianoforte pieces, easy and melodunm
Two favorites among his compositions a
Streabbog
c,7,*
MnrinlictlCS.
’Streabbog, whose melodious piano pieces have pleased
many was in reality J. L. Gobbaerts, who was born
to,,'.,
i
Uottant and can ltn pasted
Tn Antwerp in 1835 and died in 1886. He received his
Otto Hackh
'oftL
o “ite l«"l Uslnp the loose leal book
musical education at the Brussels Conservatory. He
will allow one to add as many more pages as desired
wrote more than 1,200 compositions, some of which be¬
Tt any one Place. The pieces should also be classed
came widely known. Gobbaerts wrote also under the
the Conservatory at Stuttgart, where he stole
according to form as-tarantellcs, waltzes, mazurkas,
names of Ludovic and Levi. Streabbog « Gobbaerts
etudes arpeggio work, chords, left hand pieces, etc.,
1875, his masters being Pruckner, sPelde’ a"d ^elfr d
spelled backward. His Melodic Studies, Op. 6, and
Upon his graduation, he toured Eng atiii Germany and
and any other classification that the teacher finds con¬
the set of piano pieces, called Little Fairies, are prob
Switzerland. In 1880 he came to New York to direct
venient She can in a moment turn to any desired
ably more used than any others.
the piano department in the Grand C°n*erva‘°rJi'
Harp and see at a glance just what is needed.
also taught privately in New York and Brcwklyn.
P Another thing which is helpful is making notes M
Leo Oehmler
He died at his home m Brooklyn on September 2t,
to the special advantage in a certain eomE'smon.BeLeo Oehmler, bom at Pittsburgh, 180, is °neoft^
sides putting the approximate grade aHer the name
1917.
most prolific of writers. At the age of six he took up
each piece a word or two will suggest some speciri
Hans Englemann
the study of music and of painting, having showed, even
feature that the piece contains, such as trill woric,
at this early age, marked talent in both arts Shortly
As more of Englemann’s life was spent in America
skips in bass, rolled chords, two notes against three,
after his seventeenth birthday he went to the Conserva¬
than in Europe and since practically all of his productive
development for fourth finger, etc.
tory of Schwartzburg-Sondershausen, in Germany,
work was done in this country, he is thought of now as
This habit of making notes will be a great help, as «
where he took up the study of the violin under Grue
an American composer. Born in Berlin, June 16, 187-,
sometimes happens that the same composition will not
burg, piano under Ritter and composition with Schultze.
of a fine family, he was a pupil of Remeke, Loe=chorn
be used again for a year or more and the short-dcLater he attended the Conservatory at Berlin studying
and Mashel. Coming to America at an early age, he
scriptive word or two will refresh one s mind with the .
with such teachers as Keyser, Erlich, Sauret and
studied with Mohr in Philadelphia; and it was to this
particular advantage to be gained in its use.
Radecke. The latter teacher was at one time a friend
teacher that Englemann during his lifetime gave the
A small note book should also be kept, in which the
of Schumann. On the completion of his tudies, Oehmler
credit for his muscial proficiency.
pupil’s name is entered each time a new piece js
returned to the United States, where he has since taught
Establishing himself in Philadelphia as a teacher, he
needed. As the desired piece is found, the name ana
with much success. He has written upon musical sub¬
soon found that his remarkable ability to turn out_atcomposer should be added. It sometimes happens m
jects and has composed much music for the piano. His
tractive pieces which teachers and students admired
looking over new music, that several pieces may ue
work, while along valuable, pedagogical lines, has been
would also afford him an income. Thus as a young
found that are particularly useful for a given pup‘_ .
written with a view to getting all possib e beauty into
man he commenced turning out new pieces in a neverThese can be recorded in the note book, and
.
the composition. Two favorites with the public are
ending stream—sometimes -three and four pieces a day.
teacher will know just what she intends giving that
Balcony Serenade and Dream Visions.
Indeed his compositions came so fast that many nompupil for sometime ahead.
dc-plumcs were employed, so that too many composi¬
Cecile Chaminade
If the teacher will use some of the summer days m
tions by the same man would not appear at the same
Cecile Louise Stephanie Chaminade, pianist and com¬
preparing her work for fall she will return when t e
time. This often brought about laughable results, as
poser, was born in Paris, August 8, 1861. She studied
new season opens, with a feeling of assurance an
musicians who professed not to like the pieces of Engle¬
with Lecouppey, Savart, Marsick and Godard. At
preparedness, and can better give her time to ar (j
mann would often hold up the composition of the same
eighteen she made her debut as a concert p.aniste, with
ranging her schedule and interviewing new patrons ^
man, published under an assumed name, as models
very great success both in France and England. As a
without feeling that a wild scramble must be made to
which Englemann should follow if he would write in
composer she is known for the peculiar charm and grace
gather together new material. Also she will have
an approved manner. Englemann wrote in all under
of her ...-.deal mode. While Mile. Chaminade has cornstarted the foundation of a valuable list of teaching
various names over 3,000 compositions, the most popular
nosed in the larger forms, symphonies, choruses, she is
material which will prove most helpful.
of
all
being
the
Melody
of
Love.
However,
others,
such
known best by her ballet, Callirhoe, and by numerous
as Apple Blossoms, In the Arena, When the Lights Arc
pieces for the pianoforte, The Scarf Dance, Serenade
Low, were almost as highly favored. Englemann died
Butterflies, Flatterer.
Although we have classed
in Philadelphia, May 5, 1914.
brilliancy and
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Benjamin Louis Paul Godard
Benjamin Louis Paul Godard was born in Pans,
\ugust 18 1849. He studied violin with Richard Ham¬
mer entering the Conservatoire in 1863; He was a
pupil of Henri Reber. Although Godard is best known
by his salon music, he was also a successful composer
in the large forms. His opera, Tasso, received the prize
offered by the City of Paris for musical compositions,
and was later performed with success. A one-act opera,
l es Bijoux de Jeannette, was given in Paris in 1878,
and his grand opera,'Pedro De Zalamea, was per¬
formed in Antwerp, but without much success.. His
suite Lanterne Magique, met with a warm reception in
England, and is still played there. He wrote other operas
—Je Dante, Jeanne d’Arc, La Vicandiere, Les Guelphcs,
Ruv Bias and Jocelyn, this latter being best known
because of the charming Berceuse, which is a favorite
with singers, and which is, perhaps, the only excerpt
from any of his operas to achieve marked success. One
reallv notable triumph attained by Godard was in a
eries of five-tone poems for orchestra, musical settings
of Dooms by Victor Hugo, de Lisle, de Chatillon. To
one of these poems, Les Elephantes, Godard contrived
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An Eye to Business

Anton Schmoll
Anton Schmoll was born 1841, in Fromberg, Ger¬
many. .Though a Teuton by the accident of birth, he
is a French citizen by choice, having been naturalized
at 'the age of twenty-three, on the completion of his
compulsory service in the German army. He studied
civil engineering at the age of eighteen, but on remov¬
ing to France he took up the serious study of music.
He still resides in Paris, where be is active in music.
He lias written a large number of piano studies, sonatas
and much salon music. His works are well known and
extensively used in France. His avocations are astron¬
omy and psychic research. On Flammarion’s invitation
lie became one of the twelve founders of the Societe
Astronomique. His statistics of sun spots received
favorable notice by the Academie des Sciences in 1887
and 1892. He also writes for the psychological journals
and has furnished numerous reports upon telepathy to
the British Society for Psychical Research. His sonatinas
» and his pianoforte methods are highly favored, as well
as his piano pieces, such as Mocking Echo and March
of the Crusaders.

_Braham, the famous tenor, had a little boy, who sang
very prettily. To balance his dawning musical tempera
ment, the child had definite ideas of the perquisi
adequate for his performances. On one occasion, a
friend of his father asked Braham’s little boy to sing
him a song, which the infant consented to do, Pro', f „
he first received his price of a sixpence. “What.
visitor exclaimed. “All that money for one song“Can’t you sing me a song for less?" The little bo>
shook his head. “No,” he replied firmly. “But I win
sing you three for a shilling.”
.
In these days of agitation upon the subject o
increased income for the teacher and all who make a
living out of music, it would be well to cultivate
spirit of the precocious little boy—to have an idea as
to perquisites, and to stick to that price when the tim^
comes. Musicians without the business sense are an
unbalanced product. The greater the musician, whet e
performer or teacher, the more courage should he hav
to set his price and have the confidence in his own a *
ity to get it. Modesty is a fine virtue, but too much
it is apt to interfere with one’s income.

Wisdom from a Self-Made Master

*

Words of Encouragement for Ambitious Students from the World-Famous Choral Conductor

DR. HENRY COWARD
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Do One Thing and Do It Well
“The most important lesson I received was in char¬
acter-building, and it came from the fable of the ‘Fox
and the Cat.’ Fables not being in vogue at present, it
may be worth while to repeat the story, which has been
with, and influenced, me all these years.
“ ‘A fox boasted to a cat that he did not fear being
caught by the hounds, because he had ten tricks by
which he could outwit them and escape. The cat la¬
mented that she had only one. trick. Just then the
hounds came up in full cry. The fox rushed off while
the cat ran up a tree—which was her one trick—from
which she saw the fox try all his ten tricks, but he was
oaught at last.’
“It was the moral, which I can imagine I hear the boy
slowly reading, which gripped my mind and has re¬
mained. It was: ‘Ah! I see,’ said the cat. ‘that one
good trick is worth more than ten bad ones.’
“It is remarkable how this commonplace moral influ¬
enced my thoughts in after life. It preached the doc¬
trine of doing work well, and being master of one
branch instead of ‘Jack-of-all-trades.’ In my scholastic
work, it encouraged a thorough grounding in a few sub¬
jects, rather than diffuseness in many, and in music, it
showed me the importance of being excellent in one
branch instead of being mediocre in many, as so many
musicians are. ‘One good trick is worth more than ten
bad ones’ lias been a talisman to me all these years.”

paths or roads, while the other climbs up in a direct
line, from bottom to top, and gets backache thrown
m“The"result of it all was that instead of following
the ordinary synthetic method of study I adopted the
analytical intensive method, doing singularly few exer¬
cises in writing, but a tremendous lot of analysis, from
the simplest hymn tunc to the longest oratorios,
sonatas and symphonies. Of course, I am a great be¬
liever in the value of the pen as an educator, and when
I was ‘loose’—out of my apprenticeship—I began to use

Mastering a Weakness
“In 1870 ‘Professor’ Fowler paid one of his period¬
ical visits to Sheffield to lecture at the Music Hall,
Surrey Street. Professor Fowler said, amongst other
things, that I had a strong will, but I lacked continuity
of action, leaving a thing before it was finished and
taking up something else for a short time. He said I
should use my will-power to develop persistence, and
thus overcome my weakness. Those who know me now
will smile at such an opinion, but they do not know
that, to act on the advice given, and thus overcome my
■ fault whenever I had a hard, trying or disagreeable
task to perform, I had to set mv teeth together, put
my foot on a mark, and never lift it till the task was
finished. This was done hundreds of times until ‘carry. ing through’ became a habit.

Books a Source of Inspiration
[Editor's Note.—Hi-. Onward continually bought books
to -belli him in bis nuwr. I low be had to struggle against
ignorance is shown in the following paragraph:]
“I therefore decided to write to Mr. Robert Griffiths,
the genial secretary of the Tonic Sol-fa College, for
particulars of bow to prepare for some of the higher
certificates. Taking a candle and paper upstairs I
commenced my first business letter. Although I had
read a great deal, T seldom or never wrote; therefore
my caligraphy was very illiterate, but it was readable,
and I had the gift of expressing my thoughts pretty
clearly. I went on well but slowly with the letter until
I came to the word ‘people,’ There I stuck, because
the look of the spelling did not satisfy me. I wrote
down ‘peeple,’ ‘peepel,” ‘peaple,’ ‘pieple,’ ‘peiple’ and
‘peapel,’ but not one ‘looked right’ and as I had not a
dictionary I had to give it up for that night. I finished
it afterwards and as a result of Mr. Griffiths’ advice I
began to study a little hook on harmony, a small tvvopenny booklet which, as we shall see, had far-reaching
results, because through it I laid the foundation of that
intensive method of study which I have followed ever
Building Up the Memory
“To acquire a knowledge of the theory of music,
arithmetic, algebra and many other subjects, it is usual
to learn from a hook or a teacher the rules or princi¬
ples, and then get familiar with the principles as well as
correctness and fluency by doing written exercises, the
more the better. In the case of musicians, some use
reams and reams of paper doing exercises, and this is
very desirable. My entry into the realms of musical
theory and musical composition was through a little
work on harmony. This little book directed that when
a point had been ‘observed’ by analysis, then written
exercises were to be done to ‘fix’ it in the mind, as a
preparation for composing by synthesis, which was to
follow. Now, as I had very few opportunities of writ¬
ing exercises, I did them all mentally, and thus got into
the habit of ‘observing’ and committing to memory
everything I wished to learn, without doing script exer¬
cises. The results were the same as though I had done
written exercises, but it involved a severer strain on
the student, which is an advantage if the student can
stand it. The difference between the ordinary and in¬
tensive methods may be compared to two persons
ascending a mountain. One goes by pleasant winding

of physical culture, as I was able to bear this strain
with five or six hours’ sleep nightly for years, and never
felt tired except after great physical or mental effort,
from which I recovered in less than half an hour.
Quick recuperation has always been one of my strong
points, and even under the severest strain I am thankful
to sav that I have never yet had a headache.
“When I had cleared off all my debts and paid for the
piano, Mr. Richards advised me to join a building
society, of which he was a director. This I did, and
saved a few pounds, but as the time lost every week
in taking and waiting to pay in the subscriptions was so
serious, I drew out tile cash and bought Spohrs
•Violin School,’ Hullah’s ‘Harmony’ and ‘Musical His¬
tory,’ Macfarren’s ‘Harmony’ and other hooks. With
the balance I bought an engagement ring.”

What is My Success to Yours?

Dr. Henry Coward.
it freely, amongst other things transcribing the whole
of the exercises and examples in Macfarren’s ‘Har¬
mony’ from the Staff Notation into Tonic Sol-fa, in
order to have them in small compass for my pocket.
“Through this constant habit of reading in the streets
I was known as ‘the reading boy’ between Ellis Street
and Wellington Street.
“As this silent change of method was merely personal,
it passed unobserved by those around. In fact, as ap¬
parent results (lid not appear for two or three years,
the importance of the change which necessity bad
forced upon me was not realized for a long time after¬
wards.”
Practice Under Difficulties
“Living at home with my mother I at last got that
freedom of action which I had long desired. Being a
good workman, I earned good wages and was able to
buy a square Collard piano from my old friend, Mr. W.
Richards. I paid for this by instalments concurrently
with paying off the concert debts. I then began to prac¬
tice the piano and violin most assiduously morning, noon
and night, whenever I was not at work, which I never
neglected for anything, I worked from 8.30 A. M. to
6 30 P. M.: therefore by rising at 5 A. M. or 5.30 A. M.
I was able to get in three hours’ practice daily, besides
doing a lot of reading, for I read at work when doing
merely routine or mechanical jobs It was now and
forwards for ten years tjiat I began to reap the benefits

“ ‘Professor’ Fowler said something else much more
important: ‘This young man is in point of balance
between his mind and body, or between his physical
and mental powers, one of a thousand. \\ hatever strain
he puts on the brain his body will stand it, and vice
versa. He will probably live to a good old age, because
he is one of the sort which we say never will wear out.
He will succeed in anything he undertakes.’ This pro¬
nouncement was most exhilarating and reassuring to
me, because I was getting a bit afraid of ‘pulling the
string too tight’ and failing to ‘keep up the pace.’ Now
all fear of overworking vanished, and for thirty years I
kept on at high pressure, and I have no doubt that had
I gone into business and devoted the same time and
energy to it as I have to scholastic duties and music I
should have been a well-to-do or wealthy nian, instead
of being, like Goldsmith’s Village Parson, ‘passing rich
on forty pounds a year.’ But although the pursuit of
scholastic and artistic aims may prove disappointing
from a cash point of view, it has its compensations, as
was revealed to me by a friend.
“We were traveling together, and he warmly con¬
gratulated me on my professional successes, to which
I replied. ‘What is my success to yours? You could
buy me up twenty times.’ ‘Yes,’ he answered, ‘I could,
of what’s buyable.’”
“There is no doubt that in becoming a teacher I had
found my proper niche. My first week’s experience
was a delight. The short hours, the short break for
recreation each morning and afternoon, came as an
undreamt of luxury to one who, when working at his
trade, never had any pause or cessation in the working
hours from morning till night. A still greater surprise
was the monthly afternoon for games in the open air,
which happened to come in this my first week. Mr.
Gladney, the celebrated conductor and trainer of brass
bands, the greatest of his day, used to say that he ought
to he the happiest man in England, because he was well
paid for doing what he loved to do. I felt something
like that, for after the strenuous way I had worked in
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the factory, teaching was like child’s play, and I can
now say that for the seventeen years which I devoted
to teaching the next best thing to having holiday was
to go to my school duties. Both in teaching and in
acquiring the necessary knowledge it was, in my case
a fact that ‘the labor we delight in, physics pain.
Thorough Study
“To all young men and women who wish to excel
I would give the advice, which l frequently give to my
many choralists, namely : Learn everything twice as well
as you think necessary, and then you will have done
about half of what you should have done.”
What a Degree is Worth
[EditOU’s Note.—Pr. Coward's cta^wl. to
away without any of
too^us.v n man to be away
KmhVwSkWW
bacuTo
the resu.ts telegrap^.
ClioralWDn U>i?* kM ^s terr.flc struggle over difficulties
IS^tSSS? U^d5^cX,tUU|l.t?cU0» as though It
had come to each one of them personals, l
“The members of the Musical Union and other
friends signalized the achievement by subscribing for
the bachelor’s and doctor’s robes and hood—costly and
corgeous man millinery—which were presented to me at
a rejoicing meeting by the Mayor of Sheffield, under the
presidency of Alderman W. Smith, when complimentary
speeches and congratulations abounded.
“Shortly after this I met a friend who had obtained
the degree at a previous examination, who said to me:
'I suppose that having reached the summit you will now
take it easy, as I am doing?’ I asked him to explain,
and he continued: ‘Well, to me the degree was merely a
means to an end, namely to secure a standing as a pro¬
fessor of the piano in ladies’ schools. This I have
attained, therefore I shall never again put pen to
paper.’ I told him that my view was just the reverse
of his. Instead of the degree marking the end, it
was just a starting-point. It gave the holder a right
to be considered and to demonstrate his ability, but for
any one to shield himself behind his doctorate was to
bring it into disrepute, and to create the notion that a
doctor of music may be as dull as many D.D. s.
“This has always been my view, and instead of meta¬
phorically saying to my pupils, choirs and orchestras,
‘Open your mouth and shut your eyes, and be thankful
for what I, a doctor of music, can give you,’ I have
taken the line of noblesse oblige and said to myself, A
doctor should give only the best and avoid all shoddy.

By Arthur L. Manchester
A »ost important—°< hi>

l fomtM on a
51.0, cute
diseases and their remedies, w,11 fail t
^ ^
if the diagnosis be at fault. Th*
; application
ment, the remedies to be used andthe'rfPP hould
are dictated by the result of the diafPS' ’
f.
this be mistaken it is evident that the
£
the case will he wrongly directed and thV
* t is '
left to work its harm undeterred. So important
this matter of diagnostics that especial attention is
paid to it in the education of medical students and
those who show particular aptitude in this directio
become noted among the medical fraternity.
The piano teacher, in common with hts profe siona
colleagues, must be an accurate diagnostician; he must
be able, without fail or mistake, to interpret the technical symptoms of his musical patients.
P
ability thus to correctly diagnose conditions depen s
the success of his pedagogic treatment: A single symp¬
tom wrongly interpreted or undiscovered will vat.a e
his later handling of the case and result either in
absolute failure or an incomplete cure.
.
Music teaching, as well as the. practice of medicine,

How Long Should Scales and Arpeggios
Be Kept Up?
By T. L. Rickaby
How long should the study of the multiplication
table lie kept up? Just so long as those concerned
positively and unquestionably know it. Then learning
the multiplication table is given up and the knowledge
of it is used. The multiplication table is of no use
of itself, but is learned because of the very large fig¬
ure it cuts in all matters of reckoning. Exercises are
not intended to “limber up” the fingers as many seem
to think.
, _
Young fingers are naturally limber or nimble. Exer¬
cises are necessary to give the pupil control of the
muscles of the fingers and to strengthen them so that
they will obey the dictates of the mind and will. This
control is attained earlier and more readily in some
cases than in others. Scales and arpeggios are the
raw material of which music is made. They are to be
practiced till all such passages become perfectly
familiar to both eyes, ears and fingers-tn other words,
till they become more or less automatic.
They are to be kept up till they are known—really
known—and then relinquished. However, Mason’s
Two-Finger Exercises and various forms of the
Diminished Seventh Arpeggios are valuable as a pre¬
liminary to the practice of advanced music for the
same reason that the jockey will take lus racer a few
times around the track to warm up the animal s mus¬
cles prior to the race. These two forms of mechani¬
cal drill constitute a very efficacious nutriment for
u ft rprs at anv stage of a students career—and
afterwards.
But get away from the multiplication
table stage as early as is consistent with thoroughness.

Making Good Against All
Obstacles
Are you discouraged?
Do you think that you haven’t a chance
because you have not had an education
handed to you on a silver salver?
Do you think that there is no oppor¬
tunity for the beginner nowadays? If so,
the career of Henry Coward should be of
immense stimulation to you.
Dr. Coward was born in the Shakespeare
Hotel, Liverpool, Nov. 26th, 1849, the
grandson of a poor cutler and the son of
parents who made their living with “nig¬
ger” minstrel shows. Upon the death of
his father, the boy, at the age of eight, was
given a short schooling and then appren¬
ticed to his uncle, also a cutler.
Rising from grueling poverty by dint
of the hardest kind of work, he became
director of the Sheffield Choral Union—
the famous Sheffield Choir with which he
toured the world (a tour costing over
$300,000) and1 has appeared as conductor
in most of the music centers of the world.
He has enjoyed the friendship of many of
the most famous musicians of his time and
has written choral works which have been
immensely successful in England.
Surely the wisdom of such a man cannot
fail to be valuable to ambitious readers of
“The Etude.”
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lkd in analysis and research

u AS ’nent years in classifying diseases and the proper
have spe .
, have produced a science of techremedies for
.
which has been studied and
nical treatment of ‘l'*®*
in naedical knowl‘r'rln PSo teldiing a science of technic has
edge’ ' A
which has been tested and changed
S tPhe development of the piano and the advanceTern of Pianistic knowledge. This science of technic
•
stock in trade of those specialists to whom
18 ‘I' teachers go to acquire methods. Pursuing the
young
her just as it is necessary for the
medical Student to become familiar with the work of

rditoss!2sto^ «;,7 ^ £
science^o/"technic evolved by specialists in technic
But the application of this knowledge must depend
frr its success on the ability of the teacher to corecV diagnose the condition of his pupil. And the
development of this power of d-agnosi- ,
study of
itself It is not enough to familiarize one f «elf with
he formulas of technical treatment. Leading, the
closestv observation, study with experienced teachers
and. almost most important of all, lone-<
mned in¬
tensive thinking and experimentation directed nward
the power of interpreting conditions, action- and state¬
ments as the pupil unconsciously makes them must be
made a part of the would-be teacher s daily work.
•And this hould be done with independence of thought
and not in slavish imitation of any mastei
I have often thought it would he well to institute
a department of musical diagnostics in our schools of
music. Courses of study in this departmem should be
prepared and carried forward along lines that will
develop in the candidate the power to arrive at de¬
cisions regarding the technical and musical condition
of pupils by processes of individual thinking and inter¬
pretation of observed facts. It is pro"
generally
realized now that success in piano-playing does not
depend so much on the number of hours practiced;
rather it is a matter of psychology. It is the attitude
of the mind, the character of the mental process and
their application to the difficulty in hand that determine the success of the student. If this he so, it is
evident that the teacher must be able to perceive and
interpret the mental processes of the student, and
this is diagnosis in its most subtle form. Nut less
attention to technical means, to formula-, hut greater
and more accurate interpretation of met I c nditions
through the outward symptoms is what i- required o
the piano teacher.

has its pharmacopeia, its cut and dried forrmike of
remedies to be applied to certain forms of musical
ills. Certain exercises are prescribed for certain tech¬
nical weaknesses. These are prescribed by the teacher
to be taken at regular intervals, as is the dose of
medicine prescribed by the physician. So much time
is to be devoted to the practice of various finger,
wrist and arm exercises, certain other gymnastic and
musical formulae are prescribed to eradicate technical
or interpretative weaknesses or to stimulate to in¬
creased healthfulness and strength. Tone quality and
facility are to be developed by the application of these
technical remedies. But if the diagnosis*be wrong or
incomplete the prescription will as surely be wrong.
To many teachers, particularly the younger and less
experienced, piano teaching is a routine of applying
certain of these formulae which have been put forth by
past masters of the science as cure-alls for every tech¬
nical ill. These formulae are applied after .what is too
frequently a superficial examination of the student.
The very obvious symptoms of straight fingers, tilted
hand, stiff wrist and arm and arm punch are not hard
to recognize and prescribe for. The less apparent tense¬
ness of finger, hand and arm resulting from wrong men¬
tal processes on the part of thq student require a much

Hunting Out the Weak Spots
By John W. Keator
“Oh, I can’t play sharps,” a young girl said, the oth
day. “I never could.” Another student chimed i
“So long as it isn’t chords. I can get along.” Still a
other began, with a shrug of her slim shoulder
“When I see a page of music sprinkled over with s
peggios, I pass it up and play something else.”
Now this is what they thought they said. Rut wl
they really said was this: “In my practice I always
the things that come easy. It’s so much more fun.
When a student practices in this way, picking <
the things slje can do the best and letting those thir
get a long lead of the shaky things—i. e., the tbit
that are hard to do—she is leaving weak spots tl
will later develop into gaping holes in what should
a smooth and solid technic.
When you practice, take your courage in both hai
and bravely hunt out the weak spots. Having foj
them, put in the major part of your time and en
upon them till they measure up to the strong parts
your technic. If it is a finger that lags in the sea
or something in the reading of the music that cot
hard, or a lack of facility in arpeggios, keep aftei
till it comes as easy as the thing you naturally do w
And the best point in this process is that it is 1111
more “fun” than simply picking out the easy thing •
gliding over the hard ones. Try it and see.

Nothing is so expensive as glory,” said Sidney
Smith. The music student who is looking forward to a
career of glory and not a career of service to mankin
must expect to pay a big price and find himself w>
a bauble at the end.
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Eminent Musicians Who Have Succeeded
in Other Pursuits
By EDWIN

;

The news that Paderewski had been chosen as the
first head of the new Polish republic caused quite a
thrill of sensation throughout the musical world, lhe
mere fact that a professional concert pianist should be
a man of such broad interests and sterling character as
to be seriously considered for such an office is a fact
calling for more than passing comment.
Musicians in general have had the reputation-possibly deserved-of being specialists, strictly bound up
in the interests of their own profession, yet there have
been noteworthy exceptions, from time to _ time more
numerous than is generally realized, showing that we
should qualify our opinion somewhat. It will be in¬
teresting to review, briefly, the career of a few note¬
worthy examples.
Ignaz Pleyel
All violinists are familiar with Pleyel’s Duets—mast
excellent little works of their kind, which have sur¬
vived the ruthless hand of time and are still a favorite
stand-by with teachers and amateurs, but in his day he
was reputed a great composer m nearly all forms ot
music. He was Haydn’s favorite pupil. Mozart, in a
.etter to his father, speaks highly of Pleyel as a com¬
poser, and predicts that he will be Haydn’s legitimate
successor, but this prophecy failed to ho d1 true.
1807, when just fifty years of age and still highly suc¬
cessful as a composer and conductor, he settled in
Paris and embarked in the manufacture of pianos, as¬
sociating himself with M. Wolff, a nianist and pro¬
fessor at the Conservatory, and Henri Pape, a practical
pianomaker. Later on his son, Camille Pleyel entered
the firm, and also ICalkbrenner, a noted concert pianist.
The firm of Pleyel & Co. has had a long and success¬
ful career, in 1876 starting a branch house in London.
About the time that Pleyel was founding his piano
firm, he also engaged to some extent.in the business
of publishing, bringing out several of Haydns latest
compositions. And we would mention the act, in pass¬
ing that a very great number of successful music pub
lishers have originally been professional m“s,c'a"'.1"
a former issue of The Etude this branch of the subject
was considered in detail. At the present writing we
would merely allude to J. B. Cramer (not mentioned
in the aforesaid article), the composer °f a famous
series of Studies for the piano, in which rnusical beauty
and technical interest are wonderfully blended, w
established the publishing house of
Cramer & Co., in London, on such a
successful basis that it has endured
from 1824 to the present day, though
with several changes of name due to
the accession of new partners or the
retirement of old.
Giovanni Battista Viotti
Viotti’s Twenty-second Concerto is
still in the repertoire of many leading
violinists, and his Duets, though some¬
what dry, are largely used for teaching
purposes. Viotti was born in Pied¬
mont, in 17S3, and his first instructor
was his father, a musically inclined
blacksmith. Later on a bishop became
interested in the boy’s talent and sent
him to Pugnani for instruction. In
course of time he developed into the
greatest violinist of his time, and
toured extensively in Germany, Russia,
Italy, England and France, returning to
his native town on one occasion long
enough to buy some property for his
father. After this, most of his time
was spent in Paris, and he acquired
great reputation as a teacher and com¬
poser. As a concert player, for some
unexplained reason, his performances
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were often unequal, and he acquired a great distaste for
the concert stage. Interrupted by the strenuous events
of the French Revolution, he fled, first to London, then
to Hamburg. It was while living in great retirement
at the latter place that he composed most of his violin
duets. Later, he embarked in musical enterprises as
a manager, but finding that he was losing money, he
suddenly broke away from music altogether and pur¬
chased a partnership in a wine business in London.
After some twenty years of successful business life,
in 1802 he made a visit to Paris, not intending to do
anything in a musical line, but urged by the entreaties
of his old admirers, he appeared once again as a con¬
cert player with entire success. A few months after¬
ward he returned to London and resumed his busi¬
ness In 1819 he made one more short return to a
musical life, this time as director at the Paris Opera,
but after a few years retired and once more sought his
London home, where he died in 1824.
#
His actions may seem strange and incomprehensible
to young musicians, just embarking on a concert career,
a sort of existence which is not without a strong at¬
tractive glamour, but there is many a concert player
who, after the career has settled into a routine, feels
keenly the weariness of constant traveling and the bur¬
den of the practice necessary to keep one’s technic in
prime condition, and who would gladly embrace an
opportunity to turn to ’some more quiet and prosaic
occupation. Let it be said, however, that this is not the
case with all; there are many to whom the applause of
the public is meat and drink, so to speak, and who keep
their youthful enthusiasm to the end of their days.
Giuseppe Verdi
To attempt a complete biography of this great and
well-known Italian composer would be unnecessary to
our present purpose. Suffice it to say that after he
had acquired wealth through his many successful
operas, of which Trovatore and La Traviata are pos¬
sibly the best-known examples, he retired fiom musical
pursuits altogether, bought a large tract of land, and
in course of time became a successful farmer. He
did not handle his farm as a “rich man’s plaything,”
but rose early, worked hard, used the best agricultural machinery, took a benevolent interest in the af¬
fairs of those who worked for him, and in general

obeyed the Biblical injunction, “Whatsoever thy hand
findeth to do, do it with all thy might.” The king of
Italy honored him by nominating him a Senator; he
took the oath of office, but never engaged actively in
politics. A favorite remark of his, during this period,
was that Italy needed more good farmers just then
and fewer artists.
But after all this comes a miracle! When already an
old man, and out of the musical harness for twenty
years, he once more took pen in hand and wrote a few
more operas—not like his former works, which were
in approximately the style of Donizetti, Bellini or Ros¬
sini, but in the most modern style of the younger school
of Italian composers. Falstaff is one of these operas.
Even for a young composer it is a tremendous feat
to change one’s style completely, and few succeed in
accomplishing it voluntarily, but for an old man—just
imagine a ball-player, who had been one of the cham¬
pion pitchers in his youth, but who had retired some
twenty years ago, suddenly taking up a new game, and
a young man’s game at that, and winning the cham¬
pionship in it. That would perhaps be as wonderful as
what Verdi did, but not a bit more so.
Rossini and Others
We now turn to some examples not quite so inspir¬
ing as those of Paderewski or Verdi, yet helping to
illustrate our point—that a musician is not necessarily
a helpless ignoramus on all other subjects than music.
Rossini, the composer of William Tell, Sdfhiramide
and other successful operas, as well as the Stabat Mater
(a setting of that sacred poem more distinguished for
sugary melody than for any deep religious feeling),
was able to retire with wealth by the time he was little
over fifty years old. The rest of his life he devoted
to his own pleasures, among which were numbered
not only good eating but good booking, and in this line
it is said he became quite expert. He also dabbled
a little in farming, and more particularly in the man¬
agement of fish-ponds, but only, as he explained, in
order to have absolutely fresh fish. He also took up
the practice of the piano for his own amusement; he
was not a great pianist, his income as a musician hav¬
ing been entirely from his successful operas.
Paganini, the great violinist, at one time in his
career embarked with certain others in an enterprise
which can scarcely redound to his
credit, although in his day and genera¬
tion it was not frowned upon so
severely as it would be at present—he
furnished the capital to start an ele¬
gant gambling house. Fortunately for
his musical career it was not so suc¬
cessful as had been expected, and he
soon returned to his violin.
Ole Bull, another great violinist,
spent much time and many thousand
dollars in experiments designed to im¬
prove the sound-board (and conse¬
quently the tone) of pianos, although
not himself a pianist. Although none
of his experiments were positively suc¬
cessful, they had a certain negative
value in settling some points which had
been in doubt, and which other people
interested in the subject did not pos¬
sess the means or inclination to in¬
vestigate.
Musicians as Literary Men

PADEREWSKI, PREMIERE OP POLAND, SURROUNDED

polish officers

The number of musicians who have
turned to literary pursuits, either as a
side line or as a sole occupation, is
by no means small. Wagner, besides
voluminous writings on all sorts of
musical topics, is the author of several
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short stories (written in Paris during the hard
times when he had not yet achieved popular rec¬
ognition), of essays on various topics, and—last but
not least—of his own librettos. Boito, the composer
of Mefistofele. was the author of Verdi’s later librettos
and much general literary work. Sidney Lanier, the
poet, supported himself as a flute player m the Balti¬
more Symphony Orchestra. James Hunecker, whose
brilliant" essays and stories generally, but not always,
treat on musical topics, was formerly a successful piano
teacher in New York.

r

Sir William Herschel
Possibly few are aware that this distinguished as¬
tronomer, the discoverer of the planet Uranus, was
originally a professional musician. He was born in
Hanover in 1738 and, being the son of a musician, was
given a thorough musical education with a view to
preparing for the same calling. When fourteen years
of age he enlisted in the. band of the Hanoverian
Guards as an oboe player. In 1757 his regiment came
to England, at the behest of King George I, and was
stationed at Durham. It is not known just how long
young Herschel remained a member of the band but
a few years later he became organist of a church in
Halifax, and in 1766 secured a better position of the
same kind in Bath. While residing at Bath he became
interested in the study of astronomy and devoted all
his spare time to the subject. Jn 1781 he constructed
a telescope of large dimensions, and the discoveries lie
made with this instrument were so noteworthy that
the king appointed him his private astronomer at a
salarv of about $2,000 a year, whereupon he abandoned
the musical profession. He was knighted by the king
and received an honorary degree from Oxford. Havdn
naid him a visit when in England. His success as an
astronomer should not lead one to assume that he was
in any way lacking in talent as a musician; he published
a symphony for orchestra and two military concertos
for wind instruments. It is interesting to note, in this
connection, that his elder brother, Jacob, who pursued
much the same career in the beginning, rose to be
master of the king’s band, and also spent the latter
part of his life in England.
Contemporary Examples
Saint-Satins, the most eminent living example of the
older and more conservative school of French com¬
posers, has for many years devoted time to the serious
study of astronomy, and is the author of essays on
various astronomical topics, though he never followed
Herschel’s example to the extent of giving up the
profession of music. On the other hand, he has shown
himself .a successful business man, being an active part¬
ner in a certain large music publishing house in Paris.
John L. Carpenter, an American composer of great
originality, the author of an orchestral -suite under the
odd title Adventures in a Perambulator, has engaged
regularly and successfully in business enterprises of a
nature entirely separate from music, and Arturo Na¬
poleon. a distinguished Brazilian composer, is another
example of the same kind. Edward Houseman, born
in Brooklyn. New York, in 1873, a pupil of Felix
Jaeger and Dr. Austin Pearce, became an organist ot
distinction and wrote much successful music for the
church. One of his best-known songs was The Bird
of the Wilderness. He was the son of a -New York:
merchant and manufacturer. He succeeded his father
as the owner and manager of a very large business.
Lieut. John Philip Sousa, apart from being the most
widely plaved American, composer and our most re¬
nowned bandmaster, has also written several successful
novels and is one of the champion marksmen of
America.

Tonographs
By Viva Harrison
I. Each key has its separate, distinct tone-color,
capable of expressing any kind of emotion, as letters in
the alphabet form words of different meaning. .
II. Touch has a great influence on the quality of
tone. Thump a key and then strike it with moderate
force and notice the difference in tone quality. Try
different keys, triads and chords, determining for
yourself what touch produces the best tone.
' 111 In playing certain passages of a composition,
practice it with as many different forms of touch as
vou can with the expression and shadings of the pedal
as marked, adapting in the end the most appropriate
^fv Listen attentively and strive to feel instinctively
the tone-color of all exercises and compositions.
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Secret of the Success of Great Musicians
By EUGENIO

DI

PIRANI

Charles Gounod
know that efforts have been made by those inter,
es ed to defend rag-time to show- that it is syncopa„„,i that syncopation being found very often in
rks of the greatest composers, these have done
‘In
l,u write rag-time. What a fallacy! What
nothing
.
not sync0pation; it consists
Jorly of syncopations, but that which imparts to it its
vulgarity is the unbeautiful, inartistic combination of
tilting, jerky rhythms, which change without regard to
Lmetrv and coordination, and of accents which are
brought in without regard to the metrical or rhythmicaf or melodic contexture of the piece. Note the
difference between the Habanera (the well-known La
Paloma is a good example) and a rag time piece.
Both have syncopated rhythms. The one is refined,
poetical, acceptable to the most fastidious artistic na¬
ture; the other .... the less said about it the

Musings of a Myopic Musician
(With Apologies to “Poor Richard”)
There never was a late choir and a good
service.
Don’t worry about the metronome work¬
ing overtime—it doesn’t belong to the
union.
A little neglect may ruin a whole con¬
cert: For want of a note the run was
spoiled; for want of a run the piece was
ruined: for want of the piece the concert
failed: for want of a concert the student’s
reputation was damned.,
“I’m always in haste but never in a
hurry,” said John Wesley. Think of that
when you play pieces like the Mendel¬
ssohn Rondo Capriccioso and the Godard
En Route.
“Few things are impossible to diligence
and skill,” mused old Dr. Samuel Johnson.
He should have added that skill is usually
the fruit of diligence. At least, this is true
in piano playing.
“Don’t be too hard on light music,” Hor¬
ace Walpole said nearly two hundred years
ago. “A careless song with a little non¬
sense in it now and then does not mis¬
become a monarch.”
Ten minutes of scales w.ell practiced, is
worth ten hours of strumming.
Are you accumulating a perishable re¬
pertoire? Many students work their heads
off to acquire something which will either
go out of fashion in a few y.ears, or which
is so badly fixed that it vanishes in the
memory almost as soon as it is played. .
The mu,sic teacher, like the lawyer, the
doctor, and . this minister, is ,a public ser¬
vant. He must study the .needs of the
community as closely as his own business,
for they are one and the same thing. :
Avoid comparisons with your pupils.
Judge each pupil by his own accomplish¬
ments and not by those of others. The
mental complexions of different people
represent far more variety than the skins
of different races. How can one compare .
the skin of the negro with that of the red
map, or that of the oriental with that of the
white man? All are born different, and com¬
parisons are futile.

b<Let not the latter, oh, mothers, be the food on which
your children’s souls arc to be fed. Let it be flood
music, for such music is necessary to the unfolding of
a beautiful soul.
The precepts and impressions imparted in childhood
last through life. See to it, mothers, that your chil¬
dren are brought up to be as pure in their perception and
acceptance of music as you would have tin m be in their
moral feelings. And understand this. .vi.'/maMnusicand I henceforth refer only to good music your chil¬
dren, no matter if wealthy, will indeed ■ r be poor.
The profound, unspeakable joy that music can give
will never be theirs.
The greatest thinkers, writers, poets the world has
known, have glorified music. Can you believe, moth¬
ers, that they are not right?
“Music that gentlier on the spirit lies,
Than tir’d eyelids upon tir’d eyes
sang Tennyson for us.
“If music be the food of love, play on,”
wrote Shakespeare.
It is the food of love. And just because bate seems
to have decreed that the world should now be ablaze,
it behooves men and women to cultivate more than
ever that which brings solace as well as courage—res¬
ignation as well as a stout heart.
Do you know, or remember, the beautiful words ot
Carlyle:
“See deep enough, and you see musically : the heart
of Nature being everywhere music, if you can only
reach it.”
Cherish music if the fragrance of a beautiful life
is anything to you; study, practice, work. You will
thereby gird your soul with strength, and be worthy
of the future, when brotherhood shall again clasp to¬
gether the hands of men. Cherish music and thereby
you will cherish better those dear to you.
You will then have at your side, looking joyfully into
your eyes, the incomparably dear, sweet friend whom
all of us are but too apt to forget: our better self.

The Small Child’s Comfort at the Piano
By E. H. P.
i Oliver Wendell Holmes somewhere remark:
“Everything is twice as large measured on a J‘ire
year-old’s three-foot scale, as on a thirty-year-old s si
foot scale.” Composers of studies and pieces for your
children always bear this in mind, and avoid octav
and other impossible stretches for the little han‘
But parents are not always so thoughtful, and t1
often allow a child to sit on a high stool or chair, wi
no support for the feet—an exceedingly tiresome po
ti°n. tfifhe seat should be of sufficient height to alb
the little pianist’s elbows to be on a level with the k«
board, and a footstool of a comfortable height to sc
port the feet. In default of anything better, an emt
wooden soap box, neatly covered with cloth, will ansv
the purpose. Of course, this makes no provision
reaching the pedals, but these arc not necessary for
elementary study.

This is the Fourth Article in this Interesting Series by Chev. Pirani. The h ormer Ones Were Devoted to
Chopin (.February). to Verdi {April) and to Rubinstein {May).
Writing this series of articles, I become fully con¬
scious of the rare privilege I had in being personally
acquainted with so many illustrious musicians of all
nations, and thus being enabled to draw upon first hand
sources for the fascinating task" of investigating the
reasons of these artists’ success. When I pass in re¬
view all the famous men with whom it was my good
fortune to come in touch during my extensive travels,
I feel like one inspecting a “Gallery of Immortals.” I
need only to mention names like Verdi, Brahms, Rubin¬
stein, Kiel, Massenet, Liszt, Wagner, Puccini, all of
whom have left unforgetable reminiscences in my heart.
The farther I proceed in this series, the more enthusi¬
astic I feel about it. I only hope that the readers of
The Etude will feel the same way!
So far we have occupied ourselves with a Pole
(Chopin), an Italian (Verdi) and a Russian (Rubin¬
stein). It is just that we choose for this issue one of
the (if not the) most illustrious representatives of the
French school, Charles Gounod.
Music’s Different Effects
There are different ways in which music manifests
its wonderful influence upon the listener, either com¬
pelling admiration as in the case of scientific polyphonic
music; or inducing relaxation and recreation, as in the
light-winged comic opera; or lulling to sleep as in cra¬
dle songs, or in other (voluntarily or involuntarily)
soporiferous modern concoctions; or sometimes—alltoo-seldom—electrifying and enchanting both heart and
mind. Few elects may pride themselves as creators of
the last named category, and among these is undoubt¬
edly Charles Gounod.
From what secret source emanates the mysterious
power of his music? I think chiefly from his sincerity
and from his intense enthusiasm. His musical lan¬
guage is not a fiction, but the natural irradiation of the
feelings which profoundly illumine his heart and his
mind, Religion and Love.
Gounod was so deeply religious that more than once
he was on the point of taking holy orders. There was
a deep vein of mysticism in the man, the true religious
instinct was caught alternately by the wondrous power
of music as a medium of the soul’s most perfect lan¬
guage, and by the mystery of the holy rites of his
But there is also a sensuous tenderness that permeates
his compositions, which is also a reflex of his inward
feelings. “The eternal feminine attracts us.” These
words of Goethe are singularly applicable to the com¬
poser, whose greatest work, Faust, is founded upon the
poet’s tragedy. The sensuous nature of his music is no¬
ticeable even in his religious compositions, of which it
constitutes one of the greatest charms.
Love 1 ^ex¬
claimed Gounod one day in an effusive moment, “in¬
deed, I am full of it—and that is why I have crammed
so much into my operas!”
So it is that Gounod’s music inspires us with true
religion and, as a contrast, with subtle and .delicate
sensuousness.
Born in Paris, 1818, Gounod displayed from his
earliest age exceptional musical gifts. His mother was
a woman of high culture and intense piety. She was
an excellent musician, and she gave pianoforte lessons
for a period of thirty-two years. This fact proved of
no little importance in the musical development of
Charles. From his tenderest years he heard and assim¬
ilated musical phrases, chords and incervals. He was
brought up with music. While still an infant he devel¬
oped the sense of absolute pitch. As he was taking
exercise in the garden of Passy he would say: “That
dbg barks in sol,” or, listening to the different cries of
the street vendors: “That woman cries out a do that
weeps.” The two notes with which she hawked her
carrots and cabbage actually formed a minor third (c
and e fiat).
One sees how eminently musical surroundings can
fecundate into marvelous growth the preexisting nat¬
ural gifts.

When ./about seven years old Gounod was taken to
hear Weber’s Freischiits. The impression produced
upon his youthful mind seems to have been very great.
A few years later, as a schoolboy, he heard Rossinis
Otello, interpreted by Malibran and Rubini. His en¬
thusiasm, however, reached the highest pitch when he
became acquainted with Don Giovanni. He was ever
afterward an ardent admirer of Mozart.
The fact that at an early age he lost his father, a
painter by profession, had also a deciding influence on
his career, as his father, had he lived, would have
made of him a painter. As it was, he was left alone
under the care of his musical mother.
He pursued his studies with two great masters,
Reicha, a renowned theorist and composer, intimate
friend of Beethoven and Haydn, and Halvey (the celebrated composer of La Jutve). Special attention ought
to be called here to this priceless advantage Gounod
had, of enjoying the instruction of such competent
teachers. In this way a foundation for his musical
knowledge was laid, whose solidity is noticeable in all
his works.
In 1839 he obtained the “Grand Prix de Rome and
soon afterwards he left for Italy. His sojourn in
Rome fostered his religious propensities and almost
caused him to become a priest. He devoted himself
largely to the study of religious music and spent a
great portion of his time perusing the works of Pales¬
trina and Bach.
Whilst residing at the Villa Medici he made the ac-quaintance of Fanny Hensel, a gifted musician, the
sister of Mendelssohn. In her correspondence may be
found several interesting details concerning the com¬
poser of Faust. In a letter dated April 23, 1840, she
writes: "Gounod has a passion for music; it is a
pleasure to have such a listener. My little Venetian
Air delights him; he has also a predilection for the
Duet of Felix (her famous brother), his Capriccio m
A minor; and especially for the Concerto of Bach,
which he has made me play more than ten times over.
In another letter she writes: “On Saturday evemng I
played for my guests and performed among other
things the Concerto of Bach. Although they know it
by heart, their enthusiasm goes crescendo. They
pressed and kissed my hands, especially Gounod, who
is extraordinarily expansive; he always finds himself

GOUNOD IN HIS PRIME

short of expression when he wishes to convey to me
the influence I exercise over him. Gounod is passionate
and romantic to excess.” One should not forget that
Gounod was in his twenty-fifth year, and that Fanny
Hensel, although in her thirty-fifth year, was a very
fascinating woman; therefore her influence upon the
sensitive youth may have been as well personal as
musical.
And in another letter: “Bousquet (a gifted French
musician) confided to me his fears concerning the re¬
ligious exaltation of Gounod since he had come under
the ascendency of the Pere Lacordaire. Gounod, whose
character is rather weak, and whose nature is impres¬
sionable, was at once gained over by Lacordaire’s stir¬
ring words. Bousquet’s impression is that Gounod is
on the point of changing music for priest’s garb.”
On his return to Paris Gounod vainly endeavored to
find a publisher for some songs he had composed at
Rome a novel proof of the shortsightedness of music
publishers. If one thinks that Chopin, Schumann,
Schubert, Beethoven, Humperdinck and many other
composers had to suffer under a similar handicap,
young artists should not lose their courage when their
manuscripts are returned to them with the ominous
remark: “Not suited for our catalog.”
The Opera “Faust”
After Gounod had attained some success with his
opera Sappho and the Mock Doctor, an operatic ver¬
sion of Moliere’s comedy, Le Medecin tnalgrd lui, he
reached, with Faust, the culmination of his career. Ac¬
cording to Berlioz, the most remarkable portion of the
score is the monologue qf Marguerite at her window,
which closes the third act.
In his memoirs, Colonel Mapleson gives an enter¬
taining account of the first production of Faust in
London. Finding that there appeared to be a lack of
public interest in the new work—only a few seats had
been sold—he adopted the bold and singular course of
distributing the tickets for the first three performances
and allowing it to transpire that the house was sold
out. He then put an advertisement in the Times, stat¬
ing that, in consequence of a death in the family, two
stalls for the first representation of Faust, the opera
that had excited so much interest that all places for
the first representation had been bought up, could be
had at 25 shillings each. Public curiosity was aroused.
Applications for the “two vacant stalls” flocked in in
great number, and the triumphant career of Faust in
England was insured.
What a blessing for an artist to have the support of
such a clever impresario!
The opera found its way henceforth into all the prin¬
cipal theaters of the world. Only one great city rejected
it. Rome, at that time under the Papal government, could
not permit the representation of His Satanic Majesty
upon the stage; but an impressario in the Eternal City,
anxious to secure the opera for his theater and at the
same time to defer to the sensitiveness of the Papal
authorities, wrote to Gounod to ask if he could not alter
slightly the character of Mephistopheles so as to make
him ‘‘per esempio un medico!” (“for instance, a phy¬
sician”),.
Gounod’s Reine de Saba, on the contrary, had little
success. Gounod, who laid great store upon that work,
told to a musical critic: “I have lost a woman whom I
loved deeply, the Queen of Sheba.”
Everybody, of course, knows the famous Ave Maria
be wrote on Bach’s prelude. A facetious writer pub¬
lished a book purporting to contain biographies of re¬
nowned musicians. His sketch of Bach runs thus:
“Johann Sebastian Bach owes his great reputation al¬
most entirely to the fortunate circumstance that he re¬
ceived a commission to write the accompaniment to a
famous melody of Gounod. With a most incompre¬
hensible impertinence he published it without Gounod’s
melody as a so-called Prelude, together with a number
of small pieces, under the title of ‘Wohltemperirtos
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Clavier,’ but the book had little success among the ad¬
mirers of the melody on account of its silly title. His
numerous sons are, to the annoyance of historians, also
called Bach.”
r
,
It is very interesting to hear the opinion o Gounod
on different masters. Of Mozart he says : Who has
run through the great gamut of human passions as he
has done? Who has reached the extreme limits of the
scale, equally guarded against artificial elegance and the
roughness of spurious force? Who has better known
to breathe anguish into the purest and mos exquisite
poems? Of Bach: "If the greatest masers Becthpven, Haydn, Mozart, were to be annihilated by an
unforeseen cataclysm, in the same manner in which t
painters might be through a fire, it would„be easy to
reconstitute the whole of music with Bach
OfRossini • “He is the most limpid, broad and lofty of all
lvric authors-after Mozart, be it said.” Of Berlioz:
“The composer of the Romeo and Juliet symphony is
fantastic and emotional; he suffers, he weeps, he grows
desperate or loses his head. He has been caUedhe
Jupiter of Music. Granted-but a Jupiter who stumbles,
a god who is a slave to his passions and transports.
Let us hear now some comments of other prominent
people about Gounod. Mile, de Bouvet says:
There
is something feminine about Gounod. His conversatio
is charming, persuasive; his physiognomy is mobile, his
voice is soft, and when he speaks it is like music
Ernest Reyer, the composer and critic, remarked tha.
everyone nowadays wrote music in the style of Gounod,
“so far it is that of Gounod himself that I prefer.
Jules Barbier, the poet and librettist, thought that also
as a singer Gounod' was perfectly inimitable.
There
are ” said he, “no singers equal to him,, even among the
tenors paid at the rate of 7,000 francs a night!
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Music Publishing

Ornamental Notes, Generally Called Passing
and Auxiliary Notes

from Behind the Scenes

By Harold Flammer

publisher who b
[EDITOR'S N0TB.—Mr. Harold
er is^a ^rJa°p pinblishing flrDis. • Bvery Interesting.)
music publishing with one of the o
uninitiated this airticle should pro
auction of a single sheet of music. To tne un
made Often a third proof is necessary to be sure the
I often wonder whether a music lover infolding[ the
music is letter perfect, and even then an occasional
“ which possibly three or four readers have failed
published copy of a song or a {nano P‘e“-^^must
the number of processes through which *atd
*
to detect, will slip in.
.
go before it reaches the general market in printed form.
The title page is then considered. Here there is
To me it has always been extremely interesting, and I
room for great variety, skill and taste. Someone must
decide whether it is to be a panel, a b.idcr effect, a
learn more every day.
, .. • . e.
When a composition has been accepted and it is to D
vignette type, a plain type-title, a hand-lettered design
published, the manuscript is usually giv«n to an editor
or special drawing. The number of colors to he em¬
Personal Reminiscences
who carefully examines it for correct writings; such
ployed is also a question. Each additional color re¬
My personal acquaintance with Gounod is one of my
as an occasional C sharp for a D flat, correct position
quires an extra printing and therefore add to the cost
most cherished recollections. He was already up m the
of the stems of the tiotes, proper phrasing, slurs pedal
of production. The study of typography, line-cuts,
seventies when 1 first visited him at his home in Place
notation, expression marks and legibility. Many hous s
tint-block effects, half-tones, “ben-day" usages, color
Maleshcrbes.” He received me in his working quarters.
emplov two editors, one for the music and another tor
break-ups, am! effects in using various inks on colored
A magnificently carved and ornamented organ occupied
the text. The text editor looks after the division of
paper-stocks is in itself an art
an entire wall of the spacious room, an Evard grand
syllables, ties, translations, accents, spelling, capitaliza¬
The possibilities of various advertising designs and
piano, a diplomatic table and several leather-covered
tion, etc. When the manuscript has been so revised,
schemes for use on the hack page of the mver of a
chairs constituted the furniture of the inner shrine of
some responsible person decides on what its general
composition, are usually left to the publicity department.
the immortal creator of Faust. But joSt this master¬
appearance is to be—how many pages it shall occupy,
When the proofs of the title page have received be
piece, to which he really owed his world-wide reputa¬
the size, the turns, whether the foreign or English text
final O. K. the printing order is given determining the
tion, and which was not surpassed or approached by his
shall be above or below, copyright notice, register
quantity to be run. High class publishers rarely print
later works, was a thorn in Gounod’s side. He had the
number of plates and general lay-out. '
feeling that this one creation obscured his other works.
a
first
edition of less than 500 copies.
The engraver comes next. He takes a metal plate
He labored incessantly, and his favorite expression was
Popular song publishers usually print a lirst edition
and determines the number of measures to be allotted
that a day had not hours enough to complete the task he
of at least 50,000 copies.
to such a plate, then the plate is marked off in staves,
had before him. "On me vole ma vie,” he often comWhen the printing plant receh
bars, braces, etc. All this work is done by hand with
for the actual work. The engraved music plates arc
the assistance of a compass; and in order to have the
* He was besieged with photograph and autogiaph
filled in with a special ink; the superfluous ink «
alignment correct (by that I mean the exact note or
hunters, and he seldom had the heart to refuse an
scraped
off and a large smootli pad is used to polish
notes of the right hand appearing over the correspond¬
audience. While I was at his home, a young American
the plate. After that a specially prepared piece ot
ing note or notes of the left hand for the same metrical
lady was announced. She had scarcely been admitted
paper is placed over the engraved plate an i
is P'a<-e°
period) ; the eighths, quarter, half or whole notes are
when she declared that she came chiefly as the mes¬
in a copper-plate press. An imprc"-ion L then to1,
all accounted for proportionately, which is no easy
senger of Tosti, the composer of songs, living then in
from the plate and this impression is transferred either
task, considering that such work is all laid out back¬
London, in order to ask the master for his autographed
to stone, or zinc, or aluminum. This process is one
wards
on
the
metal.
Long
and
short
syllables
must
photo. It should be remembered that Tosti s songs,
in which great care and skill are imperative and often
also have appropriate space allowed for them. When
although they had become popular did not meet with
two or three hours are required to get everything
the metal plate is laid out the staffs are drawn, the note
Gounod’s sympathy. "But who is Mr. Tosti. I do not
right.
heads punched and for each different letter of a word
know him,” said Gounod. “Not only do they come to
The lithographic stone comes from Bavaria. It is. m
a separate tool (not unlike some of the instruments
me in person for autographs, but even envoys are sent
most instances, a superior form of limestone. A stone
employed by dentists) must be selected and hit with
to me If this gentleman wishes my photograph, he
28 x 43 inches weighs about 400 pounds. It is first put
a
mallet
to
make
the
impression;
all
this
is
done
back¬
must come himself and get it.” That was like giving
into a grinding machine to be leveled. After leveling,
wards.
her “the mitten." But the golden-haired daughter of
it is polished; and when there is a good surface on the
After the plates are finished a proof is made of the
the revolution did not give up. She turned upon the
stone it is ready for the transfer. The stone is
work done. There are two methods generally used to
master two such languishing eyes, so full of expresdo th's. One way is to smear an ink (usually green)
marked off into four, eight or sixteen pages, what¬
sibn that the artist may well have thought of his ideal
over the surface of the plate and run it through a
ever may he called for. When the transfer of tlie
character, Margurite, who inspired him with such exhand
press
with
a
sheet
of
proof-paper.
The
paper
special ink is placed upon the stone, the stone is care¬
nuisite heavenly melodies; and suddenly changing his
comes
out
green
except
where
the
holes
and
indenta¬
fully gone over for any slight scratches or imperfee
mind, Gounod hurried to the writing desk and gave the
tions
were
on
the
plate.
These
remain
white.
Such
a
tions. It is then preserved with gum awaiting actua
irresistible enchantress the desired picture with his
proof is rather trying on the eyes. A much better,
use. When the press is ready, the gum is washed o
signature. She rewarded him with a tender kiss!
hut very much more expensive method is to fill up the
the stone and it is leveled in the press for printing“Fame, though a burden,” I said to the master, thus
holes 'and indentations with a heavy black ink. wipe
Music is usually printed first on one side of large
can be easily borne.”
.
white sheets. When this side is dry it is hacked upoff" the surface of the plate and then very carefully
Gounod told also a story of a lady admirer of his
or run through the press printing on the other side o
pull
a..proof
so
that
the
heavy
ink
adheres
to
the
paper
who once paid him a visit. Noticing a cherry-stone on
the sheet. The titles are then printed on another
and one has just as clear a copy as when actually
the mantelpiece, she annexed it, took i home and had
pre§s. when the titles are reproduced from type °r
i set by a jeweler as a brooch, surrounded by diamonds
printed.
1
irk Paving a visit to Gounod some weeks later,
special color work. All the sheets are then cut. and
The next step is proof-reading. As soon as a com¬
where necessary, folded, assembled, trimmed, counted,
£?££*«?TS.» ,» he, >« of reverence, when
petent musician has corrected the proofs and the text
Gounod said: “But. madame, I never eat cherries; the
packed and delivered.
matter has been treated likewise, the. fitff*proofs are
Son" you found on the mantlepiece was from a cherry
Handsome bindings for larger works, book-jackets,
sent to the composer for his approval. When re¬
illustrations, and other processes of printing, such as
turned to the publisher, they are gone over to sec that
""^ml’ye^in^foMTese signs of popularity, there
autographic and photographic publications, cannot “
the composer in his enthusiasm hns added his correcwns a certain hidden bitterness m Gounod, a longing
discussed in a short article. But one wonders, when ■
simple song has been contracted for, put through a
"or heights —
these processes with a special cover design, copyrights
correction.
mc^rGounod most heavily. Obliged, indeed, still in
and placed on sale within twelve days, whether a
When the plates have been corrected, a second proof
pressed u
condition, to witness how a tot.nl
smger, seeing the finished product, would ever imag»lC
is made to show that all alterations have been properly
chaiige'inmusical taste had taken place and had broken
the enormity of the task.

Once you get past the first stages, harmony becomes
a serious matter, bristling with details which cannot
he skimmed over or impatiently disregarded. I had
written quite half of this paper when I suddenly
found myself yawning, and, of course, that meant *at
mv readers would yawn too. The only remedy for th s
state of things was to catch an amateur-the worst
pupil I could find and give her a lesson on ttal subject
without boring her, on the one hand, or bewildermg
her on-the other. Here is the result:
Teacher. I suppose you know what a Passing-note
13'p»pil Oh, yes! It’s a kind of a—sort of a—note
that doesn’t matter.
.
T Do you mean that it doesn’t matter whence it
comes, or whither it goes-like an aeroplane?
p i mean you don’t harmonize it.
T. Don’t put chords to it?
P. No.
T. What about this?
CARNIVAL OF VENICE

' |f>
The quarter-notes .here are nearly all outride the har¬
mony, but they ride over it all right, don t they.
F. I see I must try again. A Passing-note is a
outside the harmony. Will that do?
,.
7\ That is better, but insufficient. Are all notes
outside the harmony Passing-notes?
/>. I don’t know; ,1 suppose so. Why not .
7' Well why are they called Passing-notes.
r. Because they are so soon over, I suppose
T Why they were the longest notes in the tune
andtheTcan be^s long as ever you like. Look here!
WAGNER: TRISTAN
+,’“

P.

How odd! I thought you always just took them

as you^passed along.th ^ importa?lt difference that
it is the notes that pass along; not you.
P How do you mean?
7. I mean that they need to pass to the next not
up or down the scale. To this rule there -is no real
exception, though there are one or two seeming excep
tions, which I will explain presently
P Was that F# in the Carnival of Venice one.
T Yes. The idea of Passing-notes is that since all
chords consist of notes a third or fourth apart, melody
would sound very dull if you did not sometimes fill up
these gaps. For instance:

The same with Passing-notes:

But observe that all these 8th ..—- — not Passingnotes, so for those which are not we have to invent tie
name of Arpeggio-notes. Such are those in the last two
and one-half measures.
Then Passing-notes are of two sorts, those that go
straight on and those that come back.
P. I don’t see what difference that makes.
T Well, the ornamental notes that make a shake
(trill) or a’mordent do not seem the same sort of thing
as melody notes that wander, about among the harmony.
The former are called by the clumsy name of Auxiliary
notes, because they just help things along but are of
little interest in themselves. Here are the three lands
of Ornamental Notes:

P. Your first example is common enough; it is as if
only the long hotes were the tune and it gra c a
Harmony-note in between. The second one I have
never noticed, though I have often played the P'«e. It
is like a turn cut short by leaving out the middle note.
T. Yes, but this is not just an abbreviation; you
will often find it done quite slowly, thus;

P Those little notes that sound so pretty have a
horrid name that I can neither .spell nor pronounce.
If you want to familiarize yourself with them you
had better simply turn to any collection of music and,
choosing any piece that has got plenty of 8th or 16th
notes in it, mark off first which notes of the melody
belong to the harmony and which are Passing-notes or
Auxiliary notes, writing h, p or a over each.
P. (after an interval). Here is a piece which I have
marked as you bade me, but I notice some non-harmony
notes that don’t go by step. I also notice that when
there is a bustling accompaniment it consists mostly of
just Arpeggio notes and there are seldom any Passingnotes. Why is that?
T. Simply to make the music easier to play and to
listen to. Arpeggios <are not so difficult as scales and
Passing-notes low down render the harmony indistinct.
But now, as to the Passing-notes in the treble which be¬
have abnormally, here are first the simple rules govern¬
ing them:
1. Any note which is quitted by skip must be a Har¬
mony-note.
2. Any note which is quitted by step can be either a
Harmony-note or Passing-note.
Apparent exceptions to rule 1.
a. You may skip away from a Passing-note to a dis¬
tant Harmony-note, provided you then come back to the
note you should have gone to, thus:

What is it?
_
7. Acciaccatura. The pronunciation is a-tchaKa-toorah, and the meaning “crush-note.’ which I should
have thought a good enough term. But English people
delight in using foreign words which they can neither
pronounce nor understand. If you must write it, re¬
member that it has four c’s. In Italian c before e o
is like tsh; anywhere else it is like k, but I don t suppose
you will remember that.
P Why do people want to confuse you by using one
letter for another? Look at the Spanish j, d and x and
the Welsh dd and f, and the. ,
.
7. We must leave that to philologists; musical nota¬
tion is much more unscientific. Do you know that there
are more than 120 different ways of indicating any one
note upon the stave?
P. No; not really!
7. Fact, I assure you.. Puzzle that out for yourself
and meanwhile let us return to our Passing-notes.
What is an Appoggiatura?
7. Oh, I know—at least—isn’t it the same thing as
the, what d’ye call ’em—jack the tourist one? (Acciacca-

tV*7^ No, though they are often confused because both
used to be written as small notes. An Appoggiatura
means “a thing you lean on,” which is simply the Italian
way of saying “accented Passing-note.”
ire-MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR
p Does it matter whether it is accented or not?
7. Not the slightest; but in old times when harmony
was very simple, Passing-notes came mostly on the un¬
accented places and it was thought rather an extreme
thing to have a discord on the principal beat of a meas¬
y take a Passing-note on either side of a
ure where the ear naturally expected a Harmonv-note;
te resolving both on the same, thus:
so, in order to make it apparent that they were not
trying to be “modern,” composers used to write such a
.WebgrdRONDO BRILLIANT* note in small characters But as the "crush-note” was
similarly written they tried to indicate the difference by
drawing a tiny line through this latter The engraver
constantly forgot the distinction and the composer con¬
stantly forgot to'correct his mistake till players got
thoroughly confused about the matter and have re¬
mained so ever since. Thus the following:
These are appropriately called Changing notes, be¬
cause they change from one side to the other.
c. You may take what seems to be a Passing-note but
is really a note of the next harmony coming before its
j* ..- nrv.:„ oAiinric wpII nnlv if it is nuite a short note.
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is generally played with both ornamental notes alike,
instead of:

«— —i -

By Arthur Schuckai

wh"e

" phC Oh^yesT? It is all right when you?know what it

P. I don’t wonder. Why do they want to write
things in such a silly way? I never know in the least
how to play little notes, and so generally leave them
T. You are not singular in that. Whole books have
been written on the subject, but so mighty is the power
of eye compared with that of the ear that 99 per cent,
of musicians play incorrectly 99 per cent, of ornaments
that are indicated by special signs, such as:

means, but why not write itin realLarewhen music enT. It was done only t0 ^ £
h things are
graving was expensive Nowaday^ ^ of Grieg,s
generally written in full, as
Holbcrg Suite, for example.
better
P. I think I understand about widaiy no
^
now; but there is one thing not quite
^
they sometimes have accidentals a
the
T. Real Passing-notes conform*
If you
key thc music happens to be in a
neyer have
would learn to hear your
> y
Harmony-note
any trouble. Auxiliary notes below * they
sound

S

.
aee of a horse by looking at his teeth,
THlV
u down the tree to find how old it is.
but they cut
“ ,d ^ ^ discover the grade of a
Neither meth ^ can> or cannot play. Yet, in spite
hurnings on the part of the pupil and much
of heart-bur gs
of the teacher, for praeworry an^*uD ‘ °
every pupil should be graded

X

t0pS)What a horrid complication. How is one ever to
know, then?
T Vprv Qimolv. Use \

The Rarest Thing in Music

''whenV*™””

*“kTf

in simple language, play this, turn with a long note at
the end and not as a vague scramble.
P I might remember that—perhaps. But why, in
very old music, do they write those queer squiggly
things for what you call a shake (or trill) with Tamo?
T8 They are not queer at all. Dont you see that
this' was an attempt to make the outline of such an

b?g” f

l:e<in”nB

s zszstz

t0 !, ? „n’d the method pursued by the author of our
Stoka 1
how startled I was to learn
that the book had an author! Books had t" be written
of course-that I knew- but school books 1 vaguely
thought were done by a book company or -omethmg.
From my own experiences in learning 1 arrived at
two principles for my teaching.
T Never begin a book, without explaining even to
the'youngest child its purposes and its vum; as a tool
—to build up technic, reading ability, phrasing, veloc-

brpfobablyUone of the finest examples of humor in
music is the Serenade of the unfortunate Beckmesser in
the Mastersingers. There, Wagner has caught a humor¬
You see these are all elaborations of the Auxiliaryous scene as human and as deliciously funny as any¬
note idea, and they all were intended to commence with
thing that one can find in the best of Dickens or Mark
the dissonant note, with a necessary exception when
Twain, and at the same time he has set it in a masterly
this note had just been played. Then to save the un
frame that will carry it down through the ages. There
gainly immediate repetition of a note this first note of
are bits of musical humor in Faust that few people,
the ornament was either left out or tied over.
alas are able to discern, as Gounod has made them
P. But they go so quickly that I could never tell
“too musical"; Mozart, on the other hand, in his famous
whether the upper or lower note was played first. Be¬
duet in the Magic Flute, has written music that, while
sides, what does it matter?
v
littleobviously funny, seems to fall below the general aver¬
T To the rudimentary intelligence it matters little
age of the opera. Mendelssohn, au contraire, in his
these things appeal only to the cultured. Anyhow he
wonderful youthful flight of musical fancy, A Mid¬
use of such ornaments is getting rarer every day; the
summer Nights Dream, has inserted a Clown’s Dance
Appoggiatura is now invariably written as played, and
which, while exceedingly funny because of the very
the others are, as I tell you, almost always played as the
comic set of instruments employed to play it, is never¬
eye and not the ear directs. But if you ever play any
theless a. remarkable piece of writing.
music by Bach, Haydn or Mozart you need to know
Puccini, in some of the scenes of La Boheme, has
what the composer intended.
some very interesting music humor; and Strauss, in the
P. It is the Turn that worries me. 1 never know
Rosencavalier, has one or two places where the musi¬
just how late it comes, or how many notes there are
cally informed laugh because of the music and not the
in it. Why is this?
.
,.
rather raw plot. Victor Herbert, in his lighter operas,
T There are three different ways in which an ordi¬
often introduces an instrumentation that is very mirthnary Turn can occur. The slbw movement of Beet¬
provoking even to those who are not musically educated.
hoven’s 1st Sonata (Op. 3, No. 1) has them all.
His Babes in Toyland is an instance.
a. A Turn on a note.
The fact of the matter is that there is nothing funny
b. A Turn after a note.
at all about music except in the employment of eccentric
c A Turn after a dotted note.
noises or in the imitation of the sounds we associate
In a, the note itself becomes converted into a Turn;
with other things which appear to us as funny. In its
day, Rameau’s piano piece, The Hen, was thought to be
thus:
very laughable. The famous piano piece, The Battle
of Prague, the musical Verdun of our grandmothers,
was considered very thrilling in its day, with its oc¬
casional rumbles in the bass to represent artillery. Now
it seems humorous to us, as its attempt to convey any
In b the Turn comes at the end of the duration of
impression of battle is as futile as would he the effort
the note, so as to run on into the next note, thus:
of a humming-bird to imitate the bellow of a bull.
In c, the Turn also comes at the end of the note but
you have to remember (what you seldom do)hata
dotted note is a note and a half, so we have still that
Pupil—Student—Scholar
half to play. Consequently you must think ot.

Are you at this present moment a true student c
are you a mere pupil?
A pupil is one who submits himself to a superior fc
instruction—he may or may not be a student, for
student is one who studies and students who coi
tinue their efforts are transformed into scholars.
Is Edison a scholar, a student, a pupil?
likewise Paderewski, Elgar, or President Wilso
or Lloyd George?
Continue your patient studious efforts and some d:
you will be transformed into an admired scholar.
All things are born with pain find effort. ,

. .
*

One of the rarest things in music, if not: the^ rarest
is humor. Very few composers seem to have the gin
of making music that conveys a humorous impress •
In Bellini there is scarcely a note that does; not po
toward seriousness; Donizetti, Ross.m Gounod.Wag^
ner and a few others, however, have the gift of sur
rounding a thought with music which by its connotation

By Benj. E. Galpin, Norwich, N. Y.

Conducted by N. J. COREY
Track » “IVhat to Teach,” etc., and not technical problems per-

»***•* **“ •—-

[e’t'whfcb* we were lo study, ««!"»'<> "'rl «
ject wmcn
wouW do for us, how n was to be

tmmon to t^sucf no teMnically (conforming
toTe scale) and to
them chromatically (as sem,-

The Teachers’ Round Table

lt32 *Never fail to talk about the author of the book—
trvi'ng to make him real and living to the h.ld.
The habit of talking constantly about purposes and
principles has made it easier t, arrange th. materials
of elementary teaching in grades, hor nw nee, in the
“First Grade” my “subject for criticism ,s reading
All the beginnings are given proper attention, but what
I chiefly criticize is the note-reading. In the second
grade it is “counting”; in the third. “The Beginning of
Speed,” velocity; in the fourth, “Touche- etc. It is
hard to explain to my new pupils that just mcause they
are in the Third or Fourth book, that does not guar¬
antee them to be in Third or Fourth grade, that, be¬
cause they can neither read or count correctly, they
cannot be higher than the second. Technic and veloc¬
ity are in part a matter of time and growth, but with
knowing the notes and knowing how to count, you
either do or you don’t.
When the student shows proficiency in his particular
subject, in order to make the end of his grade as defi¬
nite as the beginning I let him appear at a promotion
recital (preferably with others). The parents and
friends are there and it is made plain what lr^ problem
has been, and his playing is the illustration ; how he
has mastered it. Incidentally this makes plain to the
parents much that was dark before.
The fact that the gradings are all according to
purpose, makes it easy to prepare the pupil for the
fact that in reality there are no grades after all; that
music is music, and that the test is in the playing.
Nothing shows little understanding to the extent ot
the question, “What grades are you in?” “What book
are you in?” With older people, “Don’t you think
Paderewski is better than Hoffmann?” or vice versa.
The problems of playing are with us always, but m
the beginning it is well to take them one at a time.

One More Help
By Gertrude H. Trueman
cue e-tude ot uecemDer, ivi/. is an
E. A. Gest on “Some Pianos I Have Known,
which I wish to give credit for the follow
experience:
At that time I was staying where I had a squ
piano to practice on. Anyone who has had experie
with one of these pianos knows that the keyboard
“out of plumb,” for when the chair is placed in
proper position in front of the keyboard, middle C
to be reached for. Consequently, after practicing sc
weeks on this piano, it was confusing to play on
upright. After reading the above-mentioned artich
The Etude, I decided there must be a remedy,
here it is: Keep middle C in mind and, when appro:
ing the square piano, concentrate on this key. <
sitting in front of it as at an upright piano, letting
other keys take care of themselves. Then, when
first chord of the piece to be played is once str
all danger is practically over.’
But remen
middle C.

The Application of Weight
We have received the following letter from a teacher,
describing her results in endeavoring to invent some
means of securing a better idea of the weight touch on
the part of the pupil, which we are glad to print for
the benefit of others:

of the fingers, hand and a
learned that " “”He nr<
forearm, aft<
in the tinge:

e devitalized v
■ in piano tor
applied 1

cato action. But
to apply this wei*
as the pupil seldom lias
that weight to his
sarv steadiness in apply
omo means whereby
own arm, I tried to devi
of weight. My plan lr
~
“
h„,r „f shot, three pounds, aim
sometime
four pounds with grown persons^with tlm following
1 through, thus allowing tl
the arm Just above the wrl
io pupil practices with th
always warning the
not"to' allow the an o ache. I constantly
e pupil to makee *tne nag a still weight. Thus
the low wrist habit, and the
repulsive U- *h“ ♦‘“■■'her

Miss H.’s experiment is a very interesting one. I
should think, however, that it would need to be used
with very great care, lest the action of the fingers be¬
come clumsy and heavy. I have never found the use
of mechanical devices of this sort useful in the long
run, but in this case it may help to convey an idea that
the pupil otherwise would comprehend with difficulty.
In the promulgation of a new idea it needs to be care¬
fully studied as to whether it be really new or the
application of an old principle, or a new word being
over-used in place of a familiar one. In all of the
articles 1 have read on the subject of weight I have
failed to discover wherein it differed from what we
have always called pressure touch, which is itself com¬
paratively modern. Meanwhile flexible finger action
has its place and is an absolute necessity, or rapid
brilliant passages cannot be played. A combination o
this and weight permits the fingers to remain closer to
the keys, making the execution easier and the tonal re¬
sult more beautiful. Using the hand machinery in play¬
ing the piano has come to be a complicated process, in
contradistinction to the simple up-and-down motions
formerly taught, and there is now scarcely any sort of
motion that is not made use of in some way- Mean¬
while it is incredibly difficult to make some minds un¬
derstand what one is trying to explain, and any helpful
means of assistance is permissible. For this reason the
above-described device is worthy of careful con¬
sideration.
Adynamia
have in r
xceedlngly light
. .... keys too weakly. I
are rel
nng ner hiui:k exercises and also the elastic
am giving
from Mason’s Touch and Technic. _ Is there
anything better? I am afraid her trouble is largely
aider the Mason two nnper
tr
flexibility? 3 Could you name a few pieces suitable
for small hands In the fourth and fifth grades?—
K. J.
s trouDie m
i inclined to think that your pupil’s trouble n

musicians, brilliant minds, had strong opinions and were
up-and-coming in every way, but whose playing
flaccid in the extreme, a condition they would not tol¬
erate in other pianists nor their own pupils. Their
hands, however, seemed almost nerveless. They never
overcame this fault. There are virtuoso pianists who
also exhibit something of this characteristic, which
prevents them from reaching the highest pinnacle of

Full name and address must accompany all enquiries.

success. The exercises you mention i e excellent, but
there needs to be strength elsewhere than in the fingers.
There must be sustaining strength in the arms and body
General physical exercise will help greatly, and the hand
and arms should be developed. Arm gymnastics should
be used. Then all the arm and hand touches should
be learned, and a great deal of chord playing done
with the purpose of building up a bold style of play¬
ing. Pieces like Robert Volkmann’s Song of a Hero
may be used for this.
2. The Mason exercises are of great value. Mean¬
while, flexibility means the development-of every kind
of finger action and activity; scales, arpeggios, passage
work. The trill, played with progressive rhythm, is also
most excellent.
3. Do not pamper the small hand too much. Many
small hands that can barely reach an octave learn to
play the most brilliant and difficult music. Song of the
Brook, Lack ; The Troubadour, Rcinecke; Poupec Valsante, Poldini; Second False, Godard ; Second Masurka,
Godard; First Masurka, Saint-Saens; Etude Mtgnon,
Schuett -Shower of Stars, Wachs ; Voice of the Waves.
Wachs; By Moonligh
Common Problems

her'lpieces
S. J.
1. In a general way I would say that the piano teach¬
er’s greatest problem is how to deal with human nature.
No two pupils seem to be alike, and where one is
reasonable and willing, another may be totally insen¬
sible to an appeal to reason. I presume you have tried
to make the student understand the important function
of scales in the shaping and drilling of the fingers, and
how necessary it is to know them in all keys. The
scales and arpeggios are in reality the key that opens
the door to all piano playing. Do not ask her to prac¬
tice them long. Select little pieces with runs in them.
Show her how pretty they sound and how necessary
that they should be played evenly and rapidly. I know
of no way you can make pupils do things unless you
can spend the daily practice hour with them. It would
be a great thing for music if it could be made possible
for all music students to proceed to one general prac¬
tice building daily, and work under the supervision of
someone who knew just how it should be carried on. ,
2. It hardly seems possible that a pupil could follow
her notes too closely while learning a piece. Facility
in reading the notes must come with experience, and
as fast as possible pupils should learn to take in at least
a measure at a glance. Do not expect this too soon.
This pupil, however, should be taught to memorize,
which will free her from the music page on certain
pieces.
3. All pupils have difficulty in learning the use of the
pedal. At first they can do little but observe the marks
you place. An intelligent use of the pedal requires
long study and musicianship. Don’t expect too much
of the small people.
4. This is a common trouble of many who are musi¬
cal by nature. It occasions trouble sometimes in that
the student memorizes her mistakes. Such students
need frequent lessons. Their pieces should be carefully

to read their notes carefully. With such pupils, who
come with their pieces so nearly memorized that they
scarcely look at the page, you will need to mark every
mistake with a blue pencil, and insist on careful review
of all these points. If a pupil has read a note wrong
and committed the error, she will not know the differ¬
ence after she leaves the lesson unless it is marked.
Marking every spot is important with such students.

Preparing for Conservatory
“I have a pupil of sixteen, bright, a rapid gender,
always^intel’esteif, Hud "playing0 with a h“t ter sense
of interpretation than a girl of sixteen wou^d
be ordinarily supposed to. After one more yeax
with me she expects to go to a city conservaLuij,
and I wish her to be properly prepared. She. has
consider
oks of Cramer. Doo you
y
J-ance of,
Czerny-Liebling superior 1
ana wmu ..u.,,,
.study of
Bach? She has played
t* Crame^ehlde.
the scale work in Cooke’s Mactirintl tlir Scales
and Arpeiifiioe. What should I do to get her ready
for a conservatory?''—D. D.
A pupil such as you describe seems destined to be¬
come a fine player and musician. The terms are not
synonymous. Some excellent players are most wretched
musicians. There are two types of students; those who
wish to learn to entertain themselves and their friends
in a superficial way, and those who aspire to real
musicianship. The latter type should receive a thor¬
ough training without reference to whether they wish
to enter a conservatory or not. If their work has been
well done, they will be ready for the conservatory at
any time they wish to enter. If you have a given school
in mind, and that school has certain examinations it
insists upon in order to enter, such as literary colleges
have, knowing what that examination is to be, you can
work to that end. Otherwise you have no other con¬
sideration than good teaching. When your pupil goes
to a conservatory she will be examined, her advance’ment and merit appraised, and then she will be assigned
to her proper grade and teacher.
The most of Czerny-Liebling precedes Cramer. Hav¬
ing completed Cramer in the finished manner you state,
she will not need the Czerny. Bach’s Tzvo and Three
Part Inventions should be taken up. Kullak’s Octave
Studies are standard, but meanwhile the fourth book
of Mason’s Touch and Technic should be thoroughly
understood by you and explained to your pupils. .
dementi’s Gradus ad Pariiassum should be used, but
by no means all the studies. A few of them worked
up will suffice. Moscheles, Op. 70, first book is an
excellent preparation for Chopin, after which Bach’s
Well Tempered Clavichord. Some teachers use Bach
first, while others intermingle them. It is doubtful,
however, if your pupil can accomplish ill this by July,
1920.
Sonatinas
_.,r
o Clement!
Which a . preferable, the Kuhlau
£g|)H__
_. _
echnleal drill be
obtained” from “other studies? Aside from the
t think
classical value of the Sonatinas, do v
that the aesthetic value is better, and the t<
e
Heller
Ktlidiec.
training ns good, in t’*
teach expression i
studies v—
i- foul Ii grade?’’—IS. i
1. I would use them both sparingly, simply certain
movements. There is very little preference in the musi¬
cal value of the best movements of each. They are
being crowded more and more to the wall. Many pupils
are bored by them, and to insist upon them in these
cases is to cause music to become repugnant to young
players. If the pupil has no taste for the best in music,
these sonatas do little or nothing to cultivate it if
they are studied at a too early stage of the game. When
the pupil is advanced enough to take up the really fine
things of classical composers, then musical taste may
gradually be developed. Even the music of the best
composers that students may study is used less and less
(Beethoven, for example), because of the vast amount
of fine modern music that is accumulating. It is a
physical impossibility to study as many pieces of the
classical repertoire as formerly and keep pace with the
musical trend of the day. Hence expedience requires
that the best be carefully culled out. Sonatinas, how¬
ever, have not ordinarily been considered in the cate¬
gory of studies, but as an introduction to sonatas.
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2. The Heller Sltidies are certainly superior to Kuhlau or dementi. They are among the indispensables in
the early years of a musical education. They are an
anticipation of what the great genius of Chopin accom¬
plished in his Etudes.
3. Heller’s Op. 47 belongs in the third grade. His Op.
46 and 45, or rather selections from same, may be used
in fourth grade. Aside from these, I should make
no effort to find etudes making a specialty of expres¬
sion. The entire piece repertoire should and does fill
this need. Meanwhile teachers do not sufficiently ex¬
ploit music suitable for amateur pupils who loathe
studies of the Czerny and Cramer type. Their interest
could often be held if music such as the etudes of
Doering, Kroeger and others were used. This applies
to advanced pupils who simply will not study from a
serious professional standpoint.

A Little Dispute
“Will you please answer the following over which
We are having a little dispute? Are the grace notes in
Mendelssohn’s Spring Song played exactly on the beat,
or should they precede it? How are the grace notes
played in the following from Scarlatti’s Capriccio?

The groups of arpeggioed chords in the harp-like
accompaniment to Mendelssohn’s Spring Song are in
every case played during the beat, or fraction of beat,
preceding the notes they anticipate. The large notes in
right and left hand come exactly together. The tra¬
ditional rendering of the Scarlatti passage is as follows,
with the first of the two grace notes coming exactly
with the B of the right hand and the G in the bass.

Some Things to Consider in Ensemble
Playing
By Ina B. Hudson
In the days before the great war there was a teacher
in Leipsig named Tellemaque, a pupil of Rubinstein,
who used to have ensemble classes. One afternoon
four pupils were reading a difficult composition, and
they plunged through the first movement, hitting false
notes, and generally breaking the rules of technic.
Tellemaque bade them repeat the movement. But when
they began recklessly again to strike wrong keys and
muddle the piece by poor execution, the teacher stopped
them. “Young ladies,” he said, with a satirical smile,
“I allow you to crucify that concerto once, but not the
second time.”
It is a well-known fact that the weakness of a good
reader is a faulty technic. For this reason some teach¬
ers positively frown on sight reading, while others tol¬
erate it only under suitable supervision. There is a cer¬
tain tendency in ensemble playing to go ahead in or¬
der to keep time, at the expense of careful execution.
In ensemble practice the players should be well bal¬
anced to get full value and pleasure out of the work.
Not long ago I was requested to come to a studio and
criticise some practice work. At the first piano was a
young woman, whose touch and execution showed not
only training, but an intelligent grasp of music. The
other performer was somewhat younger and had a
more florid style. At times the runs and arpeggios of
the first piano were completely drowned by the ponder¬
ous chords of the second. I pointed out this defect to
the younger player, who, thereupon modulated her touch
to conform to that of the other player. The effect of
this change was a smooth, rippling melody instead of
harsh, clashing sounds.
“You don’t understand how to begin,” said Rubin¬
stein to certain of his pupils. “The first measures are
just the most important of all, because on them depends
the first impression, which is of determining signifi¬
cance.”

Finger Equalization i
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THE ETUDE

y W. Francis Gates

A charming drawing-room piece, of the better class, by a composer new to our pages. Grade 3 •£
It is not generally known that Chopin^
write a .“method” for piano st“ ^ Tanotha Chopin
it was translated into English by Mme. J
finished
followed out only part of his plan, and
ef,ed from
the work, but certain of his ideas
q{
the part that was completed and pubhshd. U
these has to do with the rauch-m°0‘ednfPt0’fst0r;ngth
long, hard practice for the equahzation of the str g^
of the fingers. His observations should receive ^
ful consideration for Chopin, in so far
S
nic and dexterity of touch was concerned, was com
parable in his day only with Liszt. He wrote.
“When a scale is played in even, fas t :notes,)to one
notices inequalities in the strength of its tones' i'‘
aim is not to play all notes with equal sound, but to
acquire a beautiful quality of touch and Perfect sJadl^
"Players act against nature in seeking to give equal
power to, each finger. On the contrary, each finger
should have an appropriate part assigned to it in
are many different qualities of sound, just as there are
several fingers. As to the third finger, the Siamese
twin of the middle finger, some players try with all
their energy to force it to become entirely indepen¬
dent—a thing impossible and, most likely, unnecessary.
“The point is to utilize these differences m the
strength and agility of the fingers; and this, in other
words, is the art of fingering.”
These words, it must be remembered, came from a
pianist whose biographer, Huneker, says of his playing,
"Scales that were pearls, a technic that knew no dif¬
ficulties, these were a part of Chopin’s equipment. His
pianissimo was an enchanting whisper; his forte seemed
powerful by contrast, so numberless were the grada¬
tions, so widely varied his dynamics. So all accounts,
critical, professional and personal read.”
Carl Mikuli, one of Chopin’s most prominent pupils,
adds: “The evenness of his scales and passages in all
kinds of touch was unsurpassed, nay, prodigious.”
The popular idea, referred to in the Chopir. state¬
ment above, is that the various fingers must be put
through such a regime of gymnastics off and on the
keyboard as shall produce in them entire equality of
strength, flexibility and control. Perhaps Schumann
had something to do with this, when he improvised
the apparatus which, in the end, over-strained his weak
third finger (or fourth, if you count five on the
hand) incapacitated him for his desired career of
piano perfprmance and drove him to one of composi¬
tion, instead of playing.
Ever since that time pianists have been trying the
sar.e sort of experiments on the ring finger, either
with the intention of driving it into submission and
to equality with the first, or possibly with the hope
that a failure in this might result as it did with Schu¬
mann—make great composers of them.
There arises the question whether Chopin would have
taken this attitude, had he been confronted with a mod¬
ern piano action and the modern dynamic school of

piano music. As to this, no one can say further than
to cite the fact that Chopin frequently heard Liszt at
the zenith of his powers, but was not attracted to the
whirlwind sort of execution of that master. Chopin set
a boundary between piano music and orchestral music
written for the piano. He felt that the piano should
maintain its own sphere and not attempt to encroach
on that of the orchestra.
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Opinions of Modern Pianists
It is interesting to note various opinions on this I
question from modern pianists. Even in the face of |
the heavy dynamics demanded in the later piano scores,
beginning with Schumann, not all the great pianists
would have the student spend a large proportion of his
time in an assault on the weaknesses of the fourth and
fifth fingers
,.
.
For instance, Harold Bauer says. I sec no object in
practicing for evenness in scales, considering that a
perfectly even scale is essentially devoid of emotional,
musical significance.
“Moreover, I see no reason for trying to overcome
what are generally called natural defects, such as the
comparative weakness of the fourth linger, as it seems
to me rather a good thing than . :! rwise that each
finger should naturally and normal!;, possess a char¬
acteristic motion of its own.”
“It is the differences that count in art, says Bauer,
“not the similarities. Why not, then, make an artist
of each finger by cultivating its -]
1 aptitudes in¬
stead of adopting a system of trninin. deliberately cal¬
culated to destroy these individual characteristics in
bringing all the fingers to a common level?”
It is interesting to read what Fannie Bloomfield
Zeisler adds on this matter of practice for equalizing
the fingers. She writes: “We can never make the fin¬
gers equal in themselves. We might practice five hun¬
dred years without making the fourth finger as strong
as the thumb. Rather, let us learn to so adjust the
weight and pressure of each finger that all will sound
equal when we wish them to do so By correct study
the pupil learns to lighten the pressure of the strong
fingers and proportionately to increase the weight of the
weaker fingers.”
Probably none of these great artist - mean to leave
the impression that the student is to neglect the weak
fingers, taking the line of least resistance and letting
the strong ones do all—or nearly all—the work. Such a
procedure would result in the weak becoming shll
weaker, in proportion to the gathered strength of tne
exercised digits.
,
But the consensus of opinion seems to be that t e
advanced student should not work about the va'?0?*
degrees of strength and individualization imposed by
nature, but should give the fingers equal chances an
make the most of their natural diversity.

Getting Off the Track
By William Smith Goldenburg
A vexing problem that confronts every teacher of
the piano, especially in the instruction of very young
students, is that of keeping the hand well over the
keyboard and the knuckles level and steady, operating
to the right or left on a direct line with the edge of
the whitetkeys. Most pupils persist in allowing the
hand to droop toward the outside, thereby interfering
with the proper action of the fourth and’fifth fingers
to say nothing of putting all the fingers awrv and seri¬
ously hampering every effort toward correct finger tech¬
nic. I have had many students come to me from other
teachers, with this fault so far developed that onlv
by superhuman effort could it be overcome so that a
plea for more careful attention to hand position even
with beginners of tender age, seems entirely in place
Many teachers seem satisfied after a few vain at
tempts at'correction if indeed, the attempt is made
a* all; to permit the whole matter to go by default, considenng their duty done when they say to the pupil
Don t do this, ,and don’t do that!” It is a sort 1
negative method of instruction which. at best, confuses
the young mind, and leaves it floundering m a maze
of contradictions.
. s m a maze

How much better it would be for the young student
had
teacher oi
of childhood days
...n later
lam years
jcaij if
u the
in— first
nrsr readier
—
had the foresight o lay the correct foundation for g°o
hand position. P ny child who is old enough to stu y
the piano at all is old enough to comprehend the w y
and wherefore of anything, plainly put. I have sing *
out the habit of uncontrolled knuckle joints and
laying over” of the outside of the hand for the tea.
son that together they constitute what is, perhaps,
most common error of all beginners.
,
It would be a poor doctor who could correctlv_diagnose a case and fail to prescribe the remedy. Teac
ers who find this failing in very young students wi
cure the habit in short order by calling into p'av JuS
a trifle of the imaginative powers which every >0UI'
piano student possesses. I have found it useful to ereate in the child mind the idea of an imaginary traw
running parallel to the edge of the white keys, e *
yate,. iUst en°ugh to support the properly rais
knuckles. The pupil whose knuckles run off this track
has a wreck,” and he soon comes to know that it
senous Proposition to “get off the track.”
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VICTORIOUS RETURN
The Finale of Mr. Haesche’s Military Suite juat right to
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FAVORITE THEMES FROM BEETHOVEN
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ROMANCEjNG p|>M Gradea.

Three of the imperishable melodies from the Classics arranged in p U»

Andante w

SLOW MOVEMENT (5th Symphony)
4_ndante con moto

m.m.J^so

Lyan BEETHOVEN

the etude

MOONLIGHT DREAM WALTZ

A graceful waits movement by a successful writer,new

Grazioso tranquillo

m.mJ.=54

.0
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frederick keats

our music pages. Good for teaching or reci.ai use. Graded
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forest revels

GEO.L. SPAULDING
intended to be played ahead of the accents,

A

bright

ui

showy concert polka. Group, of grace notes, such as are here employed,

THEN A GIANT CHASED HIM
A very clever characteristic piece, by a promising young composer.

Carelessly m.m. J=i26

j

MARY GAIL CLARK

taken from a new set; Tales of a Truant. Grade S'fc
With sudden terror
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ROMANCE IN A

THURLOW LIEURANCE

„nlo To be played in free time. Grade 3%
erie in the pastoral s^yo, equally popuiar as. a violin °r panosolo. To be p
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TEE etude
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Andante

WALTZ

J. BRAHMS, Op.39,No.l5
other folk dances. Of the set of waltzes Op. 39 by Brahms,

Chopin, Schubert, Brahms and others have all’idealized successfully the waltz and
No. 15 is'one of the most striking. Grade 5

QUIETUDE
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WITH KIND REGARDS

A little song without words very useful for finger practice. Grade 2.
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THE SWAN

A very popular number by the famous French master. Originallv for ’cello this
cription.
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LE CYGNE

CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS
T •„

The theme must stand out well the arpeggios supplying a fitting harmonic backLUuSd11’6 Car<ifUl handlin^ in the Piano trans*
Adagio tranquillo m.m.J = 72
aground.
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HUNGARIAN DANCE
M. FRanke
A.very good example of the Czardas rhythm, affording excellent practice in contrasting touches. Grade 2 3

Allegro vivace m.m.J=12o
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RAYMOND MARCH
A processional march introducing two favorite themes. A useful teaching or recital piece. Grad

Tempo di Marcia moderato m.m.J=126
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COUNTRY DANCES

HENRY

,. tlip wpll.known English violin teacher and composer Mr. Henry Tolhurst.
An interesting medley of old folk dances,arranged by the w
“e
NUT”

a Allegro
VIOLIN

PIANO

% From here go to % and play to A,then go to B.
Copyright 1919 by Theo.Presser Co.
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ONLY TO LIVE IN YOUR HEART
JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
HARRY Dk. KERR
A new ballad by the composer of Send me a Rose from Homeland
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won-drous per-fume,
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AS PANTS THE HART

Psalm 42

LILY STRICKLAND

A graceful and expressive setting of a favorite Scripture text. Good for church use.
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The Vital Importance of Rhythm
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It looks like a self-evident proposition,
Mr. W. J. Henderson, the noted critic,
in a lengthy article in the New York Sun yet if this were a musical phrase you
on rhythm, draws a helpful analogy be¬ would hear among a dozen young pianists
tween music and painting. His remarks at least six different distributions of the
accents, and in five of the six the empha¬
are very illuminating:
sis would be misplaced and the rhythm
Rhythm seems with many of the pres¬
and poetic meaning destroyed.
ent-day pianists to- be a lost or never dis¬
covered art. Accent, upon which rests
Can You Draw Musically?
the prosody of the melody, and emphasis,
Undoubtedly many pianists are so occu¬
which makes clear its purport, are either pied with their tone coloring and their
misunderstood or just missed. And yet pedal effects that they forget the injury
most of the vital force of music iiihears which these things may work upon the
in accent and its logical development in melodic line. Every painter knows that
rhythm. The whole subject is exhaust¬ many of his fellow artists are wizards in
color effects but cannot draw. Bad draw¬
ively treated in that admirable old book,
ing is the primal sin in the making of
Adolph Chistiani’s “Principles of Expres¬ pictures, and yet hundreds of paintings
sion in Piano Playing.” But pianists now win admiration through the beauty of
before the public have had wise words to their color schemes. But you cannot
utter. James Francis Cooke collected make an ass a lion simply by painting a
and put in a book called “Great Pianists lion’s mane on him. His lines are still
on Piano Playing” some of the most preg¬ those of a donkey.
No one element of musical perform¬
nant sayings of the artists, and every stu¬
dent and every critic ought to read them. ance can be neglected, but without doubt
there are no evil results more injurious
. “Our sole means of expression in piano
than those which follow bad rhythm.
playing,” says Harold Bauer, “lies in the And good rhythm is a correctly com¬
relation of one note to the other notes in bined distribution of accent and empha¬
a series or in a chord.”
sis. This distribution can he made cor¬
All of Mr. Bauer’s ideas about piano
rectly only by a profound study of the
playing are original and stimulating, like melody—its successive phrases and their
his exquisite art. His views on the indi¬ relation to one another—and of the har¬
vidualization of the fingers are fecund in monic plan. Upon this study the, first
suggestion. But in nothing else has he foundations of a “reading” must be laid.
gone to the root of the technical per¬
The piano is an instrument demanding
formance of music with such unerring illusion. It is sounded by percussion, not
wisdom as in that statement about the by the long smooth drawing of a bow
importance of the relation of notes. Now or the breathing of controlled breath
no one would think of Bauer and Fer- through vocal cords. But by means of
rucio Busoni at the same- instant. In the magic of touch and pedal it is made
style Busoni is the antipode of Bauer, to imitate sustained tone in a marvelous
and yet he says:
manner.
“I do not mean to say that if one were
Nevertheless that which vitalizes piano
in another room that one could invariably performance is rhythm. The greatest
tell the ability of an artist by hearing master of rhythm at this hour is also
him strike one note, but if ■ the note is the greatest pianist, not solely because of
heard in relation to the other notes in his rhythm, but because that is conceived
a composition its proportionate value and disclosed in the same irresistible
should be so delicately and artistically manner as the other elements of his
estimated by the highly trained per¬ playing. If he had all the rest and
former that it forms part of the artistic lacked the rhythm he would not be called
by so many other pianists “the king.”
whole.”
jWhat have rhythm and true coherence
Correct Placing of Accents
The principal thought in the minds of to do with the gospel of paint for paint’s
Color, give us color schemes,
these two distinguished artists was the sake?
correct placing of accents so that not great, wide, shapeless, sweeping smears
only the fundamental meter of the bar of color! No matter what color, so long
as
it
is
color. Paint your grandmother
measure should be clearly published, hut
also that the sum total of the accents in a with emerald .green shadows under her
phrase should establish beyond all doubt eyes, if you will, and all the New Athe¬
the beginning, the climax and the-finish nians will knock their knees together and
of that phrase, or what is often figura¬ shout, “A discovery! A discoyery! And
she has also aureolin eyes, which we shall
tively called the melodic line o/ curve.
Accent belongs to every measure, but paint with a bewildering mixture of raw
the accent of the first beat of the first siena, gamboge and rose madder. We
measure may differ almost insensibly are colorists!”
“What’s that? You say we have de¬
from that of the second, and at the vital
point in the phrase we reach a measure stroyed the rhythm of nature by painting
in which accent rises to emphasis. “To her eyes square and her nose round? In
be or not to be.” Here we have three the name off the prophets Matisse and
poetic feet each consisting of one unac¬ Scriabin, what have we to do with either
cented and one accented syllable, but the rhythm or nature? On with the splash!
emphasis of the phrase i- unquestionably Let paint be unconfined. Apres moi la
on the second syllable of the second foot. bande'jazze!”

Keeping Your Engagements
By D. L. Lockwood

inAi ORGAN MELODIES
TIIUO. FV^is<KlfcoP'ng’
PleaSe mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.

I have frequently read much in The
Etude about the need for more regularity
upon the part of pupils. Pupils are ex¬
pected to be prompt and not to miss les¬
sons. I wonder whether the teachers
realize that that is a rule that works both
ways? I know two teachers who have
made a dire failure of everything they have
undertaken. Why? Because about once in

every ten lessons the teacher was invari¬
ably late and the pupil was obliged to wait
until there had been ten or fifteen minutes
wasted in apologies and explanations. The
teachers always made up the full time,
but the impression was very bad indeed.
It will pay the teacher to keep his busi¬
ness engagements, and this includes punc¬
tuality.

W

HEN you stand be¬
fore the great Niag¬
ara, you are lifted by the
majesty of that scene.
When there comes into
your home a Grand
Piano, the majesty of the
instrument lifts you, and
has its affect on you men¬
tally and spiritually.
If you wonder at this, picture
in your mind this graceful,
diminutive Grand, in place of
your present upright. No more
floor space, scarcely higher

RANICH-ff-BACH
<&randette
59 Inches long ONLY

It is the natural desire of all
artistically minded home
folks to expect sometime or
other to own a Grand. Now?
KRANICH & BACH
235 East 23d St.
16 West 125* St.
NEW YORK
215 Sou* Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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douche “hfd from a pitcher), beginning
quicWy da,fees F and daily reducing until
it 9°
F- is reached, or an agreeable
reaction
(f0 loose,"porous clothing, and
The w,®a}frfLexercise in a cool room withthe a otbing^r* also valuable measures in
skin "trainingOver-Warm Clothing
Very heavy wraps and fur coats should
he worn only during unusual exposure, as
• driving or motoring. Outer clothing
should be adapted to the changes in the
weather, and medium-weight undercloth¬
ing worn throughout the winter season.
Office-workers and others employed in¬
doors are, during the greater part of the
day living in a summer temperature. The
wearing of heavy underclothing under
...U -^ditinns is debilitating and im-
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Thought Germs for Young Teachers
By Arthur L. Manchester

In the work-a-day world the law of
cause and effect is unquestioningly ac¬
cepted. In disease, in the case of acci¬
dents, in achieving success, or suffering
failure, the cause is sought for and elim¬
inated or developed. This law is the
formulative power of our educational sys¬
tem, the directive agency of business en¬
terprise; it is the determining factor of
virtually all our activities. The physi¬
cian studies symptoms to1 discover the
cause of disease. The wonderful ad¬
vances in medical science during recent
years are due to the application of this
law. Huge business enterprises are per¬
fected by its use. Progress seems to be
impossible without its full consideration.
It is interwoven through every phase ®f
life.
If the writings of many experts in
voice training mean what they apparently
say, this universal law is to be ignored
in teaching singing. If our reading of
these writings is correct we understand
that we must not direct our attention to
the mechanism of tone production nor
heed the mechanical processes by which
it is done. We must concentrate our
minds solely on tone concept. We must
substitute for the law of cause and ef¬
fect the higher law of beauty. We are
told that if we definitely conceive a beau¬
tiful singing tone and permit the body
to function naturally we will produce the
beautiful tone we have conceived. We
must avoid the self-consciousness that
will arise if we permit our minds to
consider the mechanical acts of tone pro¬
duction. We are told that the greatest
singers did not know how they produced
their beautiful tones. Some carry this
doctrine to the extent of forbidding even
the slightest attention to the act of
breathing. Tone concept is the all-andin-all.
On the other hand, the scientific
trainer of the voice examines the vocal
mechanism to the minutest detail. The
laryngoscope is used to picture the ac¬
tion of the vocal chords and of the
larynx. The breathing muscles are an¬
alyzed and pictured in illustrations and

their management explained to the full¬
est extent. Innumerable exercises are
given to remove disturbing causes and
to produce proper effects. Tone concept
is either unmentioned or casually alluded
to. The law of cause and effect is
brought to bear upon the act of sing¬
ing to the fullest extent. Mechanics oc¬
cupy first place.
Here are two opposing schools of vo¬
cal thought, whose methods are in dras¬
tic conflict. When doctors disagree what
shall the laity do ? Theories are interest¬
ing and oftentimes beautiful in their con¬
ception, but, alas! too frequently, when
we try to apply them in practice, we
find obstacles in the way that seem insur¬
mountable. “The proof of the pudding
is in the eating,” says the homely prov¬
erb. Certain it is that the scientific
method has failed. For once the law
of cause and effect apparently has not
produced the results it achieves in medi¬
cine, business and daily life. Our study
of mechanism and our formulation of
systems of instruction based on this study
have not produced singers. Has the op¬
posing school of vocal thought done
better? Perhaps it is too early to make
a decision, but of one thing we can be
sure: Voice training is still in a parlous
condition.
A would-be singer comes to a teacher
for instruction. She sings a strident
throaty tone. Her jaw is stiff, her tongue
pulls back and presses down, interfering
with the action of the larynx, the chest
drops and the lower abdominal muscle
drives out the breath, setting up strain
in the throat. Shall the teacher use the
scientific or the aesthetic method? The
scientific has failed; let us apply the
aesthetic. Tone concept is emphasized,
a beautiful tone is sung by the teacher,
for this teacher can sing. Every whit
of psychological knowledge is brought to
bear on the case. She is an intelligent
pupil, and is not a stranger to mental
activity. She sings again, and the same
muscular conoitions obtain. The tone is
still throaty. Renewed exhortations re¬
garding tone concept and efforts to set

most desirable for the student not to
know. As a corollary to tl is, he will
also become aware that there are times
for knowing. Some things—and they are
not few in number—it will be well for
the student never to know, however es¬
sential they may be to the teacher; and
many things it will be far better for the
student to know at a later period than
the present. Here you nave the problem
in a nutshell; what -.hall 1 tell my stu¬
dent, and when shall 1 tell it? Here en¬
ters the test of tin- teacher. Herein are
his powers of discrimination called into
play, and woe t" him and his student
if they prove t" be weak, ;f not entirely
lacking. From this grows the need for
constant study and thinking and analy¬
sis by the teacher. He not only must
know his method with absolute thor¬
oughness blit he must know it discrimi¬
natingly in order that he may present
it discriminatingly.
The writer has been a strong believer
in psychologic voice training for twenty
years and has endeavored to do his teach¬
ing according to that method. He has
no use for laryngoscopes or detailed
study and exercise of the delicate vocal
organs in the throat, lie believes in the
development of beautiful tone conceptas
the ruling motive in tone production,and
that mental attitude governs physical ac¬
tivity in all that pertains to voice pro¬
duction. He has seized upon exercises
from all sources that lend themselves to
mental use, add evolved them when he
could find none that suited the case. But
ht lias not yet reached the |>oint where
he believes that no thought must be taken
There is a saying from which the
of the physical acts. He believes that it
teacher can derive food for thought:
is necessary to divert the mind from to£e
“Where ignorance is bliss ’twere folly to
be wise.” An excuse for laziness say at times, to obtain physical concepts that
you? Not so, if right application is will assist tone concept and not interfere
made. The teacher who teaches because with it. He believes that psychological
he is impelled by the teaching microbe, treatment can he applied to the bodi,v
sooner or later discovers that while mechanism as well as to tone, and that j
knowledge is a most desirable thing, and the proper application of mind to 0 ’
necessary to success, so far as his stu- body and tone lies the secret of SI'CCI;S®
dents are concerned; it is equally true ful voice training—the true psychologic
that there are numerous things that it is method.

up mental control are continued as long
as mental concentration is possible. But
the tone remains throaty,, the muscular
condition is still stiff and unresponsive.
If the aeesthetic method is right, why
does it not produce at least the glimmer¬
ings of good results?
The law of cause and effect holds
good; its workings are inevitable, and
whether I am a disciple of scientific or
aesthetic voice training I must reckon
with it. For every evil there is a cause,
which must be found and eliminated.
Every failure can be traced back to its
cause, which must be metamorphosed
into an agency for success. The failure
of the first lesson must be used to trace
back to this cause. It may be in the sub¬
stance of instruction or its application, or
it may be in the mental unpreparedness
of the student. But there is a cause
The law of cause and effect, however, is
not the only one with which we must deal
in any form of mental activity. There
are laws of mind which must be under¬
stood and properly applied. Causes can¬
not be removed or changed in the mental
world without cooperation of the mind.
This rather commonplace statement is of
far-reaching importance. Its comprehen¬
sion will li ve immense effect on meth¬
ods of applying methods. It is not
enough to accept any method; he who
would use it must not only thoroughly
comprehend it, he also must learn how
to apply it from the angle of his o;cu
■mentality. This paragraph affords mat¬
ter for continued meditation.

Helping the Singer to Keep Clear of Colds
The Etude has the permission of the
Long Life Institute to print the following
circular giving what is believed to be the
most scientific method of avoiding colds,
and getting rid of them. This institute
is headed by ex-President Taft and is
endorsed by many of the foremost Ameri¬
can physicians.
Local Causes of Colds
In many, the susceptibility to colds is
due to abnormalities in the nose or
throat. Nasal obstruction is a very com¬
mon condition. The nose, like the eye,
is usually an imperfect organ. These
obstructions are often the result of ade-

noids in childhood, which interfere with
the proper development of the internal
nasal structures. Malformation of the
teeth and dental arches in childhood are
frequent and often neglected causes of
nasal obstruction by arresting growth of
the upper jaw and nasal structures. Cor¬
rection of the deformity of the arches
often renders nasal surgery unnecessary.
Such conditions not only predispose to
colds but increase their severity and the
danger of complicating infection of the
bony cavities in the skull that communi¬
cate with the nose. They also increase
the liability to involvement of the middle
ear and of the mastoid cells which are

located in the skull just behind the ear
the importance, therefore, of having the
nose and throat carefully examined', and
ol having diseased conditions of the mu¬
cous membrane or any obstruction cor¬
rected, must be apparent. All who suffer
from recurrent colds should take this
precaution before the winter sets in.
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Overheated Rooms
In rooms where people are moving
about, the temperature should not be al¬
lowed to rise above 65 degrees. In ordi¬
nary offices or dwelling rooms, the tem¬
perature should not be allowed to rise
above 68 degrees and adequate ventilation
should be provided. (See Health Letter
No. 4.)
Constipation predisposes to colds, and
should be vigorously combated by proper
diet and exer use and regular habi.s of at¬
tention to the bowel function. Overeating
also frequently leads to nasal congestion.
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Emergency Treatment of Colds
The most effective home remedies are
the hot foot-bath, 110-115 degrees, F., a
hot drink (c. g.y hot flaxseed tea) and a
thorough purge, and rubbing the neck and
chest with comphorated oil. Quack reme¬
dies and so-called catarrh cures should be
strictly avoided. The hot foot-bath should
usually 1 st about twenty minutes, and
be taken in a very thorough manner—the
body enveloped in a blanket. After tak¬
ing the bath, the patient should go difectly to bed, and not move about and
neutralize its good results. Medical treat¬
ment by a physician can always mitigate
jtnd shorten the duration of a cold and
lessen the danger of complications, the
symptoms of which cannot always be ap¬
preciated by the patient. Whiskey and
heavy doses of quinine are distinctly dele¬
terious and should be avoided; there are
more effective remedies that carry no
Possibility of harm.
Copyright, 1914, by Life Extension In¬
stitute, Inc. Reprinted by permission.
A wriTER in the Neu, york American
ays himself open to certain imputations
y„^hing us this about grand opera:
Grand opera is the only sort of enter■unment to which the tired business man
can tabe hk wife without fear of meeting
*ny °1 the new friends he made while the
vite was away on her summer vacation.
, "J30 understands musical comedy
•nether he likes it or not, and likes
Srand opera whether he understands it
r not. Grand opera was invented in the
•eventeenth century at Milan, Italv, at a
ettng of the jewelers and modistes.”

The Singer’s Speaking Voice
By Denison Fish
Much has been said and written about
the inter-relationship of the- two func¬
tions of the voice—singing and speaking.
We have the oft-quoted saying of the
old Italians, that he who knows how to
speak and to breathe knows how to sing.
There are reputable teachers of.voice who
claim to be able to tell tenors from bari¬
tones and contraltos from dramatic so¬
pranos, through merely listening to the
first few words the singer speaks on
entering the studio. But the subject is
a much bigger one than most teachers
and writers of voice have realized, and,
like all questions relating to the science
of voice culture, it has never been ex¬
haustively treated. For it is not merely
a matter of clearness and correctness of
enunciation, but one of pitch and quality
and of the method of breathing during
conversation. All these matters have a
definite bearing on the singing voice.
And, moreover, although the laws of
the relationship of correct speaking to
correct singing are simple and brief, the
relationship of incorrect speech to cor¬
rect singing and of correct speaking
to incorrect singing, presents a maze'
which few accredited teachers of voice
are able to thread.
There are those whose speaking voices
are better than their singing voices,, and
there is a surprisingly large number of
accepted singers, who. unconsciously, and
for years, have overburdened a highspirited and well-harnessed
singing
voice with a heavy load in the shape of
a bad speaking method.
There are
those who have learned at great expense
of time, money, and effort, to breathe
correctly when singing, who breathe so
atrociously, during ordinary conversation,
as to injure the health and limit their
singing possibilities.
If a prospective pupil should come to
me for lessons, I might be able to say
very quickly after hearing her first few
words, that her speaking voice was good
or bad, but the only clue of the type of
her singing voice that I could reasonably
get from hearing her speak, would be
through the resonance of her speaking
voice. The pitch of the speaking voice
would be an indication of nothing but
the temperament or temporary mood of
the lady in question. For some singers
are in the habit of using the voice for
conversation in a higher register than
the best ranges of the singing voice, and
some, in a lower part. There is no in¬
variable rule which all singers uncon¬
sciously follow; although there are rules
which all would do well to follow, if only
for the sake of the singing voice. There
are many students who struggle for
years, practicing the singing voice one
or, perhaps, two hours a day, and then
sapping their physical energies to the
limit by a wrong use of the speaking
voice during the remainder of the day,
instead of resting it by a correct one.
Fundamental Rules
Now there are several fundamental
rules, concerning the speaking voices of
singers. The first and most important is
that the voice must not be monotonous in
pitch. It must not hover closely around
ime or two tones. The wider the gamut
used in everyday conversation, the better
it will fare with the singing voice. Sup¬
pose a violinist did his talking on his vio¬
lin and chose one position of the E
string for all conversation. After a
while the E string would break and be
would buy a new one. But the price m
scientific knowledge and time which
Dame Nature asks for new vocal strings
,s high and only the physically wealthy
can afford to pay it.

I am convinced, after years of observa¬
tion along these lines, that the one great
concomitant cause of a “hole in the
voice” or ‘‘break between registers” is
nothing more than the habit of sawing
away on one or two tones during con¬
versation without resting the voice by a
greater rise and fall. The break in the
voice often occurs an octave or a twelfth
higher than the spot of overconcentrated
conversation, but with a monotonous
speaking voice there usually goes a break.
The next most important rule for the
conversational voice is that it must avoid
extremes of pitch. The woman whose
voice in conversation soars even a little
higher than the middle of her singing
gamut, has little left with which to sing,
and we seldom find this condition, even
among students. Anything required in
such large quantities as voice for con¬
versation, must be comfortable and easily
produced.
Those who are subject to this habit of
speaking at too high a pitch need not de¬
spair, however. It is comparatively easy
to acquire a lower voice for conversation,
for nature gladly assists in a process so
much more comfortable.
Less harmful, but more prevalent, is
the habit of speaking on the extreme low
tones of' the voice gamut. The danger
here is not so evident, but in its subtlety
is likely to escape the notice of the earn¬
est singer. If the conversational voice
continually operates at a very low pitch,
it tends to keep the voice entirely out of
touch with the highest resonances, and
to make it clumsy, elephantine, and dark.
The singer who speaks on too low a
pitch must never omit the daily practice
of high tones.
The general rule which strikes the
happy medium is that singers should use
the voice in conversation at a pitch from
the interval of a third or a fourth above
their lowest singing tones (real, not the
practical or theoretical ones) and allow
the voice to rise and fall over the dis¬
tance of a fifth above that.
Thus the best speaking ranges for
voices in general would be as follows:
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Arranging and Correction °f Mss.
A SPECIALTY
A. W. BORST, Presser Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Com voterof Cantatas, Sonus, Pianoforte and Church Music
One will observe from this schedule J
that men’s voices are assigned to a lower I
gamut for speaking than those of women. I
This is because the accepted standards of
tone quality for men’s voices to-day de¬
mand a slight exaggeration of the lower
registers and of “chest quality” in all the
registers, so that it is necessary for men
to relax more for conversation than
women, and the speaking and singing
ranges of men’s and women’s voices do
not correspond octave for octave. The
failure to speak at a low enough pitch
keeps many a true tenor from realizing
his vocal possibilities and holds him
enslaved in the useless high baritone or
second class church tenor class, which is
neither fish, flesh nor fowl.
The greatest argument I could advance
in support of this statement, would be
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one tone of Caruso’s ordinary speaking
voice. No doubt some would be willing
to pronounce the owner of it a baritone,
if they should hear him speak first. What
1 have just said about unliberated tenors,
applies with equal force in the women
ranges. Dramatic and even lyric so¬
pranos often flounder around imagining
themselves contraltos, not because they
don’t sing fairly well, but because they
do not speak wisely. We have heard of
prima donnas who do not talk for a
day or so before a performance. Per¬
haps there is more than one reason for
this.
But the cure, that is the main point
and it is easily put to ttfe test, and ex¬
cept where one has to work the speaking
voice hard and long, every day, this cure
usually works quickly.
The surest
method I have been able to devise, is
what I call the early “singsong.” As
early as possible in the day (immediately
on arising is the best time, or at any
rate before one has done much talking)
spend IS. or 20 minutes reading aloud,
slowly and easily and on low pitches. It is
well to start this process with an instru¬
ment unless your pitch sense is very ac¬

curate. One must let the voice rise
tall s0 that it covers as wide a span a
fifth, as allowed above according to
your type of voice.
,
rv
At first this process may sound very
silly, but when one learns to operattthe
voice over a wider series of intervals,
E speaking voice truly becomes more
expressive. If there is plenty of time a
second period of S or 10 minutes may be
indulged in later in the day-preferably
at about 4 p.m. or later. Opera singers
may well read through their new roles
this way, in whatever language they ex¬
pect to sing them.
Of course the
breathing operation must be carefully
controlled or one will get hard, forced
nasal low tones; but the breathing is an¬
other long story by itself, for which there
is not room here. Provided this reading
iq always easy, round, full and clear, the
results are bound to be beneficial to the
range of the singer’s singing voice. As
the singer goes through the remainder of
the day, he must remember and carry
with him the feeling of the low-pitched,
easy, full, wide-ranged speaking voice and
cultivate the habit of it until it conies to

Its tone is purely that of the
Concert Grand, having great
power and sympathetic qualities.
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: Ruth Rutherford '
Thos. J. Hewitt
C (low)
D (medium)
Ed (high)
Sung by Mme.^ Eleonora De Cisneros and
‘‘ROBIN ON-THE APPLE TREE”
Soprano Encore Number
: p C (low) ^ b E$ (medium) ^ F (high)
Kitty Cheatham*s
“PAIN IN MY SAWDUST”

By Loyal K. Blaine

OTHER problem
By D. A. CLIPPlT^ER-

The American music teacher must
needs be a business man,' a clever talker
and a judge of human nature.
The young teacher is surprised to find
that, in many cases, his task is to please
the parents rather than to do his best
simply to benefit the pupil.
A parent seldom questions the value
of the methods used in teaching his child
in school; why does a mother feel so free
to criticize the music teacher? One dif¬
ference is this—the public school teacher
has conformed to certain standards
adopted by leaders in education, while in
music study there is no equally accepted
criterion. Hence the value of a standard
such as is set by graduation from some
Reputable conservatory of music or some
college having a long-established and
efficient musical department. In the same
category may be named the examinations
given by the American Guild of Organ¬
ists pnd other similar bodies, such as
some of the various State Music Teachers’
Associations in recent years.
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SYSTEMATIC VOICE TRAINING
Either book sent on receipt of one dollar
Learn how TO TEACH as well
as how TO SING. I have a
long list of successful teachers
to my credit. Let me help you

SUMMER TERM
June 26th-July 31st
Mr. Clippinger
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Studio, 617-618 Kimball Hall, CHICAGO, ILL,

Your Music Is Torn!
It will Take One Minute to
Repair it by Using

Tape

Parents Classified
The music teacher sooner or later comes
to realize that there are three sorts of
parents—those who understand music,
those who do not and those who think
they do.
The first may be dismissed with a para¬
graph ; the father or mother with a good
knowledge of music will make careful
choice of a good teacher, after intelligent
inquiry and investigation. Once engaged,
he will he given free rein.
With the second sort the road is not
so smooth. When one finds people totally
ignorant of music, he generally encounters
a condition where there is no supervision
of a pupil’s work. It is wonderful how
small pupils ever prepare their lessons
even as well as they do, under such condi¬
tions, especially with only one short les¬
son a week. The only remedy seems to
be the teaching of the parent along with
the pupil.

roll of puper. «& reutarat'll, poalpalll.

The Efficient Way to Keep Music
By George Hahn

Transparent Adhesive Mending Tissue
IOwhU |M*r package
II your music dealer does not carry it, send to
Theo. Preaaer Co., Philadelphia, Pi.

The best way to file sheet music
have a special cabinet with alphabetical
receptacles. These are advertised and
their advantages recognized. I f such
cabinets are not possessed, recourse must
be taken' to the ordinary cabinets until
the better sort can he procured. Ordi¬
nary cabinets, however, can be used in a
more effective manner than is usually

Mass.

The Pick 0’ TheWorld’s Concert Songs
“LI’L GAL”
Southern Dialect Song
Words by
Music by
i Paul Lawrence Dunbar
Rosamond Johnson
Featured by David Bispham, Mme. Cisneros

Oh, These Parents!

THE HEAD VOIcTa^

MuItum-in-Parvo Binding
This beautiful instrument seems
as nearly perfect as skill, experi¬
ence, and manufacturing facili¬
ties can make it.

To do this the first important step is to
procure folders the size of sheet music.
Special, stiff-paper folders are made for
the purpose; others can be abtained at a
good stationery store or at a print shop.
Each folder should be lettered, one folder
for each letter of the alphabet, and two
cr three folders for such letters covering
more music than can be enclosed in one
folder. The music is to be placed in
these folders according to title. It will
be best not to place certain special pieces
under their lettered designations. Such
is music especially studied at the time.
This can go in a folder marked “Special,”
cr some distinctive designation. Folders
can be marked for other special purposes.
And experience lias shown that the proper
place to designate or mark folders is at
their back, so that the backs are in front
when placed in-the cabinet.
Then the music may be catalogued.
This is done hy’dividing it into the vari¬
ous grades of piano pieces, according to
composers, if important, and according
to the nationalities of the latter, or
“schools” of music; songs into secular
and sacred, “Easter” or “Christmas,” pa¬
triotic, etc.; music for other instruments,

music that is piano accompaniment to
other instruments.
To catalog music under these divisions,
go through your folders, one at a sitting,
if necessary, and place each title under
its proper division in your catalog. This
catalog need not he a book, hut can be
sheets of paper with a topical division on
each sheet, in which case the titles can
be typewritten, if such a machine is pos¬
sessed ; of course, the catalog can be an
ordinary blank book, or cards for a card
index file can be used.
The cataloging does not require as
much effort as usually is anticipated be¬
fore attempted, as it does not take long
to write the titles of a folder-tull of com¬
positions, with composers.
Having
adopted this admirable system, suppose
you want a certain kind of music for a
special occasion. You merely glance in
your catalog—be it sheets, book or cards
—and note the titles. Those you select
can be found in a few moments. • What¬
ever you want is mobilized without delay.
An important point is the necessity of
placing new titles on your catalog before
you put the music in the folders. 1 f you
have two copies of a piece, as is fre¬
quently the case with songs, mark it thus,
(2) in your catalog. Some of the most
serviceable music you have mav be found
in collections. Put these favorites in your
catalog also, noting th? book or collection
and the page, This is a practical system,
wrought out of experience. Its use turns
a slip-shod musical library into one as
efficient as that in a music store or in a
public library.
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Mtxrine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago

Have an outdoor class in notation this
summer. Tack up your blackboard on
the shady side of the house. Invite your
neighbors' and friends’ little tots to join
you in the cool of the morning for an
hour, two or three times a week, Charge
each child ten cents a lesson and let the
children have turns “taking up the collec¬
tions” in a pretty little basket.
Occupy the first half of the time in
teaching the lines and spaces, clefs, note
values, etc., from the blackboard. Later

have each child write notes rests
time signatures. For the last half of'
esson take the children to the piano :
teach the names of keys, whole and 1
haeP’n J '", Play sornething for th
having them beat time and count aloud
1’inish each lesson with a five-mir
game on the lawn, drop the handkercl
r pussy wants a corner, or some of
£mgmg games as London Bridge
Farmer in the Dell.
gC
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any little interesting facts that may he
told in connection with the piece. The
mother will then take a direct and keen
interest in the child’s practice, and al¬
though her efforts to oversee it may not
always be intelligent, they will at least
be sincere and always productive of some
good results.
The above remarks obviously apply to
those who give lessons at the pupil’s
home. For those who have a studio, a
few calls and a liberal use of the post
office is a means to the same end.

The “Missed Lesson” Evil
It is among this same class of people
that the missed lesson evil is most preva¬
lent. Parents are loth to realize that
regularity is one of the first principles of
education. If a teacher can convince a
mother that she is in reality saving money
when her child studies regularly, the trou¬
ble is obviated. During a chat with a
parent, bring the conversation around to
the playing of your best pupils. Then
emphasize the fact that one of the main
reasons they progress so rapidly is due
to regular lessons.
Nine out of ten will take the hint.

Pretentious Foreign Prefixes

The Steger Piano is
built with loving care by
craftsmen whose ideals
are expressed in its out¬
ward artistry and whose
rare skill finds voice in
the Steger tone of unique
quality.
<3 Steger Pianos and Player
Pianos are shipped on ap¬
proval to persons of respon¬
sibility. Write for the Steger
style Brochure and con¬
venient terms. Steger deal¬
ers everywhere. ^
STEGER &-SONS
PIANO MANUFACTURING CO.
Founded by John V. Steger, 1879
STEGER BUILDING. CHICAGO
Factories at Steger. Illinois wh
“Lincoln" and "Dixie"tHighwa;
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FACE P own Ell

Beauty) of whatever nationality) is en¬
hanced by Freeman’s Face Powdei—
for 40 years a standard toilet requisite.
All tints, 50 cents, tax paid (double quantity)
at all toilet co

Bpt occasionally one sees young Amer¬
ican women announcing themselves as
"Madame” Soandso and men whose par¬
ents were horn in Germany appearing
as Herr—although one must admit the
“Herr” appendage is not so popular
as formerly.
We are trying to further the interests
of the American composer and American
music, and it seems decidedly inapropos to
attempt the camouflage of a foreignized
name or a public prefix while we are cry¬
ing for more recognition of American

LaraM—Estifa,«$-Gladly Furnished

^

>,a"° piccr ‘hat will please both performer and hearer.
THEO, PRESSER CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

STEGER
Tfie most valuable piano in the world

Those Who “Know Better”
The last to be considered is that most
difficult class of people who are ignorant
but think they are wise. Others will ac¬
cept counsel; these will not. The music
teacher soon learns to spot a person of
this character at sight.
One parent advised that her hoy, after
scarcely three months of study), be given
“something in the style of a popular
piece.” Now every musician knows that
in order to play popular music really
well one must have a good sense of time
and rhythm, knowledge of syncopation
and ability in chord playing, involving
skips with the left hand. So, in the case
cited above, a popular “rag” was given
the pupil, hut absolute correctness in re¬
gard to time and notes was insisted on.
At the end of two weeks the boy admitted
his inability to grapple with the difficulties
and the parent understood that a certain
amount of foundational work is required
for popular music.
Some may say that there was a waste
of energy in this case, but the method
accomplished much, where mere words
would have been unavailing.

MUSIC engravers and PRINTFDQ

An Excellent Violin Number
Tambourine Ballet by F. P. Atherton
^ ^
PRICE 60 CENTS

Teaching Pupil and Parent Together
A five minutes talk with a mother dur¬
ing or after a lesson period often brings
direct results in a pupil’s work. If a
mother knows little of music, let the
teacher play over the lesson in her hear¬
ing, before leaving, with some timely hints
> manner of practice together with

Possibly not many of the readers oi
The Etude are afflicted with that manta
for foreign prefixes that besets a certain
proportion of city teachers and concert
givers, especially women who would
achieve publicity.
. .
,
There was a day when a musician who
did not have a Europeani'zed name or a
Madam, Monsieur, Signor Senor, of
Herr in front of his name did not think
he or she was fully equipped for the
public patronage. But now that is all al' most gone. The metropolitan opera com¬
panies say: “Mr” Caruso and Miss
- Farrar and Mr. Witherspoon, etc.

A Plan for an Outdoor Summer Class
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fails to get, is security in tenure of his
position. A movement is now on foot
in England to insure that the organist
shall not be subject to be dismissed, on
short notice, on any pretext by church
authorities, but should have the right of
appeal to the bishop of the diocese. In
the case of educated men and women
professors of the Divine Art, particularly
if they have scholastic or university

[Austin Qrgansj
Department for Organists
Edited by Noted Specialists
“I look upon the history and development of the organ for Christian uses as
the most complex of all instruments, it is the most harmonious of all, it t
S
existed had the breadth, the majesty, the grandeur that belongs to this prince of mstru

of all. & No orchestra that ever
"-HFNRY WARD BEECHER,

The Ethics of the Voluntary Mixed Church Choir

CONTRACTS since SepU tember show reasonable
balance of largest and small¬
est organs. We have reached
like success with both. Both
have equal excellence of con¬
struction and voicing.
Melrose, Mass., Soldiers’
and Sailors' Memorial will
have four manual, 78 stop,
Austin organ.
"All were enthusiastic,"
writes prospective purchaser
after inquiring widely from
Austin users.

By Dr. Annie Patterson, B.A., of Cork, Ireland
Most organists, in churches of every
denomination, have had experience of the
“Voluntary Mixed Choir.” This consists
of amateur singers who come together
to contribute, apart from fee-earning, to
that portion of religious worship known
as praise. It is the organist’s duty to
train and prepare these to take part in
that section of the service devoted to the
rendering of hymns, psalms, anthems,
responses and other canticles. The rela¬
tion of those trained to the trainer are,
therefore, constantly a matter of thought
and care.
Few voluntary choirs, of the nature of
those we are considering, pursue the even
tenor of their ways without an occasional
element of dissatisfaction or discord.
This can scarcely be a matter of wonder
when we think of what material such
bodies, as a rule, are constituted. Their
elements are noted for diversity—in
tastes, talents and temperaments; in
social respects, too. All this tends to
create a wholesome democratic spirit in
such surroundings, and it is seldom that
we do not find this to exist. For there
is nothing such a leveller of class and
caste as the church choir, if it be only
well organized and conducted with tact.
All, in fact, should be treated alike, no
matter what social position they fill.
This, one of the first rules of etiquette
in the organ-loft, is ho doubt easier of
achievement in America than under oldworld conditions: there should, however,
absolutely be no respect of persons in the
church-praise of God.
The Problem of Assigning Solos
In this matter, nevertheless, the organ¬
ist has often a difficult problem to solve.
There may, for instance, be more than
one treble singer who considers herself
best fitted to take solos, and offense may
ensue if one or the other believes her¬
self overlooked when the anthem con¬
tains an attractive “part.” The greatest
judgment and discretion are necessitated
from the initiative of the trainer in
steering between Scylla on the right and
Charybdis on the left. The best plan is
to institute a system of “turn-by-turn,”
preference being given, in selecting solo¬
ists, to those members of the choir who
are mose regular in attendance. Healthy
emulation and attention to duty are thus
encouraged. For this purpose, a rollbook should be kept, it being understood
that want of punctuality in being in
one’s seat at services and practices means
curtailment of “solo” rights, if compe¬
tent. The trouble, of course, comes in
with those members who think they are
competent, but who mistake their ambi¬
tion for efficiency. In this case, the de¬
cision of the instructor should be final,
and it ought to be accepted with a good
grace by all concerned. Many disap¬
pointing dilemmas can often be avoided
by choosing “second-studies” for all chief

parts, in case of a singer being prevented
by cold or illness from taking a solo on
a stated occasion.
Allowing that the democratic spirit is
predominant, it naturally precludes any¬
thing like favoritism. Thus the organist
who makes a pet of the solo soprano, or
goes out of his way to please the chief
tenor, is transgressing one of the rules
of the loft. Such pampered individuals
may assume airs on the concert platform
or stage—though, to do the majority of
really gifted vocalists justice, the more
artistic the type, the less it is inclined to
be assertive— but in the church choir it
is literally true, or should be, that he
that is greatest should be servant of all,
in the sense of assisting to the utmost
apart from all arrogance or display. An
organist, by a cheery spirit of self-abne¬
gation, coupled, now and then, with a
little healthy humor, can best avoid the
pitfalls which his own inclination might
tempt him to fall into in the unwise
preference of one singer over the other.
In this sense, the “leader” must lead a
secluded life. He cannot afford to make
intimate friends of any one of his choir
to the seclusion or neglect of the rest.
Choir jealousies are only too frequent at
the slightest provocation. An even tem¬
per withal, and an unfailing spirit of
courtesy under every provocation, are the
safest methods for the choral instructor
who wishes to please all whilst he ofMore fully to insure the punctuality
and regular attendance to which we have
referred, as example is better than pre¬
cept, the absolute regularity and punctu¬
ality of the organist, at practice as well
as church-hours, are essential. Another
matter of importance is that silence
should prevail as far as gossiping or
whispering, to say nothing of giggling,
are concerned, not alone during worship,
but also whilst a practice is in progress.
Nothing is more disconcerting to the
organist, and irritating to other members
of the choir, than the repressed chatter
of a few of its (alas! generally) lady
members. How often have we observed
this kindly deference of silent attention
abused when a hard-working organist is
trying to explain the intricacies of a
particular passage to a section of the
choir. Thus it is a frequent thing to
hear the trebles whispering and tittering
amongst themselves when the male¬
voiced singers are being put through
their parts. Although a much harassed
trainer may 1^ too polite to make more
than a hum or ous comment upon such
behavior, it i#: both disconcerting and
hurtful to’the general utility of the prac¬
tice.
A “Bill of Rights” for Choir Members
Among the rights of the voluntary
choir, in addition to a perfectly just and

even consideration of individuals in all
matters that concern them, care should be
taken that they are comfortably seated,
and that lights are so adjusted as to give
them every facility in reading their mu¬
sic. Each member is entitled to his or her
hymn-book and chant-book, and these need
to be preserved by all in a neat and com¬
fortably-handled condition. An unwrit¬
ten law, indeed, would appear to insure
that reasonable care be taken of all vol¬
umes of sheet music provided by the
church. Anthems and similar leaflets, un¬
fortunately, have a way of getting dog¬
eared and tattered, which speaks of very
slovenly usage from those who would not
so treat their own property. Like the
vandals who hack to pieces the panels of
railway carriages and deface books on
loan from free libraries, such folk need
to bear in mind that they should always
relinquish a piece of music as they would
wish to find it, neatly folded and free
from unsightly blemishes and missing
leaves. Usually, a choir secretary or li¬
brarian (in an honorary capacity) sees
after these matters. But occasionally it
falls to the organist’s lot to have the dis¬
posal as the care of the music, so it is
thoughtful of members to give a hardworked official as little trouble as possible
in the matter of keeping their own parts
tidy. An occasional “choir tea,” or out¬
ing, often brings the singers and their
trainer happily together, and thus contrib¬
utes to the maintenance of good social
feeling. On these occasions secular items
of music can be performed; or an even¬
ing a week may be set apart for these
with the ultimate aim of giving a con¬
cert for the choir’s own or other objects.
The main responsibility of the choirdirector is that he, or she, should keep
up a high standard of competence and
faithfulness in discharge of the duties en¬
tailed. Nothing disheartens, and, in fact
eventually disbands an amateur choir
more quickly than indifference or ’care¬
lessness on the part of one who should be
an example of alertness and precision, as
well as of reverence for holy things, in
the organ-loft. Thus it happens that the
best and most successful choral trainers
are those who really do more than they
are engaged to do, especially not grudg-

;irv:actices,before ^ *»*.

I, ’ 80 that everything may be “safe.”
These earnest workers are well repaid by

then- music,!

Olher claim,
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some kindly .merest, always apart from
favoritism, ,n individual member,
choir, no matter who they may be Thus
absentees should be looked
oT wHtten

to, unless in those cases where ■,_
man solely undertakes this duty. Some
sympathy, too, needs to be shown in the
case of sorrow, bereavement or sickness
among those who are the organist’s best
helpers. In this way a popular organist
often acts as a kind of choir-curate; and
little attentions in
is respect are very
helpful in winning the devotion of the
choir. On no occasion should one be so
far self-forgettiiu; ■. to lose temper or
speak with undue sharpness or positive
rudeness to any voluntary worker. A
pleasant manner goes a long way in sol¬
dering the diverse elements of such a
choir together, and the experiment of ci¬
vility in place of 1 msqueness is always
well worth a trial. Self-control is as
much demonstrate in mild but firm
remonstrance as in angry and excitable
berating, which latter produces either
loathing or contempt. At the same time
singers should not be too prone to take
umbrage or offense where none is meant.
Thus, a trainer, much pressed for time,
or under the strain of heavy practices
or services, may appeal abrupt or ab¬
stracted in manner on some occasions.
Allowances should be made for the nerv¬
ous temperament
; the musician who
has many details to solve ere complete
harmony can be attained in his combina¬
tions.
What the Organist Should Have a Right to
Expect
The privileges of the trainer depend
most upon the church authorities among
whom his or her lot is cast. These rights
should, in the first place, include a fairly
free hand in the choice of music for the
choir, as well as complete control at
practice hours. The less anyone inter¬
feres with the organist in the choice an
conduct of the music of the church( as
long as this individual is a really compe
t musician), the fewer occasions will
~.se for friction between the official^
employers, always as lamentable as »
easily avoidable, with tact and d,scr^V
on both sides. Care needs, of course, 0
taken by the authorities that the °
is well supplied with all the music he
require to make the services as adeqUjn
as his judgment would have them ehis own case, he should have comf°r
seating and lighting accommodation.
musician’s sight should be a Pr‘nie,Cjng
sideration, much tried eyes never *
forced to read music in a
a
cel or in the “dim religious light
dark gallery. These are the 1,ttle th jn.
that so often get forgotten to the
ual worry and discomfort, as «*“
Ljst
haps ultimate injury', of a sen8,tlv. c0nwho prefers to suffer rather than
sidered a bore or a dissatisfied P
Another thing which a computer*
s
ist has a right to expect, but so
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Organ Practice—How to Do It, and Why
By Edward Hardy, L.R.A.M., A.R.A.M.
1. Practice Slowly
This, I think, is of greater importance
to the organist than to the pianist. In
genuine organ music of a polyphonic char¬
acter (fugues, etc.) it is no small difficulty
to get the eye to travel along three lines
of music and simultaneously get the
hands and feet to perform the same.
One often hears a capable pianist
say, upon taking up organ study, “It’s
the pedaling that gets me.” He is mis¬
taken ; it’s the difficulty mentioned above
that “gets him.” To play the organ ped¬
als alone is perfectly easy. For example,
play the scale of C major on the pedals
ascending. Easy. Play the • scale of C
major, left hand, descending, commenc¬
ing at middle C. Easy. Now combine the
two. For a student, very difficult. This
difficulty—peculiar to organ playing—is
quickly mastered by practicing slowly. A
favorite expression of a teacher of mine
was, “You can play any piece you want
to, if you practice it slowly enough.”

___
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2. Attack Manual Difficulties at the Piano

THE “0RG0BL0”

Through one cause or another, opportu¬
nities for organ practice are not very
frequent; therefore, the organ practice
time is very valuable, and only such dif¬
ficulties as are peculiar to organ music
should be practiced then.

THE SPENCER
TURBINE CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.

ALBERT ROSS PARSONS^
Author of THE VIRTUOSO HANDLING OF THE PIANOFORTE, J. H. Schroeder, Publishsr. 10 bit MfcR, U.
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Bach’s Inventions
PRESSER COLLECTION No. 38two part INVENTIONS - Price 50c
PRESSER COLLECTION No. 39three part INVENTIONS - Price 50c
PRESSER COLLECTION No. 40—
COMPLETE INVENTIONS, Price 75c

T

HE Inventions by J. S. Bach are
indispensable in the study of
pianoforte. They form the best
possible foundation for polyphonic
playing and they are useful, not only
for the development of the fingers and
the cultivation of the independence of
the hands, but also for the development
of music taste.
Our edition of the Inventions, edited
by Preston Ware Orem, was prepared
with the utmost care, all previous edi¬
tions being compared. The fingering
and phrasing are in accordance with the
best ideas and the embellishments are
written out in full in the body of the text.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

4. Certain Parts Should be Memorized
It will considerably ease your difficulties
if your memorize a measure or two be¬
fore and after a pedal entry. When do¬
ing this at the piano I have found it very
useful at the pedal entry to put forward
that foot—toe or heel—to some place on
the floor where the note required would
be generally located. This inculcates a
“muscular habit” that you will find of
great use when you practice the pass¬
age on the organ. It. is also advisable to
look out for a convenient place to “turn
over.” This sometimes necessitates mem¬
orizing a few measures before or after—
or both—the actual end of the printed
page.
5. Practice on the Organ Softly
Noise is exciting and is a stimulus to
the muscles to put forth greater energy
than is required, resulting in a waste of
power, and subsequent stiffness. Stiffness
will cause the simplest passage to be awk¬
ward and difficult. To practice a loud,
fast and exciting piece softly keeps you
from losing your head and let-ting the mu¬
sic get beyond your control. Those who
wish to become brilliant organists and
play brilliant pieces must observe this
rule strictly; otherwise they will never
gain that poise which is so absolutely nec¬
essary for the sure command of the in¬
strument. Of course, after you have
thoroughly learnt the piece you have to
practice for performance.

Something Good Coming
The woman who must prepare good
things to eat for a family of hungry
people likes the easy Jell-0 way for
making desserts.
, , ■
Jell-0 doesn’t have to be cooked or
sweetened or flavored, for the manu¬
facturers do all these things them¬
selves, and a Jell-0 dessert can be
made in a minute.
There are six different flavors and
they are all delicious. As "something
good to eat,” not only at dinner time,
but for luncheon or supper.

has taken a place in the home that
was never filled before.
Combinations of fruit with Jell-0
furnish dainties, delicious and beauti¬
ful, so quickly that they seem to be
the work of the fairies.
All grocers and general storekeepers
sell Jell-O, two packages for 25 cents.
Put up in six flavors: Strawberry,
Raspberry, Lemon, Orange, Cherry,
Chocolate.

3. Practice Organ Music on the Piano
Softly

jISratownSExposiUons

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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standing, it would seem fair to put them
on an equal footing as to privileges and
emolument with the lesser clergy. This
would appear to be a juster acknowledge¬
ment of the official position of such
“ministers” (lit. servants) of the chruch
to which they belong. For, do they not
preside over “the sacrifice of praise and
thanksgiving,” one of the most acceptable
of “sweet savors" unto the Lord?

6. Attack at the Organ Only Organ Difficulties
(a) Pedal passages, (b) Manuals and
It takes an expert pianist to play the
piano loudly and continuously without pedals together, (c) Passage- requiring
causing damage to the instrument or stiff¬ frequent changes from one manual to an¬
ness to his muscles. It is a work of su¬ other, (d) Playing two manuals with one
pererogation, for, on a modern organ, you hand. (Thumbing.)
By picking out such passages that fall
play a loud piece in the same way—muscularly—as a soft piece. Take Widor’s under one or other of the above heads
Toccata from the Sixth Symphony. It is it is possible to play all such parts that
marked ff. Practice the manual parts on occur in a sonata or fugue slowly and
the piano in* that manner, and it is very, carefully in ten minutes! You thus have,
very difficult. Practice it softly-the in an hour’s practice, six opportunities for
same touch as the organ requires—and it mastering the difficulties, making that one
is more than twice as easy. The same hour’s practice of more account than six
may be said for all big ff chords in any hours’ practice of the usual unspecialized
kind.
Grand Chorus.

MakeTthe Complexion Beautiful

SOFT
AND VELVETY. Money
back if not entirely pleased.
National Toilet Company, Paris, Tenn., U.S.A.

Moller Pipe Organs
Catalogs, specificatio
M. P. MOLLER

Hagerstown, Maryland

Easy Organ Music and How to Play It
By Edgar T. Cook, Mus.B., Organist of Southwark Cathedral, England
At a time like the present when so
many of our regular organists are away
on military duty, and amateurs and even
young people are being called upon to
temporarily take over their responsibili¬
ties, there naturally follows a demand
for organ music that will not tax the
players’ executive powers too severely.
There is an abundance of organ music
which is good and also of organ music

which is simple, but not such as is both
simple and good. Why players with low
technical ability should be supposed to
have little or no taste or artistic percep¬
tion has always been a mystery to me,
but the amount of rubbish that has been
and is being published and presumably
bought and played is positively amazing.
Possibly many use this so-called music
because they cannot find anything better.

Zabel Bbothers
MUSIC PRINTERS
ENGRAVERS
SEND FOR ITEMIZED PRICE LIST AND SAMPLES
COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST.™ '_PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Schomacker
Style F

GRAND
The quality of its tone
enraptures the heart as its
beauty of construction de¬
lights the eye.

Schomacker Piano Co.
Established 1838
Philadelphia, Pa .
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Again, quite a large number of popular
volumes of organ music seem to consist
principally of arrangements of piano and
instrumental pieces—quite excellent in
themselves,, and perhaps useful occasion¬
ally for organ recitals, but as a rule more
suited to the atmosphere of a picture
palace than that of a church. If one
thinks for a moment, the incongruity of
making one’s devotions to the strains of
Elgar’s Saftlt d'Amour, or Tschaikowski’s
Chanson Tristc, becomes painfully appar¬
ent; and who, at some time or another,
has not been rudely brought back to
mundane things by being "played out”
to some vulgar jiggy march.
It should be dearly understood that
the last four recommendations are not
intended for-the novice. Having chosen
our music the next step is to play it,
so I conclude with a little homely advice
on what to do and what not to do, as the
result of many years’ experience.
Choice of Stops
1. Keep, when possible, to foundation
2. Make good use of flue work by itself,
and keep reeds and strings and all fancy
stops for special occasions.

3. In solo work, remember that there
are other and better ways of playing a
melody expressively besides using the
oboe and tremulant, and that the latter
does not always improve the flute.
4. If there is an 8 foot pedal stop, use
it occasionally without the 16 foot Bour¬
don—your hearers will bless you.
Phrasing and Expressing
1. Aim at a perfect legato, but avoid
smudging or overlapping of notes—this
is the curse of many beginners who arc
curiously quite unaware of the hideous
effect.
2. Phrase carefully and do not keep
the hands glued to the notes—a judicious
rest will often give points and meaning
to a phrase.
3. Use the swell pedal sparingly and
with perfect control—it should not be
used as a foot-rest.
4. Suit your tempo to the size of the
building in which you have to play and
do not tie yourself down to metronome
marks.
Finally, remember that a simple piece
well played will give far more pleasure
than a difficult one, however fine, indif¬
ferently played.
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RE you satisfied with your out¬
look in the profession—don t
you feel that you could estab¬
lish yourself in a position of greater
responsibility and incidentally enjoy
a better financial future if you spent
a little time on brushing up your own
knowledge?
An ounce of proof is worth a pound
of promise. Making claims is easy—
“making good” is the real test of
merit. Many readers of The Etude
—teachers and students, have been
greatly benefited by our courses—
others have seen our announcement in this publication for years, but
as yet have no direct personal knowledge of the

ningS wKd“n(lk“tpSthlt,"su
Andante, Adagio, etc.
found chiefly in less me

Sent to any part of the
United States by parcels
post free of cost.

Q. What is the “anacrusis” in music? Is
not some species of ornament, lilec a turn
'■ group of grace notes/—B. L. A., Anthony,
A.’ The anacrusis in prosody is, according
Webster, "a prefix of one or two un¬
edited syllables to a verse properly begin-— a<,cc„ted syllable.” In music
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Financial Returns in Music Teaching
Poverty and the arts have been too
long linked in the mind of the world
at large, as cause and effect, to a fair
hearing for. a statement that veers in the
contrary direction. Yet the history of
music professionally followed is sprink¬
led with the names of men who have
succeeded riotably in building comfort¬
able fortunes for themselves.
The opinion of Henry Coward, the
noted music' critic, on this question will
be of value to those who are hesitating
to throw their energies into music teach¬
ing as a profession.
In his book of “Reminiscences,” Mr.
Coward says:
“If entrants are fully prepared and
fitted by nature, the answer is, ‘Yes,’ but
if they enter lightly and with slender
equipment, decidedly ‘No.’ The attempt

to train anyone for those professions in
which conscience, conviction, ideality,
imagination, and keen sensory and emo¬
tional sensibility are essential, is a great
mistake. You cannot train persons to be
parsons, poets, painters or musicians, in
the same way that you can a lawyer or
business man. You can only develop his
innate powers or gifts. If a man says,
‘Woe unto me if I preach not the gos¬
pel,’ he has the ministerial spirit and
should take ‘orders.’ If a boy or girl
thinks, lives, and sleeps music, and cou¬
pled with it, has industry, then the mu¬
sical profession is the goal. But only
those who have real natural aptitude in
voice or special endowment of the hand
plus a fine ear, and enthusiasm, should
be encouraged to become professors.”

Sherwood Piano Lessons
for

calculate value, for you guard them
against the pitfalls you stumbled into, and
your understanding of their difficulties
will smooth many an anxious time for
them. Many of our famous musicians
had mothers who—if they did not teach
them the rudiments of music—had rare
insight and spurred them on to great
heights. “The hand that rocks the cradle
rules the world.
Your music is a sort of life insurance,
for if misfortune should come and leave
you a widow, your friends, if they
KNOW you have kept up your music, will
gladly help you build up a class again.
So practice: go to concerts; subscribe
for musical journals, and assimilate all
they teach; keep up your own identity,
and remember there is a vast difference be¬
tween a home-maker and a house-keeper.
Practice early in the day before you are
bodily tired, because the brain cannot
work well if the body cannot support it;
but muscular work is really recreation to
a tired brain. So get the music work first,
and then pride and love of your home will
make you hustle and “shine up.” For
every bride loves her home to be full of
the charm of beauty and order.

Students and Teachers

A generation or two ago, musicians and
music teachers did not, vye regret to say,
enjoy the best reputation for meeting
their financial obligations. At the pres¬
ent time, however, their credit has become
excellent: music publishers and dealers
in musical instruments have remarkably
few losses to complain of in their dealings

with the profession. It should be a point
of honor with each and every musician
t<> see that the old reputation for unbusi¬
ness like methods becomes a thing of the
past and completely forgotten.
“Wilt thou seal up the avenues of ill?
Pay every debt as if God wrote the bill 1”
—Emerson.
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4. Detect Wrong Notes and faulty
progressions in printed music or
during the performance of a com¬
position.
5. Memorize Rapidly, one of the
very greatest benefits derived from
the study of Harmony.
6. Substitute other notes when for
any reason - the ones written are
Inconvenient to play.
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Profitable Vacation Courses
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melody in q'uestionnabould01be treated as if
written thus:

y 'Alexander I' ,o.
rans, wno patented the name and the
strnment in August, 1840. The latter is
ovided with a bellows, worked by the feet,
force the air outward through a series of
?ds. Reed organ is the name applied to
e harmonium in America.
Q. 1 find the following passage in one of
<) pieces:
h

Harmony Teaches You to

2. Transpose at sight more easilv
accompaniments which you may be
called upon to play.
y

-
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Harmony
A knowledge of Harmony is necessary for every student and
teacher. You can study the Harmony Course prepared especially
fc”' us by Adolph Rosenbecker, former Soloist and Conductor, pupil
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer. Choral Conductor and Teacher. You will receive the personal instruction of
Herbert J. Wrightson, Theorist and Composer. You need Harmony
and this is your chance to study the subject thoroughly.

„A5aifee Mualc. thus enabling
you to determine the kev of amcomposition and its various har¬
monic progressions.

-

O For the melody of Schumann
meri-i I hare heard so mang different ways of

They contain complete, explicit Instruction on every phase of
piano playing and teaching. No stone has been left unturned to make
this absolutely perfect. It would surprise you to know that Sherwood
devoted to each lesson enough time to earn at least $100.on in teach¬
ing. It is possible for you to get all this time and energy and devo¬
tion to the art for almost nothing, compared to what it cost. The
lessons are illustrated- with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the
piano. They are given with weekly examination papers. To be a
successful teacher one must be able to give, not only the proper in¬
struction, but to ask the right questions at the right time, which will
develop the students’ use of the knowledge imparted. The Sherwood
Course is available to every teacher throughout the country. No
need to give up your present classes and leave home for private
instruction.

Brides and Music
How many times do we meet with a
bride of former days who has neglected
to keep up her music, much to her regret ?
Every bride should make an effort—and
effort it is to those who have the care of
the home and full responsibility of it—to
practice regularly each day and not lose
the precious talent she has cultivated.
Did you not intertwine love and music
in the dear days of your engagement?
Then keep up the old songs and pieces for
sentiment’s sake and learn new ones to
keep up enthusiasm and to make the lovetie stronger.
You can help husband out immeasur¬
ably in a b'u'siness way when he brings
business men home for dinner. The
friend soon learns that you are as pro¬
gressive as your partner, and many a deal
has been closed in a home after an even¬
ing of music and songs—and deals closed
that never would have been landed if the
husband had been forced to take his guest
to a theater for recreation.
When the Little Blessings come, they
can be read in an atmosphere of song,
and music will come as natural as breath¬
ing to them. When they are old enough
for piano lessons, your guidance is of in-
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, 0. Is there any difference in sixteenths, ’/,
rhythm, as to action and movement?
Is there any difference in V, and 7: rhythm,
as to action andmo cement?
, . .
, A. The V, rhythm belongs to what Is
termed duple time: that is to say, wherein
the accent occurs bv twos; as opposed to
triple time, wherein the accent occurs by
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Standard
History
of Music
■te

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

BPi

■am

Price $1.25

A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES

Eight Delightful Weeks of History Study
On the Porch.
In the Garden.
By the Shore.
Anywhere.
Thousands of teachers in all parts of the country have organized successful
and profitable classes in past Summers with the following Schedule from the
Standard History of Music:
1st Week. How Music Began. Music in the Early Church. How Notation Was Evolved The
Troubadours and Meistersingers. Polyphonic Music. Palestrina. Early English Music.
2d Week. Opera and Oratorio. Scarlatti and His Contemporaries. The Bach Family. Early
French Music. The Story of the Organ, the Violin and the Piano.
3d Week. J. S. Bach, G. F. Handel, F. J. Haydn, W. A. Mozart.
4th Week. Gluck, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendlessohn.
5th Week. Schumann and the Age of Musical Romance.
Opera Writers of the Nineteenth
Century. Great Teachers of the Pianoforte.
6th Week. Chopin, Liszt, Wagner. Modem Italian Composers. Rubinstein. Great French Composers.
7th Week. Modem Masters. Brahms, Grieg Tchaikowsky. The Art Song. Famous Pianists of
Yesterday. Great Virtuosos of To-day. Great Violinists. Composers ot Valuable
Pianoforte Pieces in the Smaller Forms. Composers of Teaching Pieces.
8th Week. Music in America. Masters of To-day. Summary of Musical History. Formation of
a Music Study Club for Next Winter.
^ The Standard
SherwIo^MmelVloomfield-Zeisler^and^ma^ny
intelligent beginner'goi'ng* steadily through the dook ror tne sneer enjoyment u. ...

We Will Help You in Securing a Class
Send us a postal request for information regarding our “Special History Class Plan,” and receive in
return the material which will enable you to start at once and make your plans for turning your Sum¬
mer from Waste and Loss to Profit and Pleasure. We have a special introductory price by the dozen.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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“If All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together. — R. SCHUMANN
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Facility in Playing Double Stops
Double stops and broken chords on
the violin offer great difficulties for the
violin student, and much practice is re¬
quired to gain the ability to play them
well. It is hard enough for many stud¬
ents to play single notes in tune, let alone
two or more. The great violinist, Louis
Spohr, writing on this subject, says: “The
greatest difficulty in playing double stops
and broken chords is perfect intonation.
To this the teacher must attend strictly
from the commencement; for, from, the
increased difficulty both for finger and
ear, if the scholar has contracted bad
habits, there may be great difficulty in
correcting them. It is not uncommon
to hear violinists play single notes per¬
fectly in tune, but double stops (without
their perceiving it), intolerably false. The
perfect intonation in these stoppings is
difficult, not only because it requires both
ear and finger to produce several tones
at once, but, because the position changes
so frequently. Sometimes the fingers are
unusually stretched out for one stopping,
and the next, instantly drawn close to¬
gether. Another difficulty is the equality
of tone to be sought after in the different
degrees of piano and forte, if is obtained
by an equal pressure of the bow on both
strings, thus giving them an equal vibra¬
tion. It is also difficult to connect the
double stops, as the changing of the shifts
and stops requires always to be executed in a rapid, firm, and unhesitating manner.
Be careful to avoid the habit of first
‘seeking* for the right stops.”
Spohr was right in stating that violin¬
ists often play single notes in good tune,
but fail to finger double stops in true
intonation. Take the famous Cavatina
by Raff, for instance, on which every
budding young artist cuts his teeth. The
first part, consisting of the theme in single
notes is invariably easily mastered, and
well played, but when, at the end of the
composition the theme is repeated in dou¬
ble stops, it is often played painfully out
of tune,

A Notable Instance
On account of the difficulty of double
stop passages in this and other composi¬
tions used largely in pupils’ recitals, the
wise teacher will have them played, if at
all, only by advanced students, or else
use a simplified edition in which single
notes take the place of the double stops.
The Etude frequently receives letters
from violin students, complaining that
their teachers do not pay enough atten¬
tion to the mastery of double stops, or
insist on their making a systematic study
of them. Such a letter received recently
says: “I would like to see an article on
the best way to overcome difficulties in
learning double stops. Most of the stand¬
ard violin schools, or methods, appear to
devote very little space to exercises in
double stops, and they generally get into
‘deep water’ right away.
DeBeriot’s
method, Vol. 1st, has a few preparatory
exercises for double stops, which are
good as far as they go. Most violin solos
have passages in double stops, often in

sixteenths, and slurred, which
eighths
are quite difficult or practically impos¬
sible for amateurs to play correctly and
smoothly.
“When playing double stops should the
bow be held in the regular normal position, with the stick turned from the
player, or should the bow hair lie flat
n the strings? Or is it any advantage
to turn the bow stick towards the player?
Will you kindly make some good sug¬
gestions and recommend studies for dou¬
ble stops? My chief difficulty seems to
be to finger them quickly and get them

St Written

Double Stopping, and his Op. 92, Book
works.
After the student is well advanced
there is much good material for dou e
stops and broken chords to be found in
the standard studies of Kreutzer, Fiorillo,
Rode, Dont, Leonard, Sitt and many
others. The student who is well ad¬
vanced will find the Six Sonatas for
Violin Solo, by Bach, rich in material for
double stops and broken chords. Some
of these offer extraordinary difficulties,
but their mastery will well repay the time
spent on them.
The amateur and comparative beginner
who is at a loss for material for learning
the easier double stops will find a vast
amount of it in chorus, vocal and singi..,,
books, where the soprano and alto parts
are printed on a single stave, as they are
in the ordinary Sunday-school book. By

There is little doubt that the difficulties
complained of by our correspondent are
shared by thousands of students and
violinists. As a rule people under-rate
the difficulty of playing double stops, and
labor under the delusion that there is
e magic method of learning to play
i with a comparatively small amount
of study. The fact of the matter is that leafn tQ play the chords ;n the easier
double-stop passages of any difficulty, keys in tun6i sincei as he is famiiiar w;lh
and especially when slurred in groups of the mei0dies, he can hear when lie i
four,
, eight (
- chords, some- playing in tune. The second violin parts
times running through several positions, of easy violin duets, trios, etc., contain
offer extraordinary difficulty, if they are many double stops. Much facility can
to be played in perfect tune. The great¬ also be gained in double stops by playing
est living violinists frequently play some, the second violin parts of orchestra mu¬
of their double-stops when very difficult, sic (arranged for small orchestras),
out of tune, even in public performances. which consist principally of double stops.
Our correspondent asks if it will be of
The great scientist, Edison, contends
advantage to play double stops with
that n composer of' violin' muskTshould
write passages
octaves for the violin, th*aid of
Plan°’ f
u
This would be helpful in the earlier
for it was a physical impossibility for
stages of chord playing if the teacher or
all but the greatest violinists to get them
other person playing the piano would
point out which note or notes of the
Difficult passages in double-stops, espe¬ violin chord was too high or low, as the
cially the long slurred passages spoken pupil played it, thus enabling him to get
of by our correspondent, can be mastered the chord approximately in tune. If abonly by students who have from three to solutely correct intonation is aimed at,
five hours a day for violin practice, and according to the intervals of the natural
have a first
violin teacher to direct scale (which should be used in violin
their studies, Amateurs with only an playing to get the finest artistic results),
hour or two for daily practice, and
the student should, as soon as possible,
times not that, can hope by earnest effort practice the chords without the piano,
to master the easier double-stop passages, correcting the position of his fingers
but only if they have excellent musical until the r ‘- s of' the
" chord
.
blend i
absolutely perfect tune. The piano L
tuned according to the intervals of the
Our correspondent complains that there tempered scale, which at best is a comis little material in the ordinary violin promise, so that the chords as played on
schools for the systematic mastery of the piano will sound approximately cordouble-stops, which i
but many rect when played in the various keys.
sets of studies for the purpose can be
Double stops should be practiced very
obtained, which I will enumerate. Schra- slowly and carefully. It is a good plan
dieck’s Exercises in Double-Stops is an to practice first the upper notes of the
excellent work, also Schradieck’s Scales, passage separately, and then the lower,
where two octave scales
in
-- are given
»
— and then put the two parts together The
double stops, thirds, sixths, octaves, and beginner should carefully note the kev
tenths, with various bowings. Then we he is playing in and the acridentile if
have the Herrmann Etudes for the Sys- any. It is a common mistake I f tematic Study of Double-stopping (2 a string of chords to forget accidental!
books) ; Hoffman’s Double Stop Tech- which have appeared in the first1?,
me and Melodic Etudes (double Stans')
... , in
. which
. ,p.art.
of
nic
stops) • the
the meic-e
measure, when chords
they
Sauret’s Gradus ad Parnassum; Sevcik’
appear further along in the measure a
Exercises in Double Stops, Op. 1 (Book played
4), which is difficult, but admirable for
I have found that the
, - practice of the
the advanced student; also Sevciks Pre• notes singly and then together, as in the
paratory Exercises in Double Stopping
following example, is very helpful to the
(Op. 9) ; Hans Sitt’s Scale Studies in
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Bowing Double Stops
Our correspondent’s idea about doublestop playing being facilitated by bowing
with the hair flat on the string or the
stick turned towards the performer when
bowing, is not well founded. The bow
should be held with the stick inclining
away from the performer, as is done in
playing single notes. In this position a
little pressure brings the full width of
the hair on the strings anyhow, so noth¬
ing is gained by a departure of the posi¬
tion from the normal. Other faults are.
bearing on too hard and playing with a
stiff arm and wrist. It seems to be human
nature to think that when a double stop
is to be played, great pressure, many
times that used in bowing single tones,
is to be exerted, and as a result we hear
students who play single notes with a
flexible arm and wrist (thus producing
a fine singing tone) rasp out double
stops in a manner strongly reminiscen
of a saw-filing shop. One of the bes
exercises for bowing and tone is P^Y***®
double stops pianissimo, with very h
pressure, and with an extremely flexm e
wrist and arm, so that both tones sing,
purely and evenly-. Practiced in this way.
the player is able to apply power to hi
double stops later on, and at the sam*
time retain their smooth, even, singing
quality.
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with extreme technical difficulties of all
kinds. There is a vast literature of violin
music of moderate difficulty, which can
be used effectively by the amateur and
violin student, who cannot devote his
entire time to violin playing as can the
professional.

Valuable Results

Self Help Work
TWO or three months of interesting profit1 able study along some special line may
make a world of difference in all your music
1 nex[ year. Best of all most of the
following books make very entertaining read¬
ing to one whose chief joy in life is music
and its makers.

HOW TO UNDERSTAND
By practicing in this way the ear de¬
tects notes which are out of tune before
the chord is reached, and can correct
them. After practicing the study in this
way once or twice it can be played as
written. At first the beginner will at best
be able to get his chords only roughly in
tune, but as his musical hearing develops
he must get them as near perfection as
possible. A cord must not be left until
the resultant tone (sub-bass), which is
heard when the notes composing it are
in perfect tune, appears.
Don’t try too hard for power in double
stopping, until you arc tolerably sure of
getting your chords in tune. If they are
the least trifle off the key, the softer, the
better for the hapless listener, even if
that listener is only the performer! It is
a good plan to practice at first with the
mute on, so that one may accomplish a
good, crisp attack with the bow, without
setting one’s musical teeth on edge with a
chord out of tunc and fortissimo into the
bargain. You will find occasionally, when
a chord is difficult to get in tune, that one
of your strings is slightly false. And
this defect, which the finger instinctively
remedies in playing single notes, is less
at the command of the player in double¬
stopping. The best way, before practicing
chords, will be to test the strings you are
using, and be absolutely sure of them.

Many of the. double stop passages in
standard concertos and solo works for
the violin are of extreme difficulty, and
only the violin student who has time and
opportunity to master violin technic can
hope to do them effectively. People with
only a limited time for practice make a
mistake in attempting big compositions

By W. S. B. MATHEWS
Price $1.50
Full Of uplift and inspiration; » ^
knowledge and appreciation or
in readable style.

NEW MUSICAL M1SCELLA..✓'OlTirAl

PI4II .

By W. S. B. MATHEWS
Price $1.50
Volume two of "How lo Understand Music"
Following up logically thetveir as

A violin teacher who lives in a flourishing city of 10,000 population in the
Middle West, and who has a large and

violin record was considered his ticket of
admission.
. stand. On the evenmg of the concert, starta

flourishing class, notwithstanding the
a number of violin records
small size of the town told me not long
J
at the door. Of course, there
ago of a phonograph concert, which
ma£y duplicates, but there were
brought him much publicity, and which enough records to give a program of
gave his violin pupils one of the most
hour and a half in length.' Some rec¬
pleasant evenings of their lives. He first ords were played twice or three times
rented a small hall seating about 200, for when they were encored, and many rec¬
a certain evening, and invited all of his ords were brought of the same piece but
These
violin pupils to attend a phonograph con¬ played by different violinists.
cert, where they could hear the world’s were all played one after another to
greatest violinists. To increase public show the difference
jnterpretation by
interest he also invited a number of local the different artists.
e . .
, tke
music lovers. Then he asked the owner short talk about the v ol nist and the
of one of the largest and finest phono- composition he was; abou^ p^-“Jed
graphs in the city to loan the instrument each number. The audience PP
for the occasion, and bring all his violin just as they would have done at arW
records. He also invited all the owners lar concert by ivi g
- fr;ends
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MULLER & KAPLAN
STRINGS

Special $1.00 Offer

containing our celebrated “ Intuna” E, A and D, and
“Nonpareil” pure ailicr G. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money Refunded. ONLY ONE SET AT THIS PRICE.
Send for 'TIDDLE8TRING8" tree.

MULLER & KAPLAN

the masters and their

ivinsir DESIGNED AS AN 1NTR0DBCMUML TI0N to MlJSIC M literature
By W. S. B. MATHEWS
Price $150
: study.

possessed violin records to bring them to
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■OUR “SPECIAL”

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF
PIANO WORKS

By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY Price $1.50
An esthetic rather than formal analysis, treat-

OCrlO Tested Lengths, O C C
Silk Violin E, for
A Help in Transposing Up an Octave

By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY Price $1.50
Educational notes and legends pertaining to

LIFE STORIES OF
GREAT COMPOSERS
By R. A. STREATFEILD and OTHERS
Price $1.50
Complete biographies of all great masters in¬
cluding chronologies. Instructive and entertain-

GREAT PIANISTS ON PIANO
PLAYING STUDY CONFERENCES
WITH FOREMOST VIRTUOSOS
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE Price $2.00
This work presents a most modern idea upon
the subject of technic in entertaining style.

MUSIC MASTERS OLD AND
NEW EDUCATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES OF
THE GREATEST MUSICIANS
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE Price $1.00
^Valuable for individual reading and self atudy^

MUSICAL SKETCHES

By EL1SE POLKO
Price $1.25
One of the most popular books about music
and musicians. A series of essays of rare interest.

OLD FOGY
Edited by JAMES HUNEKER Price $1.00
A series of musical opinions and grotesques both endcal and satirical but containing a wealth of musical
information of real literary value.

REMINISCENCES OF A MUSI¬
CIANS VACATION ABROAD

By LOUIS C. ELSON
Price 50 Cents
. The recollections of vacation tours in various countries
intended to represent the playful side of a musicians life.
K rood entertaining book by e masterly writer.
All book prices temporarily
advanced twenty per cent

JHEO. PRESSER CO. :: Philadelphia, Pa.
Please m

Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue

MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.

" * P°*

STORIES OF STANDARD
TEACHING PIECES FOR
THE PIANOFORTE

60 Lagrange St., Boston, Mass.
who wished to accompany community
singing. They had observed that the tone
of The violin is more effective f played
an octave above the vocal melody, but
found the transposition difficult, as the
upper octaves on the violin are not a
mere duplication (technically) of thosbelow, as on the piano keyboard.
The following little device, though it
has its limitations, will be found helpful

d, A and e str:

.)

to some:
The same fingering that is u
_POSITION (ON THE G, D AND A

,
... , e seen that exactly the same
fingers are used in both examples.
Mgefa

.

How “Age” Affects Violin Tone-Qualities

VIOLIN STRINGS
Used by the leading artists of the Philadelphia Orchestra
Solo and Orchestra players who understand good
strings are using The Etude Brand Violin Strings. Per¬
fect In fifths, good intonation and more than equal to
the best Italian strings. American make.

By August M. Gemunder
Bundle Lotst(8o'as8orted Strings).4.25 net
across at a point about one-tenth of the
length of the string from the bridge.
The two feet of the bridge rest upon
the most yielding portion of the belly,
that is the portion that lies between the
two /-shaped orifices. One foot is fixed
over a short rod—the sound-post—which
runs from belly to back through the
interior of the violin. This foot of the
upon the violin.
bridge is thereby rendered rigid, and it
Prof. John Tyndall in his book, On
is mainly through the other foot, which
Sound,” says:
is not thus supported, that the vibrations
“Take the violin for example, i
> are conveyed to the wood of the instru¬
or Jught to be, formed of wood of the ment, and . thence to the air within and
most g perfect elasticity.
Imperfectly
without the instrument.
“The sonorous quality of the wood of
a violin is mellowed by age. The very
molecules. The motion is converted into act of playing also has a beneficial in¬
heat instead of sound.
fluence, apparently constraining the ac¬
“The strings of the violin pass from tion of the molecules of the wood, which,
the tail-piece of the instrument over the in the first instance, might be refractory,
to conform at last to the requirements
of the vibrating strings.”

If more men of science wrote upon
musical subjects, and fewer sentimental^ f were allowed to break into print
with their ideas upon scientific problems
in acoustics, there would be less of s
petition and more of fact «n —n
circulation regarding the effects of age

THEO. PRESSER CO. - Philadelphia, Pa.
LET US SEND YOU SOME OF OUR

and Modern

VIOLINS

AT NON-PROHIBITIVE PRICES

VIOLINS

been loolfinglfor and couldnot
find elsewhere. Convince yourself.
Every Violin has its Price, and it will give us
pleasure to send them for trial and inspection.
The world-renowned “Gemunder
Art” Violins $200.00 to $500.00 each.
Old family relics repaired and restored.
Time payments arranged.
We have Everything for Violinists
Educational Pamphlets Free on Request
Subscribe to the Violin World, a monthly,
$1.00. Est. 1892.

HUGU5T EEMflNDER Si 50N5
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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Professor Tyndall states that the mere
act of playing has a tendency to "con¬
strain” the action of the molecules of
the wood. In every-day language this
means that constant playing improves the
elasticity of the wood, particularly the
elasticity of the top-board, and that when
it has become elastic to the greatest de¬
gree required to transmit the vibrations
of the strings, then can the violin be said
to have "developed” with age.
It stands to reason that new wood—
no matter if it is wood in a diving-board

t has been aged
ciently and made elastic sufficiently to
conform perfectly to the requirements
of the vibrating strings.
Modern handicraft in every line of
wood-working has developed methods of
shaping wood so that, in the beginning,
it has more of elasticity than it would
ever have required under older methods
The aeroplane, being a comr
of manufacture these days, may be cited
as showing how the artificer in wood
can give parts such shaping
ment as to quickly develop them to their
full usefulness. The propellor blades,
by shaping and by taking advantage of
grain, given great rigidity and also a
maximum of . that quality which offers
the least resistance to the wind or air
as they revolve several hundred times
per minute.
If the blades of the propellor were
merely flat boards, they would offer so
great a degree of resistance to the air
that they would be snapped off instantly,
but by shaping and proportioning they
are made to overcome the resistance of
the air and to propel the aeroplane rap-

•ies are applied by the
iker to the top of his
ing, thicknesses, arche all calculated to offer
string vibrations, but
trintr vibrations by synthe wood.
, will, of course,
this late day, when
nd cambering and
_ rather than
g” really plays
the development of a
violin.
All that which older makers left for
age to accomplish, the modern maker
accomplishes by proportioning, graduat¬
ing and arching his wood. But very
little playing is required to fully develop
a profcrly-madfi modern violin.
The graduating of a top for a violin
has for its object solely the overcoming
of natural rigidity inherent in the wood.
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Malibrans Re
operatic conductor at
AL,rBTDane Theater in 1835. had an exprary D»“® .A,,,., temper, and was apt to
tremeiy u“
t anv thing that annoyed him.
Sy int0„ occasion Malibran, tile great conOne on<
‘ • weight of his wrath more than

S
(r*rn manager,

t all events
not sufficien
while for I
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Tam going to call you ‘Good

sarte to consider teaching t
Operatic Balance
In the early days of ope i, at the beginning of the eighteenth centu
the ballet had
an undue predominance over me music, par¬
ticularly in the gay capital of Paris. In this
city so much more attention was given to
the staging and costuming and general beauty
of the ballet, and so little to the excellence
of the music, that a visiting wit from across
the channel suggested an inscription for the
theater, *■-J •

rr.i.whv“”ehetdemanded ferociously.
“Because y°u are such a Hot, Cross Bunn,”
Mahbran retorted.
Music as Medicine
Tr nrp apt to think of music considered
xi.
tit-allV
one ofr.x,.the latest
scientherapeu
.* . asrn,:...
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develop some reired years, but they
length of time to
mellow or play them in. Mechanics steps
in and displaces age as a factor in the
production of fine violin tone.
Similarly, an old violin which has not
developed properly can be improved con¬
siderably if it is opened by a skilled
maker and its graduations or general
scheme of thicknesses and proportions
corrected. Just the merest scrape here
and there will often suffice to liberate
volumes of tone. “Dead wood”—that is
wood not actually required in the produc¬
tion of tone—has no place in the violin.
—From The Violin World.

Free
Trial
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E TAKE pleasure in making the following offer
instituting our new Etude Prize Contest,
being convinced of the real valueof a contest of
this nature in arousing a wider interest in composition
and of stimulating the efforts of composers. In this
contest all are welcome without restrictions of any
kind and we can assure the contestants of a respect¬
ful hearing and an absolutely impartial final judgment.

SEVEN HUNDRED
DOLLARS
will be divided among the successful composers in the
following manner:

1

CLASS .
Concert

For the three best Concert pieces for piano solo
FIRST PRIZE.$100.00
SECOND PRIZE.
75.00

_there — ..-liestral score.
"Go on, you blockhead!'’ the composer
roared impatiently. "Can't you see he's
lying—why, he’s just killed his mother!”

pipers like me !’
The Best Seat in the House
YE.SHS a... '.111; Wanner cr
in

A man wished to ohtnin

'ile 'f<HindPnafriend who had
!. but he asked a fancy price
d the prospective buyer, “all
t seat in the whole house,” the

!d”
The Delsarte "Method”
t"’noh„°edSsoSndRiDnfom
whimsical one adopted I)
cut ciime In him, for lesiId say. “IIow much courhr student would generally
•ii the professor would prosevere"

A Grateful Artist
Thk singer had finished her first song—
had made a successful debut. She was over¬
whelmed with applause, and—the more tan¬
gible approbation—flowers in profusion.
Much to the surprise of her friends, she
i.t„H .lien-feu that all the floral gifts should
le cemetery and laid on a cer¬
tain grave. “What a foolish notion !” ex¬
claimed one. "Why do you give away all
your beautiful flowers?”
' The singer smiled. “They are not mine,
she replied. “They belong to tile woman who
first noticed my voice and encouraged me in
studying to perfect it. I owe all my success
to her kindness, and the flowers must go to
liow apt we are to forget our beginnings.
The first lowly teacher who encouraged us
and grounded us in music—how quickly.
the recognized
:igs with it the cachi
_3 is assured—
rher. Later, when„ si
__goal reachedichers who
suceess only the
UmeUgh t—the long ‘ series of peoA.who
^“iuiVon hi°s work!" An? all" this
without a word Of gratitude to him from the
student of long ago.
„nno the
Yet it would make our success none tne
less if we gave credit to the one who opened
the irates of music to us—wno guided us
througli the maze of difficulties into the
meadow of ease and achievement. And per¬
haps. too, it might mean something to him—
a little word of open, outspoken gratitude foi

ii up again, crying out at the

What Others Say

1

m^“!yni'iiu eh ri mlccd* "it wa? "juri* fit'
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KING SOLOMON AND KING DAVID
^ ^ Repeatedly 8corei^hlt»^whMi ^ ^errenratli) BispHaiTl and Scott

Thenewspapera made special comment upon it. It was warmly applauded.
of
SENT ON RECEIPT OP PRICE TO THE PUBLISHERS
THEO. PRESSER CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TEACHING PIECES

bv mrs.a. m. virgil
ATTRACTIVE, INSTRUCTIVE—FINE FOR RECITALS
GRADES 1 to 6.
GRADED CATALOG
ORDER THROUGH YOUR DEALER OR Dl RECT

THE VIRGIL PIANO CONS.

::

11 W. 68th St., NEW YORK

Give Your Pupils-—

*

Special Three Months’Summer Subscriptions
For The Etude

*-

Keep pupils’ interest alive during the Summer, overcome their
tendency to consider their musical studies completed with the
Soring recital, awaken their interest at a time when you are not m close touch with
them,^bridge over the vacation interval, by having each pupil take advantage of

The Etude Special Summer Offer
THREE ISSUES FOR 30 CENTS
In the three copies sent them, pupils will get at least fifty pleasing and instructive

abL^for ^fwork—Itls finely presented.—

^£*xr«afiar4s* iiSt
helpful.—Minn'ie Lov7! rfllw‘o. /ir0
‘
Accept my sincere thanks for ttje^idjKjrF
.The Violinists'’ Ponular BenerMre
is the
“fine work.—W. CabtBi
issuing such'“a
s“wst nook for its purpose T '
iticH-r, Pcnnsylm
Gabriel Bcrda,
Violinist.
Musi
'GOOD
duet books, such as the music

SELF-DEVELOPMENT
Through Deep Breathing by Wearing
PROFESSOR CHARLES MUNTER’S

Physieafculture Body Support
For Every MANj WOMAN aid CHILD

TEE ETUDE
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junior Etude Blankets
have just turned in our tenth
Wet! That is perfectly splendid, and
1>lanL;ik every one who sent knitted
WC
as well as those who put them
S9Uather You know they were very

“ published some letters about them
; ‘ mcn on the transport, and in the
November issue wc published a picture
f the first finished blanket. They were
°1 very brilliant ami pretty, and it is a
|y that each one of you could not have
,ee„ them and found your own squares.
As the weather is warm now and the
need is not so great, we will not make
any more of these blankets for the

Pianette’s Recital
By Aurore La Croix
Pianette played the piano very nicely,
and practiced very faithfully, with
' thought and love (which is the only kind
of practicing that brings worth-while re¬
sults).
She listened to her pieces as she played
them, and in some she would hear birds
and the sounds of babbling brooks and
the wind in the trees. In others she
would feel glad, and want to dance for
joy.
So Pianette lived in her music, and
even though she had to give up a little
of her play time, she found her music full
of interest and she loved it.
Only once did she neglect her music,
and she had such a sad experience that
she made up her mind she would never
neglect it again.
She used to give little concerts to her
dollies, and they were a most apprecia¬
tive audience, for they knew how hard
she had practiced and enjoyed hearing
her play.
But once, for about a week before this
concert, she grew tired of practicing.
She looked' at the clock every few mo¬
ments, and did not try to make beautiful
music—her heart was not in her work.

The poor little girl nearly cried, but
she continued, thinking to herself, “The’
next piece is so pretty I’m sure they will
pay attention.” But no! One of them
got up and left the room, and another
said to her neighbor, “What is the mat¬
ter with Pianette to-day? She is playing (
very badly.”
They even laughed when she played
her last piece, and poor Pianette, unable
to control herself any longer, buried her
face in her hands and ran all the way to
the woods to tell the Fairies about it.
She told her tale of woe to the Fairy
Princess, “and,” she said, “the strangest
part of it all was that the dollies began
to talk and laugh! I don’t see how they
could do that, even if I did not play
well 1”
“Ah, my dear little Pianette,” explained
the Fairy, “we fairies are your musical
conscience, you know. We watch over
you while you practice and play. And,”
added the Fairy, “we put the thought
and action in your dollies, and made you
feel so badly about your last week’s
study. Remember, music is the expres¬
sion of great thoughts and feelings. If
you play just notes, without feeling or
ideas behind them, those who hear you
will dislike your playing, and you will
never make anyone happy.” And the
Fairy smiled at the little girl.
Pianette wept for a moment, then she
smiled back at the Fairy and said, “This
has been a good lesson to me. I shall
always practice with love, and try to
make the world happier for my music.”

How Slowly Can You Play?
So many pupils seem to think that the
main object in practicing is to learn to
play fast—the faster the better—without
paying attention to hand position, relax¬
ation, fingering, or anything of that sort.
Just so that they speed ahead as fast as
possible they think they are doing won¬
ders.
If you have that idea, put it out of your
head at once, it is perfect nonsense!
How slowly can you play? That is the
question. How slowly can you play your
scales and exercises, and have them per¬
fect as to time, fingering, relaxation,
smoothness and everything? Can you do
it with the metronome at fifty? It is
very doubtful. Try it and see.
Do you-ride a bicycle? If you do, you
know that it is easy enough to ride fast
and keep your front wheel in a straight
line, but ride so slowly that you almost
stop—keep pace with some one walking
beside you—and you will find that you
cannot keep your front wheel in a
straight line at all. The track of your
front wheel will be like this.
You will find that it takes a steadier
hand and head and a great deal more
control to keep your wheel straight when
moving at a very slow tempo—Largo, for
instance—than when going fast, Presto
or Vivace.
It is the same with your scales and
things. Can you really play them Largo,
or do you make a crooked line when you
try?

Musical Jingles for Little Folks

Who Knows?
1. On which side of a note should the
stem be placed ?
2. Who is Adelina Patti?
3. When did Schumann die?
4. Who wrote the Unfinished Sym¬
phony?
5. What is a bassoon ?
6. How many strings has a viola, and
how are they tuned?
7. What famous musician has recently
been appointed Premier of his country?
8. What is the difference between a
band and an orchestra?
9. What is a berceuse?
10. What is this?

Answers to Last Month’s
Questions
1. C.esar Franck was a Belgian. 2. A
canon is a form of composition in which
the melody of one voice is strictly imi¬
tated in another voice. 3. The semitones
in a major scale occur between the third
and fourth, and between the seventh and
eighth degrees of the scale. 4. By “dy¬
namics” is meant the degree of power, or
“loudness and softness” of a tone. 5.
Chopin was born in 1810 and died in
1849. 6. A minuet is a stately dance in
three-four time. 7. Schubert is consid¬
ered the most famous song writer. 8. A
viola is an alto violin, tuned a fifth lower
than the violin. 9. Mendelssohn wrote
the Scottish symphony.
10. Inverted
mordent.

When Bach was just a boy
He used to find great joy
she said to hdrself, “I am tired of prac¬
ticing these pieces, and I know the notes
all right anyway. And besides, I play so
much better than most little girls that
no one will know how badly I have prac¬
ticed lately.”
After the first sumber on her program
she rose to bow, and she was somewhat
troubled to see the bored expression on
the dollies’ faces.
One of them, to her utter amazement
(for they had never spoken before), said
to her neighbor, “I thought she went to
musical Fairyland to learn about the
beauties of music. I guess she did'not
go. I must have misunderstood.”
That hurt Pianette’s feelings a little,
and she began to wish that she had prac¬
ticed better, but she went on with her
program.
After the next piece she was quite
humiliated to find one of the dollies fast
asleep and the others yawning!’

In walking miles and miles.and miles to hear an organ played.
He’d sit and listen, then
He’d go back home again.
Thu* many, many, many, many, many trips he made.
When Mozart was a boy
He used to find great joy
In giving many, many concerts all about the land.
He’d play to show them how
And then get up and bow
And play again and bow again and play to beat the band!
When Schubert was a boy
He used to find great joy
In writing many, many lovely songs for folks to sing.
«•

He’d write them on his cuff,
Or any kind of stuff,

And scribble many, many songs on walls and everything.

Blind Scales
Yes, this is scales again.
It seems tfiat scales are always bobbing
up in unexpected places, doesn’t it? But
really, you know, it may seem hard to
believe, but you never out-grow your
scales. That is true, the older you grow
the better you will do them.
But here is a good plan to help you
along your scaley way.
Name over the tones of the scales with¬
out touching the keys with your fingers,
and then having done this play them with
your eyes closed. Do not try them over
once or twice with your eyes open, but
play them “blind” as soon as you name
the tones.
You have no idea what a help it is to
play with closed eyes. It helps y°u t0
read, to concentrate, and to memorize,
because it makes you pay strict attention
to business, and helps you to visualise the
keyboard. Do you know what that word
means ? I f not, go look it up in the dic¬
tionary right away.
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Squares have been received from Ida
Julius, Shirley Dieter, Lucile Brcgel,
Laura Neff, Anna Thurmes, Ora Hop¬
kins, Lucretia Carver, Mildred Greer,
Josephine Neff, Eunice Carver, Grace
Brown, Horton Kienlen, Elbert Fenske.
Ida Steelier, Lucille Huger, Leona Helcndnmg, Jennie Olio. Ida Olin, Mildred
Qlin, Marcella Willed. Cora Hcnlc,
Louise Keike, Mabel Heinrich, Mary
Schneider, Eustace Greer, Veronica Far¬
rell, Helen Johns, n. (icneva Kirwin, Rosa
Mertcnsotlo, Mildred Krinbring, Luclla
Krinbring, Barbara Altmann, Gertrude
Reger, Esther Gerardy, Teresa Prax,
Melba Frank, l.yall Carver, Evelyn
Frank, Margaret Bicbl. (The list will
be continued next month.)
HOW MUSIC HELPED ME TO DO
MV BIT
(Prize Winner)
Last spring 1 pledged myself to have a
war garden. When 1 signed the pledge
I thought that it would be very easy to
take care of a garden.
In June the supervisor of gardens came
to look at mine and said, “Your garden
is not very good.”
I said, “1 do not like to work in my
garden because I have no one to talk to.”
He suggested that I should sing while
I worked.
The next day I went to work singing
and sang all the time in the garden.
I was sorry when my work was over
that day, and every day after that I sang
while I worked and in the fall I re¬
ceived an award of merit for my garden.
So that is how music helped me to do my
bit in my war garden.
Kathrine Wise (Age 11), ■
Athol, Mass.
HOW MUSIC HELPED ME TO DO
MY BIT
(Prize Winner)
Music—name of heaven’s gift to the
World 1
When thinking of music we think of
something which begins softly and ascends on one side to stirring martial
music and on the other to a grand hymntune.
Tis martial music which chiefly helped
me to do my bit. When I play a march
jny head keeps time and my blood seems
0 run faster and faster, and I almost
eel myself marching with the boys over
Hut soft music has its influence, too.
subdues the impatient and soothes the
Worried.
e ?° wusic is one of the powers which
e Ped right to triumph, and win the war.
Edith Mitchell (Age 13),
Fredericton. Canada.

Honorable mention: Alice Pellitier,
Isabel Byers, Ruth McGeorge, Kathryn
1. Wells, Dolores Kahl, Henry Wollf, Jr.,
Dorothy Silversteen, Margot Spande,
Marion E. Goettel, Dorothy Patterson.

rrenena JonsittLLuiico
numbers nearing the 75,000 mark.
The demand is from all quarters of the globe, and arises
from a close adherence to the motto :

Junior Etude Competition
The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best
original stories or essays, answers to
musical pufzles, or kodak pictures on
musical subjects.
Subject for story or essay this month,
“Have I Improved This Year?” and must
contain not more than 150 words. Write
on one side of the paper only.
Any boy or girl under fifteen years of
age may compete.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender, and must be sent
to the “Junior Etude Competition,” 1712
Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa., before
the twentieth of June.
The names of the prize winners and
their contributions will be published in
the August issue.

QUALITY FIRST
FIRST QUALITY
They are now to

be had in Uprights, Grands and as

Player Pianos, many designs as well as in all fancy woods,
polished or dull art finish.
Noted for
TONE
ACTION
DURABILITY
DESIGN and FINISH

1905 R Avenue

Puzzle
Lucretia Margaret Lawrence
Guess these musical “R’s”; hint, name
an R that the spider weaves—Weber.
Name an “R” that the spider weaves,
And one that is part of a tree;
One that’s the place of eternal pumshAnother, a foreign country.
Name an “R” that is off on the distance,
And one where everyone lives.
Name an “R” that the printers use,
And one that a gentle knock is.

Answers to Last Month s
Puzzle

Bethlehem Bach Festival
DR. J. FRED WOLLE, CONDUCTOR
“The best choir in the United States.
—Henry T. Finch, in the New York Evening Post.

FRIDAY, JUNE 6—4 p. m. and 8 p. m.
. EIGHT CANTATAS

SATURDAY, JUNE 7-2 p.m. and 5 p.m.
MASS IN B MINOR
Prices per Session, $1.10, $1.65, $2.20

Course Seats, $4.40, $6.60, $8.80

1 Strine 2 Pegs. 3. Nut. 4. Bow.
. Bridge. 6. Neck. 7. Measure. & Note*.
Key. 10. Hammer. 11. Pedals, 12.

FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION, ADDRESS

'prize winners: Helen PolHcutt (Age
2) Cleveland, Ohio; Alice Moore (Age
2)’, Colorado Springs, Colo
Honorable mention: Edith LaFav )orothy Welton, Rose Bink, John R.
lall Jr., Emma Hanson, Barbara Hine.

Packer Memorial Church
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

A person who played on a trumpet
Could only count time if he d thump it.
He could count one, two, three,
But a dot! Oh, dear me!
He could not do that, so he d jump it.

BETHLEHEM, PA.

FOR PIANISTS and STUDENTS

What About Yours?

Prizes were sent nevertheless._

A. C. Huff Music Store

PORTABLE
KEYBOARD

My wrist is quite a wobbly thinglt is not very strong.
But teacher says it is improving,
• Tim’ I have not studied long.

Tesulis °J the May Competition and the Honor'
Note Contest were crowded out of the last issue of THE LTU
fPace.
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HOW MUSIC HELPED ME TO DO
MY BIT
(Prize Winner)
Music has helped me to do my bit by
making me feel that things are not as
hard as I had always thought them to beAfter I had done my practicing I felt
very happy and would sing when I was
doing things that before the war I had
never liked to do.
I had never taken much interest in
music before the war, and then, when
my brother went, I began to like warsongs, and now I love to play and sing.
1 have found that I can do more work
when 1 sing than when I do not
Makjorie Leeman (Age 11),
Atlanta, Indiana.

Fine Touch,

Changeable Weight

INTEREST/NG CATALOG

FOR SALE AND RENT

^ 0J

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY
11 WEST 68th STREET_NEW YORK

J
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NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offers—
Special
June, 1919.
Advanced Study Pieces.
Album of American Composers
Brabms' Hungarian Dances. Four Hands.
Vol. 1
Brahms’ Waltzes, Op. 39.
. Difficult Four-Hand Album.
David Bispham’s Album of Songs.
Favorite Old-Time Tunes, V. & P.. . .
Finger Gymnastics, Philipp .
L’Art du Clavier, Lack.
Pedal Book, Blose .t . ..
Spaulding Album for the Pianoforte. . .
Standard American Album.
Sunny Day Songs, Op. 27, by H, :
Cramm .
Verdi, C
s Own Book, by Tapper. ..
.12
Prize Contest for
Pianoforte Compositions
We are just about to institute a new
prize contest for pianoforte compositions.
Full particulars will be found upon an¬
other page of this issue of The Etude.
We have had a number of such contests in
the past and they have all proven success¬
ful. These contests are open to all, and
the beginner in composition is just as wel¬
come as the experienced writer. We an¬
ticipate a wide interest in this new con¬
test and a large representation in the vari¬
ous classes.
We have received a number of letters
recently, asking when the next contest will
take place, and this is our answer.
Summer
New Music
We will send out, as usual, during the
’coming summer months two or three
packages of new music “On Sale” to those
of our patrons who have classes during
the summer months and who will need this
material. We shall be glad to know the
name of any of our patrons who desire to
receive this music, either piano or vocal
packages or both. The music can be
placed with any other on sale music or
returns can be made at the end of the
summer season or can be kept till the end
of the next winter season if there is any
necessity for it.
Special Offer
for Etude Readers
Our special renewal offers have been so
favorably received, and so many thousands
of subscribers have taken advantage of
them, obtaining standard music selections
for a very small sum in addition to the
yearly subscription price of The Etude,
that we have decided to repeat the offer,
good for the month of June only. The of¬
fer is as follows:
Every Etude reader renewing his or her
subscription, or sending us a new subscrip¬
tion during the month of June, may add
1.5 cents to the price, making a total of
$1.90 in the United States and $2.J.5 in
Canada, and take their choice of any of
the following:
Album for the Young. Robert Schu¬
mann.
Chaminade Album.
Mathew’s Standard Compositions, Vol. I,
Grade 1, to Vol. VII, Grade 7. Any one
volume.
Waltzes, Complete. F. Chopin.
Operatic selections for violin and piano.

Annual On Sale Returns
and Settlement
The' annual settlement of ON SALE
accounts is due and expected during the
summer months of each year. Early in
June there will be mailed to all Schools,
Conservatories and individuals haying
open accounts in our ledgers at that time,
a complete statement, which will include
all items sent out ON SALE during the
season now closing, and the regular
monthly charges not yet paid as well,
that is, the items for supplies that have
been purchased outright, to be paid for
monthly or quarterly and due at the
present time. Directions to follow when
returning music and making settlement
of the account will be found in the en¬
velope with the statement which should be
carefully read and followed.
One of the most important directions
is that the Name and Address of the
Sender Must be Whitten or Stamped on
the Outside Cover of Every Package
Returned. The emphasis we place on this
detail may seem unnecessary to some of
our patrons, but we receive hundreds of
packages during the year with neither
name nor address on the wrappers by
which to identify the senders, and we
want to do everything possible to the end
that the delay and dissatisfaction to all
concerned on this account may be
avoided or at least reduced to a minimum.
The following general rules should be
carefully read and adhered to:
(1) Return prepaid all ON SALE
music unused and not desired. A credit
memorandum for the value of the returned
selections will be sent at once with a
statement showing the correct balance
due us. Be sure to peace the Name and
Address of the Sender on Every Pack¬
age Returned.
(2) In returning music, large packages
may be sent by freight, ordinary sized
packages by express or mail; the rate by
mail is two ounces for one cent up to four
pounds, and then parcel post rates up to
fifty pounds, or inside the first three
zones, 70 pounds. Parcel post and ex¬
press rates vary according to weight and
distance. It would be well to obtain and
compare both rates in Order to take ad¬
vantage of the lower one. It is almost a
rule, however, that any package weigh¬
ing seven pounds or more coming from the
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh or eighth zone,
may be returned at less expense by ex¬
press, using either the new regular or the
printed matter rates of eight cents per
pound (minimum 15 cents).
(3) Use the gummed label which is en¬
closed with the statement, no matter by
what method the returns are sent, and al¬
ways WRITE PLAINLY OR PRINT THE NAME
and Address of the Sender in the space
PROVIDED ON THE GUMMED LABEL.
(4) ON SALE music received from us
during the season just closed and of such
character as to be usable for tbe next
season’s work may be retained under cer¬
tain conditions to be arranged by special
correspondence. This plan is suggested to
save expense of transportation.
(5) Music that has been specially or¬
dered and correctly filled is not to be re¬
turned, although mistakes are cheerfully
rectified. Do not return music that has
BEEN USED, SOILED OR DISFIGURED IN ANY
WAY, AS WE CANNOT ACCEPT SUCH MUSIC
FOR CREDIT.
(6) A credit for any music returned
cannot be properly given unless the
Name and Address of the Sender are on
the Outside of Every Package returned

Commencement
Needs
The most important factor at the close
of tbe season's study is the reward, ma¬
terial or otherwise, that the student re¬
ceives. The glory of graduating with
honors is much, but it should also be re¬
membered that some material recognition
gains much prestige for the teacher or in¬
stitution. Suitable methods of doing tills
are suggested by the listings below:
Diploma Form (Parchment), size
21 x 16 . $o.GO
This diploma is handsomely pro¬
duced with a lithographed design
across head and worded as illus¬
tration.
Diploma Form (Parchment), size,
21 x 16.DO
Same design as above without
wording.
Course of Study Certificate.12
Exactly as illustration—no de¬
sign.
Diploma Forms, 21 x 16.18
Good paper and elaborate de¬
sign.
Certificate of Award, 12 x 9.CG
Adaptable to any grade of

Prepare Now for Next
Season’s Work
Year after year, under all sorts ot c
ditions, we have demonstrated to
teacher friends the wisdom of making
early arrangements to meet the needs of
the beginning of each new season s work.
The plan is so simple and so
of beneficial results that once adopted it
is resorted ta by an ever increasing
number of teachers; in fact it has become
a recognized part of the Presser system
of supplying the needs of the Profession.
Briefly, the plan is to book On Sale
orders during the early summer months
subject to delivery at the teachers home
or studio on or before a date to be speci¬
fied by the teacher. The orders as re¬
ceived up to August first are classified
according to address and any considerable
number going to the same district are
individually wrapped, charged and then
combined in one shipment prepaid to a
central distributing point, where they are
separated and delivered at a small expense
to tbe several consignees. The saving in
transportation charges is an important
item and means much in these days of
high costs, but of more consequence is the
certainty of having one's music supplies
for a whole season at hand and ready for Certificate of Award, 12 x 9.12
Handsomely lithographed and
use when the pupils begin their work.
worded as illustration.
Blank forms for ordering will go to our
regular patrons with the June 1st state¬ Teacher’s Certificate, 11 x M..00
For those who have attained
ments, but if any one prefers to order by
teaching proficiency.
letter (or post-card) it is just as ac¬
ceptable to us, only it is in all cases ad¬
visable to give as definite an idea as pos¬
sible as to the kinds of music likely to be
needed (piano, voice, violin, etc.), and for
'
the approximate number of pupils in each
grade as well as the date for delivery;
*1
this is very important; failure to specify a
delivery date might cause inconvenience
and unnecessary expense. Any teacher
desiring further information before order¬
ing should write to us and ask for cata¬
logs, order blanks, “On Sale” terms, etc.
Remember, the “On Sale” plan applies in
--4>~
full force to this offer and that it provides
Above is illustration mentioned.
the teacher with a season’s music equip¬
The prices given above do not include
ment without any immediate outlay of
any lettering or filling in of pupils’
names or other matter of individual char¬
The Presser Catalog as a Help
acter, but the forms are so designed as
in Buying Music by Mail
to admit this being done by any en¬
All musicians and teachers, no matter grosser at a small expense.
how experienced and efficient, must occa¬
We can also supply appropriately de¬
sionally resort to lists and catalogs of signed gold or silver medals costing
musical material for suggestions and $6.00 and $3.00 each respectively. They
guidance in picking out suitable selections make the best possible awards for gradu¬
and studies for pupils, or for their own ates.
individual use. There are a great many
Special awards of useful character are
catalogs of music, some of them extremely not amiss, such as leather music satchels,
large, but as a rule their contents are of cloth bound volumes, musical literature
a very general character, Serving as an al¬ books, busts of musicians, etc. We will
phabetical record of publications rather be glad to furnish prices and information
than a systematic classified and descrip¬
tive hand book of teaching, recital and on any of these suggestions.

_

concert material. The Presser catalog
answers the last description and is of
inestimable value to the teacher, player
It is especially helpful to the young
teacher or the more experienced teacher
who wishes to add variety and create re¬
newed interest. As a help in ordering
music supplies by mail it is productive of
direct and invariably satisfying results.
The thousands of pleased patrons of this
Company give daily proof of the good
judgment that we exercise in choosing
compositions for publication, the entire
Presser catalog having grown upon the
idea of issuing only such things as pos¬
sess merit in an educational direction.
As with the Presser publications or
with the Presser service, the thought that
is ever uppermost is how to get things
done quickly and correctly, to avoid disap¬
pointing expectant customers who place
their trust in our ability to serve them
promptly and economically. It is our
daily effort and practice to make mail¬
order music buying as dependable an
operation as a personal visit to a music
store; in the Presser mail-order service
the customer gets results not approxi¬
mated through the average music store
nnd when the teacher is located in a small
place ordering by mail Is the only wav
out. All mail orders that reach iis get
immediate attention and within a few
hours the music is on its way, our object
being to fill all orders on the day of their
receipt.

_

Foreign

Postcards
As announced last month we have on
hand quite a number of the very much
used Foreign Portrait Postcards which
we have not advertised since the war be¬
gan, for the reason that it was not pos¬
sible to keep up our assortment. Ye
have not advanced the price, 50 cents per
dozen, and we would be glad to assort the
cards we have on hand at above rate
although they are worth much more. At
the present time an additional supply is
unobtainable. Last month we gave some
of the 68 subjects which we have on hand
of the alphabet from A to H. From I to R
we have 60 subjects, including such names
as D’lndy, Joachim, Kubelik, Lack, Leh¬
mann, Marches!, Mascagni, Messager.
Meyerbeer, Moseheles, Moskowski, Nevin.
Pachmann, Patti, Puccini, Ed. Reszke.
Jean Reszke.
Vox Organi
We still have a number of bound copies
of the Vox Organi, Volumes II and IIIAs long as these last we shall be very glad
indeed to dispose of them at $1.00 a vol¬
ume, postpaid. These volumes contain
original compositions by the best Ameri¬
can and European organists. These works
will not be published in th<* future in the
same form. Any organist desiring to pos¬
sess modern church music will be able to
procure these excellent volumes for $1.00,
postpaid.
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Advanced Study Pieces

Z the Pianoforte
We take pleasure in announcing that we
in ureparation a new volume of modAdvanced pieces. These pieces
f Seen selected with the special idea of
h“Tr value for study purposes. While a
•f Tanee of composers is represented,
"lading classic, modern and contempo“I wrfters, these pieces, in addition to
music value, will have some direct
,, £r“g upon an important technical prob\ ?e*r TSn other words, each piece will have
Tp both artistic and technical. The
pieces will be chiefly in grades four and

Waltzes for the Pianoforte
By J. Brahms. Op. 39
We are about to add this well-known
work to the Presser Collection. The six¬
teen waltzes by Brahms are splendid
specimens of idealized dance rhythm in the
hands of a master. Chopin, Schubert,
Brahms and others have all idealized the
Waltz, each in his own way. These of
Brahms are on a very high plane. This
volume should be in the library of every
pianist.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy,
postpaid.

fiThe special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,

Brahms’ Hungarian Dances—
Four Hands—Volume I
This new volume in the Presser CollecHon is nearly ready, but we are continu¬
ing the special introductory offer during
the current month. Our new edition of
this standard work has been prepared with
the utmost on re. Every lover of four-hand
music should possess this volume. Al¬
though Brahm’s Hungarian Dancetr are
heard in all sorts of arrangements, this is
the original form in which they appeared.
Brahms’ treatment of these wonderful folk
themes marks an epoch in duet writing for
the pianoforte.
The special introductory price for the
volume in advance of publication is 40
cents a copy, postpaid.
Difficult Four-Hand Album
for the Pianoforte
This new volume has been prepared in
response to the very general demand for
a duct album made up of representative
pieces by standard composers, pieces which
are largely original for four hands. This
new work will contain such gems as the
Slavic Doner■ .V-,. /. by Dvorak;
_
Norwegian 'Bridal Procession, by Grieg;
Danse Carath ristique, by Berwald;
Hungary, by Moszkowski;
Marche de Suit, by Gottschalk,
and many others. This volume is now very
nearly ready.
.The special introductory offer for this
volume in advance of publication is 50
cents, postpaid.

Pedal Book
By Blose
We have been in hopes that this work
would be on the market before the present
season closes, but there is continual polish¬
ing up of the work, so as to make it more
perfect, and all this causes delay. The
work, however, is quite well along toward
completion. It is a work that can be taken
up in the early grades, for the specific
purpose of acquainting the pupil with the
use of the pedal, so as not to interfere
with the general study of piano playing.
This work is not theoretical, but practical.
The pieces will not be difficult, and should
not trouble the average player, so that all
the attention can be put on the pedal. One
of the greatest defects of the average
pupil is the use of the pedaL Teachers
in the past have not given any direct at¬
tention to it. This is due, to a very great
extent, to the fact that there was no special
work that would cover thi§ particular
sphere of piano playing. While this work
is a study book which will advance the
general development of the pupil, it also
teaches the proper use of the pedal. We
highly recommend this book to every pupil
and teacher. Our special price in advance
of publication is 50 cents per copy, post¬
paid.

Compositions by American
Composers for the Pianoforte
This new volume is very nearly ready,
but the special introductory offer will be
continued during the current month. This
volume will contain representative works
by some of our best American composers,
past and present. Such pieces as—
Caprice Characteristic, by Homer N.
Bartlett;
Toccatina, bv Benson;
Scottish Tone Picture, by E. A. MacDowell;
Danse Rustique, by Win. Mason;
Triumphal March, by E. R. Kroeger;
Concert Polka, by Lansing,
many others are included. It will be
for an intermediate or moderately ad¬
vanced player, and is a real collection of
gems.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid.

Child’s Own Book of
Great Musicians: Verdi
The addition of the great Italian master
0 this highly successful cut-out series of
Dooks for little folks will be welcomed
without doubt. Verdi’s tunefulness makes
n>m a favorite with children, and the simP l.y °f much of his music naturally
nngs him a wide audience. Mr. Thomas
ia5Per’s previous books in this series inwide Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Wagner,
nandel, Haydn, Mendelssohn, Mozart,
bch<<mann, Schubert.
mese may be had now for 18 cents a
Ispecial advance price upon the
Ver* book is 12 cents.

Favorite Old-Time Tunes
for Violin and Piano
We have in preparation a new volume
for violin and piano, similar to the Old
Favorites for the Pianoforte. This new
volume will consist largely of jigs and
reels and other old-time dances. The
melodies are all arranged in an easy and
playable manner for violin with piano ac¬
companiment. Many selections, such as
these, are needed by violinists, and all the
real old favorites will be found in this
volume.
.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Spaulding Album for
the Pianoforte
By George L. Spaulding
We are continuing, during the current
month, the special introductory price on
the new album by Mr. George L. Spaul¬
ding. These pieces have been selected
from Mr. Spaulding’s long fist of successes
in the intermediate grade of difficulty. In
this volume melody is the predominating
feature, and it will be difficult to find any¬
where a more tuneful and characteristic
set of drawing-room pieces.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid.

L’Art Du Clavier
By Theo. Lack
This work is by one of the modern
French technicians and, like all that ema¬
nates from French musicians, it is grace¬
ful, artistic and interesting. It is a work
that can be taken up in the third year of
piano study. There are 100 exercises, and
they are short and all have a distinctive
feature of technic. Every branch of tech¬
nic is represented in this book; each study
can be very well. committed to memory
until the greatest ease and velocity is at¬
tained. We predict for the work an ex¬
tensive circulation. It has French as well
as English notes. Our special advance
David Bispham’s
price for the work is but 50 cents, post¬
paid. The work cannot be had for more
Album of Songs
If you could go to Mr. David Bispham’s than double the price after the work is
library, in his studio in New York, you published.
would be astonished at the extent of his
library of music, collected through an Standard
eventful life as a grand opera artist and American Album
We are making an offer for the first time
as the most successful of all American
concert baritones. There are the riches in this issue of a new album, containing
of the whole vocal world. It is from such principally the pieces that have appeared
a collection that Mr. Bispham has assem¬ from time to time in The Etude. These
bled and collated the very best possible compositions will be on the drawing-room
songs for the use of the student, the or salon order, and very few will be beyond
teacher and the music lover. W e are cer¬ the fourth grade. There will be an enor¬
tain that this book will become famous, in mous mass of music in this volume, and it
that it will be of such continual value will be one of those volumes which we
where such a song is required. The price have for the piano for use in evening en¬
of the work, if ordered now while it is tertainments with friends. The selections
nearing completion, is 50 cents. The pa- will be very carefully chosen so as to give
variety, and it wifi be kept in an even
tron who orders in this way not only ha
the advantage of the reduced price, but grade, and at the same time be acceptable
also receives the work as soon as it is off to the average pianist. The compositions
will all be- by living American composers.
the press, for immediate use.
Our special advance price will be but 50
cents, postpaid.
Finger Gymnastics
An original work by a great technician
Bargain Books
We have a few very valuable books that
we will dispose of at a small price as long
work in leehnic
reaching fines. There are possibilities in as they last. We have only a few hundred
copies of each of these books on hand, and
therefore the stock is limited. Possibly it
might be best, in ordering, to'make your
first and second choice. The prices of the
works range from $1.00 to $1.50, but we
will make a uniform price of all the vol¬
umes. Our special bargain price on these
he ordered in advance of publication works is 30 cents a copy, postpaid. Fol¬
lowing is the list of books:
Grieg—Peer Gynt, Opus S3, piano four
hands, 30 cents.
allow this offer to pass by.
Grieg—Norwegian Folk Songs ana
Dances, Opus 17, piano two hands, 30
Little Tunes for Little People
cents.
,
Album de Salon, 10 pieces by Moszkow¬
Bv Francesco B. DeLeone
ski, Spindler, Gillet, Bachmann,- and so

-..MS;

«cop/ of «■>.

publication have
h
subscribers, ^e know that
studies, tuneful as>
V
-phey

keys.

Price, 75 cents.

get of
m
at

forth, 30 cents.
.
Album of six French songs, by Henri
Loge, with French and English words; 80
cents.
Volume of Fred. H. Cowen’s songs, 80
cents.
Song Album of 12 songs, by Stamford,
30 cents.

Ithaca Conservatory
A Conservatory that offers not
opportunity to study certain u
but a complete musical educatio n, that develops not merely “performers, ■ but true
artists. Unique advantages for those who
•look forward to concert work iui
attention is given to Lyceum training, the
Conservatory being actively associated with

a flourishing Entertainment Bureau and hav¬
ing several of its own companies in the
Lyceum field. Ithaca Conservatory students
are holding many of the best positions avail¬
able in America. Graduates are qualified
to teach music in New York State Public
Schools without the usual State examination
A special course for teachers of physical
education—unusual demand for teachers
throughout country. Large School Of Ex^Schools Of piano and organ, violin, singing,
harmony, composition, orchestration, hand,
small string instruments, languages, paint¬
ing, expression, dramatic art. Beautiful,
commodious buildings, concert hall and dor¬
mitories. Resident and day students. Sum¬
mer School—efficient continuation during
vacation season, five separate courses for all
requirements. Terms moderate. Catalog.
THE REGISTRAR, Ilhaca Conservatory of Music,
DcWitt Park, Ithaca, N. Y.

MUSICAL AMERICA
The leading International Musical
Weekly Newspaper Devoted to
the Musical activities of the world.
Profusely Illustrated
Subscription Price; for One Year:
Domestic . . $3.00
Gan&da . . 4.00
Foreign
. . 5.(10

(Tte MUSIC TRADES
The Leading Weekly Paper devoted
to every branch of the Musical In¬
dustries. Contains all the News.
Is Constructive and Educational.
Profusely Illustrated
IT IS A VALUABLE ASSET TO THE
DEALER IN THE RETAILING OF
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Subscription Price; for One Year:
Domestic .
Canada
.
Foreign

. $3.00
. 4.00
. 5.00

The Piano 6 Organ

Purchaser’s Guide
For 1919
The Twenty-third Annual Edition
Now Ready. Contains complete
authenic list and grading of Pianos
and Organs manufactured in the
United States. Also some account
of the leading Phonograph and
Talking Machine Manufacturers,
Music Roll Makers, Supply Houses
& Musical Merchandise Concerns.
Price 25 cents per copy
Invaluable to the Dealer in Protecting Standard
Makes of Pianos and Players in Competition.
~wyvw>Special OfferOne Year’* Subscription (domestic) to >
MUSICAL AMERICA: One Year’s 1
(domestic) to The MUSIC <
‘he
TRADES .....’-'
....
... 1919 5
issue of The PIANO &ORGAN
PURCHASER’S GUIDE .... ?6-00
THE MUSICAL AMERICA CO.
THE MUSIC TRADES CO.
501 Fifth Avenae, New York
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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Summer ^Schools

Summer ^Schools

CHICAGO’S FOREMOST SCHOOL OF MUSIC

AN INSTITUTION OF NATIONAL PROMINENCE
Accredited courses leading to Certificate, Diploma and Degrees in

USIC
EZi IUS!
|

NORMAL COURSES in these subjects and PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

Summer Session beginning June 23
in Chicago
maintaining
its own
DORMITORIES
New Building
Equipment

American Conservatory of Music

Extraordinary Musical Advantages

jjQpBush

Faculty of more than Sixty inincluding
puARt FS W CLARK
RICHARD CZERWONKY
MME JULIE* RIVE-KING
MME. LOUISE DOTTI
MOSES BOGUSLA WSKI
HERBERT MILLER
EDGAR NELSON
EDGAR A. BRAZELTON
Entire faculty available during Summer Session
Academic credits given Summer students
Weekly Recitals by faculty
For Summer Bulletin, address
839 N. Dearborn Street, CHICAGO j
T. E. JONES, Registrar

Miss Mason’s Summer School

THIRTY-THIRD SEASON
John J. Hattstaedt,
Karleton Hackett I a
• * n* a
1
President
Adolf Weidig f Associate Directora

for girls and women
the castle-tArrytown-on-hudson, n. y.

ortliwesterA'J
SUMMER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
On the shore of Lake Michigan, in Chicago’s most attractive suburb
August 9
mnnity Music, with private ...
iony. Analysis, History of Music, Sight-Singing,<
Sight-Singing,
ind Bands, and Scoring and
— J Arranging of Music I
Send for
School of Music, Evanston, ]

Roy David Brown

Concert Pianist
and Teacher

! of development.-

Assistant and Successor to the late EMIL LIEBLING

Summer
Summer Course for Teachers anD Serious Students
Six Weeks—June 30th to August 9th
Write for Circular

Normal Courses
CUMNOCK SCHOOL
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Address, ROY DAVID BROWN, Lyon&Healy Building, CHICAGO

July 7 to August IS
Calvin Brainerd Cady, 'Principal
THIRTIETH SESSION

Only a limited number of students accepted.
Apply early.__

SUMMER SESSION

lYCEU/A
SfiLRTS

June 23rd to July 26, 1919.
Special Course in Public School Music
of Six Weeks.

All Departments of Music and Dramatic Art
Ninety Artist Instructors
Among tbe prominent artists may be mentioned:
DAVID BISPHAM
THEORY, COMPOSITIONr Adoll
PIANOi Heniol Levy. Allen Spencer. Victo. MUSICAL
Weidig, Arthur O. Andersen, John Palmer.
Garwood. Silvio Scionti. Louise Robyn,
Leo Sowerby.
Earl Blair. Kurt Wanieck.
VIOLONCELLO: Robert Ambrosius.
VOICE: Karleton
rvarici.ru nacKen,
Hackett, Ragna
Regna Lit
Linne. E. W
K. Howe, Charles La Berge.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC: O. E. Robinson.
OLIN: Herbert Butler. AdolfWeidig.RamonGirvin.
Enrico Tramonti.
uiGAN: William Middelachulte. Frank Van Duaen. ^HARP: ^

haericen Conservatory of Music,

OPENING MONDAY, JUNE 23d
This course consists of Ten Half-hour (private) lessons in Piano Technic and Inter¬
pretation; Five Lecture Recitals and Five Weekly Class Lessons (2 hours) in “The
Essentials of Musicianship” and Pedagogy. The Course (inclusive) 165.00.
ADDRESS SCHOOL MANAGER OR MR. EAMES

( incorporated)/
ELIAS DAY, DIRECTOR
“Definite Preparation for a Definite Work”
A superior faculty, teaching every branch of
Music and Dramatic Art.

Summer Normal

SUMMER SCHOOL
June 23—August 1
SIX WEEKS
catalog
Address Frank A. Morgan, Manager.
Dept. E
600-610 LYON & HEALY BLDG., Chicago

COLUMBIA
" J

GRANBERRY

^SCHOOL

SUMMER
COURSE

Pianist,

Accompanists
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

Condensed Summer Course

/

SCHOOL OF

X —

MUSIC >
CLARE OSBORNE REED. Director

SUMMER SCHOOL
Calvin B. Cady, 714 Davis St..
Portland, Or-

ANNAM, TOMLINSON
Hand Development and Technic
applied to Exercises, Studies and Pieces with
Musical Analysis and INTERPRETATION
Send Fifty Cents for ssmple lesson from Miss Tomlin,™.-.
Book of Forty Lessons". Circular free on request
A»NA *. TOfll.TKSCIf, at 10 Fine Art. Bulldlne. nittsn

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

-

World famous assemblyprogram.

The Ideal Course for
those who wish to be¬
come better teachers

6 Weeks, June 23 to August 2
Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin
Public School Music Course

Clare OaWne Reed
Ludwig Becker
George Nelson Holt
Arthur Granquist
Helen B. Lawrence
Mary StrawnVernon
Wilhelm j Montelius

Gertrude H. Murdough
Walter Spry
.
Louise St. John Westervelt
Winifred Lamb
A. Cyril Graham
Fran ces Frothing'
Ernest Toy

Dallas, Tex.

Pittsburgh
MUSICAL INSTITUTE, Inc.
■Summer term of six weeks from
June 23rd
Fifth Ave,

-

-

-

... ..
Violin

rgan
School Mus.c

A week with theNew York

Chautauqua

Instihition

\STRENGTHEN

Summer Vocal Study

Peabody Conservatory
rattTMORE. MD.
BALTIMORE,

T -YOUR-

MUSICIANSHIP
^

£NOW the Pegcho-Phyalologieal effect -•
TEACH with scientific Pedagogy
DEVELOP the three Educational Senses
USE Musical Memory and Fore Feeling
CREATE 95220 Modulations ae easily as 9
USE 4S kinds of chords in creative harmony
RECOGNIZE and use 65 kinds of scaleB
SUMMER SESSIONS:

Address, EFFA ELLIS PERWhuT
y.,, Tork Oir-jKjjEl’,10® " ENROLL
Boston” Htciiiert Hall Building
ANY TIME

HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

Summer session Aug. i6th
Staff of eminent European and Arneric^H^lsteyn
SSX£S£-

Gustave Strube
MabelThomay

1 UltlO
«P
JOHNS HOPKINS
By
special arrangement
with U.eyJOHNffered
{<jp ^UNIVERSITY
R «. degree
credits mcer a

Thomas Normal
Training School
Summer Session
July 3d—Aug. 7th
MUSIC
INDUSTRIAL ART
HOME ECONOMICS

Tuition $10 to $30 according to study
MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
innual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C.
WrltJ"1?
10-2S containing
August
''rl-etor booklet
outline6-21
and strong
suers Uom Teachers who have taken the Course.
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA

-

communities found in America. Faculty of 20 artists and suc¬
cessful teachers. Recitals Interpretation classes and.n ° Cer
classes One free voice scholarship given by Mr. Connell. L er
t ficate in Public School Music. Ideal summer climate. Land
and water sports.
Every condition necessary for enjoyable,
successful, and memorable summer study.
For interesting
prospectus address

571 Kimball Hall, Chicago,

Progressive Teachers
|

3919 Junius St.

Mr.. E. H. Brooks, Secrel

-

CONSERVATORY

Henry Purmort Eames
DIRECTOR of PIANO and ORCHESTRA

Summer Course of Five Weeks

Henry B. Vincent
Howard Clarke Davis

Private es
and Diction for
SINGERS & SPEAKERS STUDENTS & TEACHERS
EDITH LOUISA HUBBARD
805 St. Nicholas Ave. New York City Phone 4820 Audubon

Send for Catalog and Summer Session Prospectus.

HAHN MUSIC SCHOOL

DEPTS. OF THE COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO
announces his annual

Horatio Connell “
“
”
“
“
Sol Marcosson
------

OF NEW YORK CITY
Mr. Bispham, aside from his private instruction
to students, will offer two special features, i. e.,
Repertoire Classes for Professional
Singers and classes in Recitation to
Music.

Regular Classes and Private Lessons are offered by the follow¬
ing Well-Known Masters:
Art: Mr. Arthur Woelfle.
. .
, . ..
Piano: Mr. Harold Morris; Mr. Frederic Fichtel; Mr. Frederic Vetz.
Voice: Mr. Walter J. Bausman.
Composition: Mr. Christiaan Knens.
Cello: Mr. Cornelius Van Vliet.
Harp: Mr. A. Francis Pinto.
Splendid advantages in expression.
Specially advantageous terms for teachers of music, art and expression.
All New York City advantages with life in the open on the beautiful Hudson less
than one hour from Fifth Ave. In addition a wide variety of Vocational and Cul¬
tural courses are offered. For full particulars address
The Secretary of the Summer School, Box
The Castle, Tarrytown-on-Hudson, N. Y.

MUSIC - EDUCATION

Ernest Hutcheson

DAVID BISPHAM

DANCING: Miss Elizabeth Duncan.

UNIVERSITY

July 7—August 16, 1919

The Conservatory announces the exclusive teaching engagement for t
Summer School, of the renowned vocal artist and teacher,

Master Classes for Advanced Pupils will be held by the following
Celebrated Artists, July 1 to September 1:
PIANO: Mr. Sigismund Stojowski. Pupil of Paderewski,
and teacher of Miss Guiomar Novaes, Mr. Mischa Levitzki,
Miss Margaret Jamieson, Mr. Arthur Loesser, and others.
VOICE’ Mr Yeatman Griffith, the eminent London artist.
Teacher of Miss Florence Macbeth, Coloratura prima
donna of the Chicago Opera Company ; Miss Lenora
Sparkes, soprano of the Metropolitan Opera Company, and
other singers now engaged in successful professional careers.
VIOLIN: Mr. Maximilian Pilzer, Former Concert-Meister
and Soloist of the New York Philharmonic.
FRENCH: Mr. Carlo Liten, Famous Tragedian.

Chautauqua
Summer School of Music

HUBER,

Fall Term opens August 29th
Circulars M^angements for classes nor, being made

?ndu“ri^^^^*fu«hofd

CHICAGO
ADMMEK
the Sherwood Music School keeps all its departments of
\ /-»tin n I
During the summer the a
T ,
wl,0 are busy at home in the winter.
gpj CHO OL instruction open for
accQunt of Teachers chang!„g Take a vacation
Exceptional opportunit'es to ocate TeacW
^ summef ordiestIas_and do some studying at the same
b
Address, SECRETARY, SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL, 300 Fla. Art, B.dg.,CHICAGO

Arts, Dietetics, Physical Tr,aJT.-E’
Secretarial and Commercial WorK,
Penmanahip, Manual Training.
Thirh, uears in operation. Graduates in great de¬
mand. ‘Dormitories. Write for catalog.
Detroit Trust Company, Receiver
THOMAS NORMAL TRAINING SCHOOL
Jennie Louise Thomas
Louis A. Thomas
1196 Woodward Ave.
DETROIT, MICH.

¥=\
TcrnnY AND IMPROVE YoUr MUSICIANSHIP
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Schools and Colleges

•S-ummer ^Schools a

SOUTHERN

AND

EASTERN

SUMMER^ SESSION
SlSdtSiS' Me 30 to August? (su vu.)
-FACULTYVOCAL

PIANO
PERCY GRAINGER
RUDOLPH REUTER
ALEXANDER RAAB
HAROLD MICKWITZ
EDWARD COLLINS
MAURICE ARONSON
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
KARL RECKZEH
HARRY DETWEILER
C. GORDON WEDERTZ
BARTON BACHMANN

HERBERT WITHERSPOON
OSCAR SAENGER
ADOLPH MUHLMANN
MRS. O. L. FOX
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
BURTON THATCHER
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN
JOHN B. MILLER
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON
GUSTAF HOLMQUIST
GENEVRA JOHNSTONE-BISHOP

VIOLIN

ORGAN

T FOPOLD AUER
LEON SAMETINI
MAX FISCHEL
MAURICE GOLDBLATi
LOUISE FERRARIS
RAY HUNTINGTON

CLARENCE EDDY
ERIC DcLAMARTER
C. GORDON WEDERTZ
HELEN W. ROSS

HARMONY, COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON AND FUGUE
FELIX BOROWSKI

LOUIS VICTOR SAAR

TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES
HERBERT WITHERSPOON (Vocal)
HAROLD B. MARYOTT (Vocal)
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano)
MAX FISCHEL (Viol....
MAUDE F. DONOVAN
(Dramatic and Expression)
MINNA MAE LEWIS (Expression)

SCHOOL FOR PARTICULAR STUDENTS
Embracing all Branches of
MUSIC — EXPRESSION — ART — LANGUAGES
Public School Music and Teachers Training Course

REPERTOIRE CLASSES
OSCAR SAENGER (Vocal)
HERBERT WITHERSPOON* (Vocal)
PERCY GRAINGER (Piano)
LEON SAMETINI (Violin)

HAROLD B. MARYOTT

LAURA D. HARRIS
BARTON BACHMANN
TOE, BALLET^ INTERPRETATIVE,

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

HAROLD B. MARYOTT
ENSEMBLE PLAYING and ACCOMPANYING
LEON SAMETINI
MAX FISCHEL

MAE STEBBINS REED

SCHOOL OF OPERA

ITALIAN AND FRENCH

ADOLPH MUHLMANN
EDOARDO SACERDOTE

AMEDO C. NOBILI

Atlanta Conservatory of Music

aSb^‘m^, '"oEoV uiCDNE*. Director
Peachtree and Broad Street*, Atlanta, Georgia

Professor Auer, Mr. Grainger, Mr. Witherspoon and Mr. Saenger have each consented to award a Free Scholarship to the student, who, after
an open competitive examination, is found to possess the greatest gift for singing or playing. Free scholarship application blank on request.
Write for Fall Catalog or Complete Summer Announcement. Lesson Periods Should be Engaged Now.
Private and Class Lessons are Given by all Teachers

L>R. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus

620 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.

53rd Year

r.D.Welburn:
V. R. Bryan: “We will^ever remember and^ appreciate

.

Personal Attention—"hich keeps the mai
ultjr in close touch with each student at

1MANO SYSTEM.

„„„
L STUDENTS—Harmony, Solfeggio, EarTraining. Historx. Recitals, Student Orchestras, Oper¬
atic and Dramatic Productions, Interpretation classes
v

Mary C-. Matson: “The I
f-

Much Depends Upon Where iou go

CARL D. KINSEY, Vice President and Manager

S(u^

THE VIEWPOINT OF OTHERS

THE ADVANTAGES

SHEPARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC),,'"S"r ORANGE.NJ.

CHICAGO cTWUSICAL COLLEGE

FELIX BOROWSKI, President

Dormitory for Oirls Which Provides the Proper

MUSIC AFTER THE WAR

Fall Session Opens September 15

including

Adrsntatf, Equal la Thaw Found An, where

means to one physically^ afflicted.

- FREE SCHOLARSHIPS
Dormitory Accommodations if Desired

FACULTY OF NOTED ARTISTS AND TEACHERS

THE FOREMOST^Sj^HOOL^OP' f,NE ARTS

School of Music

daughter secured a gc

If you are really serious about a musical
education and about your own success- in

WRITE TODAY FOR ITS CATALOG AND LITERATURE ^
J. Wesley McClain
Frederic A. Cowles
LOUISVILLE, KY.

OF
SHENANDOAH COLLEGIATE
■
INSTITUTE
LEADING SCHOOL OE MUSIC IN THE SOUTH
I. BOX 110 DAYTON, V/

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS
Opposite Central Park, cor. 95th St„ New York City

s:

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

New York City’s most beautiful and home-like School devoted to Music and the Allied Arts with
UNSURPASSED BEAUTY OF SCENE FACING CENTRAL PARK

WARREN, OHIO

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
Address LYNN B. DANA, President

,

concerts lectures certificate and board and room $150 and $120, according to teacher

Arthur Friedheim, Ralfe Leech Sterner, Aloys Kremer, Eugene Salvatore, Frank Howard Warner S
Mme. Clara Lopez, Leila Yale, Helen Wolverton, Emma Condit, Guiseppi Melfi and others

P

ZECKWER-HAHN

FOUR FLOORS DEVOTED TO MUSIC
- 806 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

™.inri“^!r®L.f^00/
MITflDV

June 23rd to August 2nd
music & dramatic art. lea/1 in., u,

iSjWJ* System of Musical Kindergarten

. dlnloi
tLTork CHrta Mn. "writefJr^SItkl

finT .
60 Teachers

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
(Theoretical and App ied Branches Taugbt Privalel, and in Classes)
..Violin;
neory; William Geig
foe.. Th.
Miller, Organ, and
All branches,
Complete
Complete Military oauu1 Department. Four Pupils ’ Recitals a ween, i wo v.umpicic
Pupils’ Symphony Orchest- . Reciprocal relations with University of Pennsylvania.
Uhe only Com vatory in the State with Dormitories for Women
n ___ _miration. Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Success
Illustrated Year Book Free

gilbert raynolds combs, Director °fficiVoesra1;dVTed “or
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

established 1867.

n
FORS2,sTALO° AND SUMMBK FOLDER "
Over 1400 Student,
PUPILS MAY ENTER NOW

Elocution—MUSIC— Languages

“ition, *36.00 per quarte^^we^w^.^B^fwilh^ur^hed Room, *39 to *51 per quarter.
’8“e will be mailed free"'Add'reM Regf.tar.
,T ANy TIME.
46TH YEAR-STUDENTS ACCEPTED Ad____

MacPHAIL SCHOOL

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing oui advertisers.

k

r SCHOOL OF MUSIC

PHILADELPHIA
THIRTY-FIFTH YEAR
A Residential and Day School of unparalleled Facilities fcr the attainment of a complete

- VALPARAISO, ■,,N1D'*N*-——- —
-_
Ti.nrv and Public School Music
School of Music offer, course, in Piano..Voice, Violin, Org.n, The

S SEND FOR OUTLINE OF COURSE

SUMMER SESSION, June 23rd to August 1st
Course,inVOICF, P/ANOFORTE, VIOLIN, HARMONY
JOHN B. CALVERT. D. D„ President
34th Season, October 1st, 1919
KATE S. CHITTENDEN. Dean
Send for Circular, and Catalogue
2X2 West 59th Street, NEW YORK CITY

• uegti0ned standing.

COMBS CONSERVATORY

SPARAISO UNlVERSiTY;

CELEBRATED FACULTY INCLUDING

American Institute a Applied Music

.-

ourses doing ^
Teacher. Practical
Special C°“"«
_
BOARDING FACILITIES EXCELLENT—NO BETTER ANY
INDIANA
Address, Box 512 - - - HUNTINGTON, INDIANA^

Entire expense fpr six weeks, including private lessons, practicing, all classes

The A

Desk E, WAR

22™* Offered,. aS88h’ai!&V!l&!lfr3ggS^-^?”A

For Teachers and Professionals, June 1st to Sept. 1st

,

MUSICAL INSTITUTE

IUNT1NGT0N
COLLEGE CONSERVATORY
Music Department of Hunt'ngton College, Endowed, with absolutely’noexpea

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSES

,

DANA’S

PHILADELPHIA

Academy
_c—.t. Philadelphia

Faculty of International Reputation
Exceptional advantages for post-graduate and repertoire
work. Department of Opera. Ideal location and residence
department with superior equipment.
Ohio.

Master class for virtuoso violinists under
EUGENE YSAYE
Season 1918-19
Special Low Rate* for Beginner*

Catalogue to the
I BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY Send for handsome
BROS. EPSTEIN
0ne of the oldest and best Music Schoolt in the United States

4525 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

THE ETVDh
Page 400
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June Bargains in Magazines PREMIUM REWARDS
FOR ETUDE SUBSCRIPTIONS

Schools and CoWe^^s

Some of the country’s best magazines are listed below in at¬
tractive money-saving combinations. Hundreds of others
are shown in The Etude Magazine Guide for 1919, a copy
of which will be sent upon request.
Through these clubbing offers you may obtain all your
favorite magazines, including The Etude, at less than reg¬
ular price, by sending all orders together to The Etude. No
other publisher or reputable agency can quote lower’prices.

NEW YOKE MIDDLE WEST AND WESTERN

Michigan State Normal College

Conservatory of Music

DUNNING SYSTEM 0,,xS“
a Year with the Dunning Work AI"“"W^n*je“a, re,ull. obtained

Ypsilanti, Michigan
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin
and theory.
.
Courses for training supervisors and
teachers of public school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate
valid in most states of the union.
Total living expenses need not exceed
five dollars per week. Tuition and fees
exceptionally low. Write for catalog.
Dir. CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
BOX 9, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN.

Lake Forest
University School of Music

msxlm LOWE nMmMwu^Por|SsS;m«1okee, Oregon.
Marshall, Texas, May
Muskogee,Okla., Jur

919; Toledo, O., July 21,

9; New Y. ‘city/sept*. 2nd, 1919. Address 3623 Pin.
/ichita, Kans., Sept. 3d; Top
r, Normi
Clara Sabin Winter,
v. 11th. Address 117 E.
rmineham, Ala., March 1st,
unw,
Carrie Munger Long, N
lOthf 1919; Denver, Colo., August 3d, 1919.
...uv 1st, 1919; Ft. Worth, Texas, June mi..,
Permanent Address.Congre^Hotel, CM«g°, HI
Rochester, N.Y. Address SO Erion
Jeanette C. Fulls
Crescent, Rochest. N.Y.
xas, April 20th; Denver, Colo., Juno
lal Clas
Mrs. Wesley Porter /lason, Normal
20th, 1919. Addre. i S011 Worth Sti
June 28th. Address 78 W. 103d St.,
Mrs. Harry A. Prenl
New York City.

Certificate. Special courses In Keyboard Harmony.
History erf Music and
College and, Ferry Hall for Music School Wi

„al classes, Waco, Texas, June 16th, 1919. Address 617 S. 4th
Milwaukee, Oregon
a and* booklet of Foreign and American endorsers.

Minneapolis School of Music,

VIRGIL PIANO CONS.
_

p- College of Fine Arts —

r"

SKIDMORE
\ PROFESSIONAL and Voc :
Women. Fine and Appl i
imics, Music. Physical Educat io

., ‘n8teaVdfd™essl!PrlsV.mE. h!°SCOTT, KimbaTl"Haufchi

FOR OTHER NEW YORK
SCHOOLS SEE PAGE 395

er Session SARATOGA SPRINGS. N.

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

LOLITA D. MASON

EMQ Theory

INSTRUCTOR of TEACHERS in VIENNA and AMERICA
(Unlimited Lesson Time)
All Teachers Raise Prices After Having Ten Lessons
SEND FOR CATALOG
702 NORTH ANDREWS BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

N. J. COREY
Pianist,

Organist and

Musical

Lecturer

it Novel, Varied and Beautifully Illustrated Lecture-recitab upon
the American Platform.
ith success at many of the ^largest Universities, Colleges, Lyceums
The Lecture-recital on the “ Eroica Sonata of MacI
■irary interpretation of which has the composer's o n endorsement, is
tpecially adapted for music schools and musical clubs.
For information, address
38 WOODWARD TERRACE, Deti

FRANK DAMR0SCH, Director,

. i$225

.

.

In a novel and attractive design, quadru¬
ple silver plated. Interior gold lined. Size
7 inches.

NON-TARNISHABLE PLATINOID PICTURE FRAMES

.

Today’s Housewife
THE ETUDE
Boys’ Life

.

.

.

THE ETUDE
Little Folks

.

.

.

.

.}
.j

$2 n

THE ETUDE
.
Modern Priscilla

.
.

.1

THE ETUDE
.
McCall’s Magazine
Today’s Housewife

.
.
.

. ]
. i
. >

1

>$2—
. J Save 50c

... f

$2—
Save 50c

THE ETUDE
. .
People’s Home Journal
Today’s Housewife .
THE ETUDE

The frames are substantially built, made of the unsur¬
passed, non-tarnishable Platinoid, backed with velvet.
Specify number in ordering.

Save 50c

.]

. 1i$2i5
. J1 Save 50c

SIZES
Height 6 inches.
Height
inches.
Height 8 inches.

$300

THE SURPRISE RACKET

.

THE ETUDE
.
Christian Herald

»$350
I

THE ETUDE
. .
McCall’s Magazine
Modern Priscilla .
THE ETUDE
. .
McCall’s Magazine
People’s Home Journal
Today’s Housewife .

Save 75c

^$350
I Save 75c

| $375
J Save $1.00

. Wright & Ditson Make
May be had for Four Yearly Subscriptions or
with Racket Case of Felt or Canvas for Five Yearly
Subscriptions.

\$Q50

afe

/s

THE ETUDE
Boys’ Life
.
Little Folks .

.
.
.

THE ETUDE
.
Pictorial Review
Modern Priscilla

.
.
.

.)

* A nn
. [
• J Save 7Sc

The Surprise Racket has recently been greatly im¬
proved and is the latest and most popular shape. The
frame is strongly made and attractively designed with
stringing of high quality gut.
Made in light and
medium weights.

.
.
.

O «2S
. *4—
J Save $1.00

CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS BALLS

THE ETUDE
Woman’s Home Companion
n 1 $4—
McCall’s Magazine .J Save 50c

; |*4—

For Two
Yearly Subscriptions
This ball is used in the Championship Tournaments
of the National Lawn Tennis Association, and has been
the adopted Ball of the Association for the past 30
years.

BURR0WES COURSE of music study
Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction
Hippy
Pupil*—Satisfied
Parent*—Pro*
.
----Classes are doubled by uso of this Katharine burrowes
Dept. D. 246 HICHLAND AVE., H. P.,
DETROIT, MICH.

DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
“Strongest Faculty in the Middle

West”

Width
inches
Width 5 inches
Width 6^ inches

OUR MOST POPULAR PREMIUM
YOUR OWN SUBSCRIPTION FREE
FOR THREE YEARLY ETUDE SUBSCRIPTIONS

>35°

Pictorial Review

THE ETUDE
.
Woman’s Home Companion I
American . ..I

A School which offers every advantage

CAMERAS
Premo Junior, Model B—Six Subscriptions
Box type with universal focus lens, the simplest in¬
strument for picture making that can be devised. Pro¬
duces excellent results Size of pictures,
x3X inches.
Loads in daylight with the Premo Film Pack. Open
back, drop in Film Pack, and all is ready. Instructions
with each camera.

THE ETUDE . . .) $/J 75
Woman’s Home Companion
. ,
Youth’s Companion (new) J SaveJl.OO
THE ETUDE . .
Modern Priscilla .
Woman’s Home Companion

;|$475
• J Sa,

ADD THESE MAGAZINES TO ANY CLUB AT THE FULL PRICE:
COLLIER’S WEEKLY
~~
» >mrci unssr vruiniMAl..
. . SI.
COSMOPOLITAN
(Sentry gentleman .' '.
good housekeeping

No. 635-6 Subscriptions
Premo Junior No. 3—Eight Subscriptions.
Pictures, 3j4'x4K inches. Otherwise same general construction as above.
Premoette Folding Pocket Camera — Ten Subscriptions. A
marvel of compactness.
Automatic shutter for time, bulb or instantaneous
exposure. Reversible finder. Makes excellent 2l4y3lA pictures.
ALL CAMERAS ARE SENT BY EXPRESS, COLLECT.

incidental to a broad musical education.

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training School for Supervisors of Music
BOTH SEXES
Voice cuiture.^ight-gipg^ng, ear-training, Wnony,
p0rraCt’ie?-t‘aching?ryGraduTte. hold important po.i'
lions in colleges, city and normal schools.
S3 MAIN ST.,
POTSDAM, NEW YORK

BON-BON DISH
One Subscription

THE ETUDE

THE ETUDE
.
Woman’s World
Pictorial Review

WHO CAN QUALIFY FOR

Private 1 eachers
Associate Faculty Membership
may offer their pupils regular CONSERVATORY ADVANTAGES

Syracuse University
Unexcelled advantages for the study of music. Facul¬
ty of 20 specialists. Regular four-year course leads
to the degree of Mus. B. Special certificate courses.

School professional
-of 1 icture Playing

CHARLES HENRY KEYES, Uhl* iv,»ldcnt j

11 West 68th St., New York

. )$J75

. 1$1 80
. 1 Sa4e“

.

THE ETUDE

SCHOOL OF ARTS

For explanations write Mrs. A. M. Virgil

D DRAMATIC ART

.

THE ETUDE . .
Woman’s World .

THE ETUDE
. . .1
*2^
Peoples Home Journal j Save SOc

. LOS ANGELES, Califo

-Virgil Method

.

Peoples Popular Monthly .

The Way io Make Players

Teacher’s Course $125.00—Enter any time

Director, Dept, of Music
Director, Dramatic Ai
60-62 Eleventh St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

THE ETUDE

McCall’s Magazine .

Antonio. Texas...
Full 'inforr

Milwaukee-Downer College
Milwaukee, Wis.
Department of Music
Offers Piano, Organ, Violin, Voice Training,
Theory of Music and a Teachers' Course in
Public School Music. The degree. Bachelor of
Science in '
--- --|g|
A dipt
For catalog “U,” address REGISTRAR

ss Adolphus Hotel,

Offers courses in Piano,Voice.Vioiin.Organ,
Theory, Public School Music and Drawing,
Oral Interpretation, etc. Work based on
best modern and educational principles.
Numerous Lectures, Concerts and Recitals
throughout the year.
Branch Studios. Excellent Dormitory Ac¬
commodations. Teachers’ certifin t. g. dio-

T

O those friends who send us subscriptions, we give useful
and valuable articles as premiums. In addition to music
books and musical merchandise of all sorts, articles for per¬
sonal and household use are given.
ETUDE subscription¬
getting thus becomes a profitable as well as a congenial
spare time occupation. Below we list only a few of the
many premiums:

Fifty artist teachers. Highest standards.
Artistic environment.
Alio Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
n THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

For Catalog A J dress
GRACE CHAMBERLIN, Business Manager
1117-1119 WOODWARD AVENUE - DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Send Orders Only to

THE ETUDE

THEOvSRCO-

T14T7

PHILA., PA.

1 HL

17TITni7 THEO. PRESSER CO., Publishers

L 1 UL/L

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

“No Ring? Here’s your Life Saver”
The man who can hand out Life Savers is best man to go to for holesome candy. Eat one of these
little pure-sugar rings and you will be wedded for life to the dainty, delicate quartet of

uFE SAYERs
THE CANDY MINT WITH THE H©LE
Each of the Life Saver flavors is as sweet as a June bride.
PEP-O-MINT is full of delicious pep.
WINT-O-GREEN is cool and refreshing.

CL-O-VE is warm with the spice o’ life.
LIC-O-RICE will make every moon a honeymoon.

When you buy substitutes, you take a chance for better or worse. You pay the Life Saver price and look in vain for Lite
Saver quality—this is breach-of-promise. Once you know these pure sugar-and-spice tidbits, nothing can alienate your

MINT PRODUCTS COMPANY
New York
Montreal
1

